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Chapter 1 – Introduction 
 

 

Background and Rationale 

This research project involved an autoethnographic investigation of strategies that can improve practice 

and pre-performance routines. Although much research has already been conducted in the area of 

optimal performance (Wrigley & Emmerson, 2011; Freedman, 2015; Groth, 2016; Csikszentmihalyi, 

1990), this study is conducted from my own personal viewpoint as a young classical pianist, to improve 

the reliability and consistency of my performances, and enhance my satisfaction with them.  

Prior to commencing this degree, I had witnessed positive growth in my ability to communicate musical 

ideas, but nevertheless there had been some recent traumatic performances where I suffered from some 

technical inconsistency, memory blanks, and an overall lack of confidence on stage. Some reasons for 

these problems included: under-preparation, lack of focus immediately pre-performance, and ill-

founded anxiety in unfamiliar surroundings. As a result, I resolved to investigate and test helpful 

methods that could assist me in overcoming my challenges as a performer in the long term, especially 

to strengthen my technical unreliability under pressure. These methods include both physical and mental 

preparation techniques that are suitable in different contexts (in varying extents). For example, 

performances given in ‘high stakes’ situations often required more mental preparation alongside reliable 

technical preparation. By undergoing this research, I aimed to tailor such strategies to my own musical 

development, thereby enhancing my playing with more technical reliability and consistency in various 

performance contexts. I was then able to focus on more pertinent issues such as developing strong 

musical communication with audiences.  

Since a certain amount of risk and unpredictability is part of the unique nature of performance (Rink, 

2002; Hallam & Gaunt, 2012), it is vital that material is fully prepared and rehearsed in a variety of 

different ways, so that factors involved in ‘performativity’ (Kartomi, 2014) such as acoustics, venue 

layout, audience interaction, lighting, and other elements beyond the performer’s control do not lessen 

the quality of the experience. By cultivating rigorous and thorough methods of preparation, technical 
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anxiety can be reduced during performance. In theory, this should allow one’s own interpretation to be 

brought to the fore. Immediate adaptability is particularly important for pianists, since each piano has 

its own strengths and limitations, which must be managed for any convincing performance.  

Aim 

I aim to become more accustomed to the stage while creating consistently meaningful experiences for 

myself and for audiences, especially in high-stakes performance contexts such as rigorous competitions, 

which are an important part of an emerging musician’s career. Preparation for such intense situations 

entails developing familiarity with performance, wherever it may take place. 

Research Question 

To develop techniques that contribute to more convincing performances, I have formulated the main 

research question of: 

What practice strategies and pre-performance routines can be auto-ethnographically researched and 

implemented to produce more reliable and consistent levels of piano performance in a variety of 

performance contexts?  

Throughout this paper, two main categories of preparation are referred to: long-term methods (practice 

strategies) and short-term preparation (pre-performance routines), which require physical, mental and 

psychological training. As a practice-led project, I investigated valuable preparation approaches and 

monitored my implementation of such methods by regular reflection on practice sessions and 

performances in a variety of contexts. I intended to discover potential transformations and 

improvements in my performances throughout the research period.  
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Auto-ethnography has featured as a central methodology for my research, since it is the most viable 

way of measuring my progress through preparation and performance. As Bochner and Ellis (2003) state, 

auto-ethnography describe work that “awakens or evokes in the spectator, how it creates meanings, how 

it can heal, and what it can teach, incite, inspire or provoke” (p. 507). It is intended that the insights 

gained through my research approach can be shared with others who are interested in improving their 

own artistic practice with similar aims.   

Literature Review 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Literature Categories 

 

Research into the literature behind this project was split up into four categories (see Figure 1 above), 

with the first two categories outlined in the central research question: practice strategies (both at and 

away from one’s instrument) and pre-performance routines (including literature from other disciplines 

that value and depend on performance in high pressure settings). It must be noted that some of the 

literature discussed below overlaps both categories but offers stronger points on one category than the 

other. Other sources offer useful information on both sub-topics, or on issues peripheral, yet relevant to 

the research question and my development as a musician. A wide range of sources were found for all 

of these areas. 

Literature
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Pre-performance 
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Practice strategies specific to piano playing are discussed in a plethora of sources: Lhevinne, (1972), 

Gieseking & Liemer (1972), Matthay (1932), D’Abreu (1965), Neuhaus (1973), Last (1980), Merrick 

(1958), Hofmann (1976), Chaffin, Imreh & Crawford (2002) and Berman (2000). Although much of 

this literature is over 30 years old, the information provided is not dated, since all the authors corroborate 

on issues central to the development of any pianist. Many of them include chapters on recommended 

approaches to touch, tone, rhythm, pedalling, memory, and the most crucial in piano playing: 

transmitting the ‘artistic image’ (Neuhaus, 1973) of each piece. Chaffin et al (2002) give much attention 

to strategies for memory, including analysis and synthesis of comments from renowned contemporary 

pianists. Discovering how professionals viewed memorising, and reading the strategies that they 

suggested was particularly useful for me, since I often find that my memory can be unnecessarily faulty, 

contributing to the unreliability of my performance. D’Abreu (1965) provides many suggestions for 

securing technical accuracy, as well as encouraging comments for establishing a positive mental attitude 

to learning new works. Gieseking & Liemer (1972), Hofmann (1976), and Neuhaus (1973) all 

emphasise the importance of practice away from the piano – both with and without the score. The 

concept of mental practising is not new. Through my research I intended to engage in more rigorous 

and consistent mental practice sessions, in order to determine their effect on the development of my 

playing.   

Sources that offer useful general practice strategies for all musicians include: Hallam & Gaunt (2012), 

Klickstein (2009), Rink (2002), Kageyama (2014), and Hallam (1995). Hallam & Gaunt (2012) propose 

a simple strategy for effective practice: plan by setting achievable goals, implement these goals, then 

critically reflect on progress. Klickstein (2009) constantly refers to his ‘7 Habits of Excellence’ that are 

useful to compartmentalise goals: ease, expressiveness, accuracy, rhythmic vitality, beautiful tone, 

focused attention and positive attitude. It was helpful to refer to these Habits to ensure maximum 

concentration whenever I was practising. I have also taken Klickstein’s ‘5 Facets of Preparation’ 

(artistic, technical, mental/emotional, physical, organisational) into consideration. At certain points in 

the preparation process, some Facets may have taken higher priority than others, but it is vital that all 
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are adequately covered before any performance. Klickstein’s ideas have been valuable for formulating 

the methodology for this project, as can be seen in the next section.  

Rink (2002) is a collation of scholarly chapters that cover the perception of performance, preparation 

methods, and the interpretation of music. Three chapters were pertinent to my research topic: ‘Preparing 

for Performance’ by Stefan Reid, ‘Memorising Music’ by Aaron Williamon, and ‘From Score to Sound’ 

by Peter Hill. All of these authors explain the reasons for diligent, intellectual preparation and emphasise 

a variety of methods that will combat inconsistency and unreliability, which is at the crux of my 

research. Hallam’s (1995) brief paper differentiates between ‘holist’ and ‘serialist’ learners, but also 

suggests that the performances with the highest level of intellectual development were those who were 

‘versatile’ learners (used both holist and serialist strategies), or adapted a ‘holist comprehension style’ 

of learning. Hallam is a leader in the field of performance preparation, and I have incorporated various 

strategies into my learning approaches, in efforts to produce secure, engaging performances.  

Literature focused on pre-performance routines is much more generalised and inter-disciplinary: I have 

drawn sources from sports psychology literature as well as music – in the form of interviews, reflections 

and less formal writings. Although Barnes (2004) and Afremow (2014) are clearly aimed at high-

performing athletes, many of the comments are applicable to musicians, especially Barnes’ (2004) 

‘Mental Toughness Loop’ (see Figure 2) which clearly expresses six core attributes vital for 

psychological preparation in high-stakes situations. A chapter is dedicated to each of these 

characteristics, with brief scientific explanations followed by methods to cultivate these in one’s chosen 

field, as well as in daily life. Adopting such qualities and ingraining them as habits helps me to centre 

myself just prior to appearance on stage, concentrating my attention solely on the important aspects of 

public performance.  
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Figure 2: Barnes’ (2004) Mental Toughness Loop 

 

Research on ‘flow’ theory, mainly from Csikszentmihalyi (1975, 1990, 1997), describes a psychological 

state of narrow concentration and positive control which people find themselves in while successfully 

engaging in a pursuit. In Csikszentmihalyi’s own words, flow is ‘the holistic sensation that people feel 

when they act with total involvement’ (1975). This often occurs while completing a task which is 

challenging enough to meet the trained, honed skills that an individual brings to it (Csikszentmihalyi, 

1988). A graph of flow or optimal experience can be seen below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: A model of the flow experience (Csikszentmihalyi, 2014, p. 160) 

 

While Csikszentmihalyi has applied this theory to skilled people of various disciplines, Marin & 

Bhattacharya (2013), Chirico et al (2015) and Wrigley & Emmerson (2011) have specifically 

researched flow in the case of live music performance, especially for tertiary level students. As can be 

seen in Figure 3, for this ‘flow’ state to be maintained, the skill level and nature of the challenge must 

both increase proportionally. The nine-dimensional flow construct, devised by Csikszentmihalyi (1990) 
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will be woven into my own research through my methodology of reflective practice logs and pre-

performance templates (see below). Martin & Jackson (2008, p. 146) sum this up as follows: 

• challenge-skill balance (feeling competent enough to meet the high demands of the situation),  

• action-awareness merging (doing things spontaneously and automatically without having to 

think),  

• clear goals (having a strong sense of what one wants to do),  

• unambiguous feedback (knowing how well one is doing during the performance itself),  

• concentration on the task at hand (being completely focused on the task at hand), 

• sense of control (having a feeling of total control over what one is doing),  

• loss of self-consciousness (not worrying what others think of oneself),  

• transformation of time (having the sense that time passes in a way that is different from normal), 

and 

• autotelic experience (feeling the experience to be extremely rewarding) 

My research focuses on achieving consistency and reliability in three increasingly challenging contexts, 

in which I have both successfully and unsuccessfully achieved this flow state. By gaining an 

understanding behind this psychological theory, I can better understand the ultimate goal that should be 

desired and maintained when I am performing consistently, reliably and successfully. 

Berman (2000), Elder (1982), Westney (2003) and Schneiderman (1991) are all written from a concert 

pianist’s perspective, and offer invaluable advice on their own personal pre-performance routines. Elder 

(1982) is significant, since the source is a collation of interviews and master lessons from renowned 

20th century pianists – a goldmine of information on each pianist’s strategies to overcoming anxiety, 

building confidence, and playing at superior standards. Berman (2000) dedicates a lengthy chapter to 

the moments just before and during a performance, offering advice on keeping the musical and artistic 

expressivity at the forefront of one’s mind. In addition to thorough preparation, his notion is one that 
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many other authors (such as Klickstein) agree with, and I have found that it is especially helpful to 

recall in those adrenalin-filled moments just before walking on stage. Throughout this research project, 

I have prioritised my artistic motivations while sharing music with others.  

Other sources that I have found enriching are online masterclasses from three main pianists: Hough 

(2008), Kovacevich (2009) and Ax (2010). I also found one clip from Macgregor (2018) useful for 

general comments. All these pianists are strong teachers and performers, with interesting ideas on a 

range of pianistic challenges in works especially by Beethoven and Liszt. Both of these composers 

feature in my repertoire for this research project, so many of the comments in these masterclasses are 

transferable to my own playing of similar repertoire.  

Since my project integrates auto-ethnography via mixed methods of data collection, I have also explored 

some literature in this field. Bartlett & Ellis (2009), Ellis (2009), Jones, Adam & Ellis (2013) are all 

significant contributions to highlighting the importance of positioning one’s self-reflections in the 

context of the surrounding culture, plus acknowledging external events that will and can influence 

creative output. Creswell (2014) describes qualitative, quantitative and mixed methods designs, relating 

these to specific worldviews that research can stem from.  

Methodology 

The auto-ethnographic methodology has aided me in positioning myself as a young musician amidst a 

whirl of contextual and cultural influences that impacted each of my performances. By employing 

mixed methods developed from a pragmatic worldview (Creswell, 2014), I was able to discover 

interesting trends in my playing over the course of this project. I tested and reflected upon the techniques 

I encountered in the literature through my practice sessions and performances. Not only did I discover 

new information in the literature, I also found that different sources concurred on similar points, which 

enhanced my understanding and engage in iterative processes throughout my research journey. Ideas 

were reinforced, periodically renewing my zeal for improvement. I was reminded of the importance of 

certain techniques and highlighted different perspectives from various authors about similar ideas (see 

Chapter 2). My main methods of data collection included: practice reflections, evaluations of 
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performances in different contexts, qualitative analysis of performance recordings, and lesson 

recordings, accompanied by notes.  

The ‘7 Habits of Excellence’ and ‘5 Facets of Preparation’ proposed by Klickstein (2009) are a means 

to practice deeply so that tasks are undertaken efficiently and effectively. By approaching practice from 

a mastery-oriented perspective (ingraining the Habits), one can be fully integrated in the music, 

achieving clarity and control in all components of the preparation (Facets). This will eventually enable 

the performer to confidently present and transcend the score, contributing to consistent, reliable 

performances.  

I have formed a practice log template (see Figure 4) that adapts Klickstein’s ‘7 Habits of Excellence’ 

and the ‘5 Facets of Preparation’ to my own challenges during daily practice sessions. For pragmatic 

reasons, the log was completed weekly or fortnightly, allowing me time to set goals, implement them 

and reflect upon them (Hallam & Gaunt, 2012). It integrates both qualitative and quantitative forms of 

self-assessment which were then analysed, as will be discussed in Chapters 3, 4, and 5. The five-point 

scale that I have devised helped me to gauge my progress on the ‘7 Habits’, accompanied by comments 

relative to each piece and the specific difficulties it presents. Although the scale may seem arbitrarily 

quantitative, I have ensured that the physical and mental characteristics of practice are valued equally: 

five points are allocated for isolation and work on a particular Habit in both types of practice sessions, 

whereas one point is given for full neglect of the Habit in all sessions. The ‘5 Facets’ are covered in 

brief reflective sentences for each Facet, depending on the performance status of the repertoire.  
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Practice Log Template 

 

DATE: 

Assessment of Practice according to Klickstein’s 7 Habits of Excellence 
Scale: 1-5 (depending on how much each Habit was focused on in practice sessions) 

1: fully neglected Habit in all practice sessions 

2: thought about Habit sometimes in mental OR physical practice sessions (specify which) 

3: isolated and worked at Habit sometimes in mental AND physical practice sessions 

4: isolated and worked at Habit in all physical practice sessions 

5: isolated and worked at Habit in all mental and physical practice sessions 

Specific comments: 

Exact sections and bars that were worked on. Fixed problems identified in lesson notes. 

 

 

 

Reflection based on Klickstein’s 5 Facets of Preparation (brief paragraph): 

artistic, technical, mental/emotional, physical, organisational   

 

Figure 4: Practice Log Template 

  

7 Habits of Excellence: Piece 1:  Piece 2:  

Ease 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Expressiveness 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Accuracy 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Rhythmic Vitality 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Beautiful Tone 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Focused Attention 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Positive Attitude 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 
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The performance evaluation sheet (see Figure 5) was designed to generate qualitative and quantitative 

forms of data immediately after each performance. Kageyama (2019) also mentions that a thorough 

‘post-mortem’ of each performance is helpful for closure and for cultivating confidence, as supported 

by current sports psychology research1. In my template, I have created sub-sections that address issues 

inherently linked with my main research question: reliability and accuracy on stage, as well as 

consistency in terms of my perceived improvement since my last performance. The ‘pre-performance 

activity’ table is an amalgamation of advice from Valentine (2002) and Bonetti (2003), corroborated by 

various mentors and teachers. The final ‘overall impressions’ sub-section is also based on Klickstein’s 

Performance Evaluation Tool. Similar to the practice log, this consisted of brief reflective sentences or 

dot points which provide a general assessment of successful aspects of the performance, plus areas that 

I would like to improve for my next public appearance. I have recorded as many of my own 

performances as possible, which have been referred to throughout this dissertation, using timecodes.  

  

                                                             
1 Kageyama mentions that a post-event reflection should include five parts (many of which are included in my 

own template): 1. When/where/what, 2. The good/bad/adjustments, 3. The mental side, 4. Activation (physical 

arousal), 5. Open-ended reflection. Although this source was posted and retrieved in 2019, it was comforting to 

know that other musicians (and sportspeople) have created similar post-event reflection criteria.  
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Performance Template 

DATE:  

REPERTOIRE:  

Context (circle one):  

 

Competition 
setting 

Formal 
concert 
setting with 
high stakes 

Formal 
concert 
setting with 
low stakes 

Community 
space 

Formal 
intimate 
setting 
(house/salon) 

Informal 
intimate setting 
(workshop/runs 
for friends and 
family) 

Pre-performance activity (Y/N, on the day of performance): 

PRE-PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY YES OR NO 

Early/organised  

Warm-up backstage (+ length)  

Warm-up on performance piano  

Talking/mingling with others  

Deep breathing  

Stretching/muscle tension and release  

Slow release energy food (eg banana)  

Well hydrated  

Sufficient sleep  

High quality sleep  

Artistic, musical focus  

Positive self-talk and affirmations  

Soothing imagery  

Centering  

Prayer   

Mental rehearsal  

Mental rehearsal with miming  

 

Pre-performance mood (1-3 adjectives): 

 

Confidence in preparation (circle one): 

1 being the least confident in preparation, 7 being the most confident 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

Relaxation on stage (1-3 sentences): 

Composure time, sense of ease, breath control 

Accuracy/Reliability, number of inaccuracies and how these were dealt with (1-3 sentences): 

‘inaccuracies’: eg. missing notes/entries, miscalculations of jumps, poor pedalling, missing 

rests/rushing 
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Memory slips (if so how many): 

Y/N     

Consistency management: improvement since last performance (1 sentence): 

 

Overall impressions (brief paragraph): 

Performance Evaluation Tool (Klickstein, 2009):  

• 3 aspects of the performance that went well 

• 3 aspects of the performance that could be improved 

• Reasons for the successful aspects of the performance 

• Plans to achieve improvements for next performance  

 

Figure 5: Example Performance Template 

 

Finally, recordings were made from my weekly lessons2, which have been taken into consideration 

especially when assessing my practice. I considered many of my teacher’s comments during practice 

sessions (especially tips on improving consistency and reliability), and, where necessary adapted her 

suggestions for my own playing.  

Chapter 2 will provide a brief account of my performance journey throughout candidature, then 

Chapters 3, 4 and 5 will discuss the results of my practice and pre-performance research of performances 

in small venues, recitals and competitions respectively. It was deemed necessary to order these chapters 

according to the level of formality required, and the amount of mental pressure that surrounded the 

performance. Usually, the performances that are discussed in Chapters 3 and 4 were preparatory 

performances for competitions that are expounded upon in Chapter 5. Physical and technical strategies 

are mostly covered in Chapters 3 and 4, while Chapter 5 explores mental and psychological preparation 

surrounding competitions. Strategies were enhanced and new techniques applied for extra reliability in 

these situations with the highest stakes.  

  

                                                             
2 These recordings have not been provided for privacy reasons, but I often incorporated feedback into 

subsequent practice plans and practice sessions.  
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Chapter 2: My Journey through Candidature 
 

Over the two years, I have embarked on a pianistic journey in which I discovered many new approaches 

and strategies for a range of performance situations. Not only did I experiment with a range of 

techniques for delivering successful performances in a variety of contexts, I also learnt how to deal with 

setbacks and some disappointing results. A table listing all of my documented performances for this 

project is presented below. All repertoire (with their respective abbreviations) mentioned in this paper 

is as follows: 

• Bach: Prelude and Fugue in E flat minor, Book 1 (ie. Bach) 

• Haydn: Sonata in D major HOB XVI:33 (ie. Haydn Sonata) 

• Beethoven: Sonata in A major, Op 2 No 2 (ie. Beethoven Sonata) 

• Liszt: Hungarian Rhapsody No 11 in A minor (ie Liszt Rhapsody) 

• Liszt: Paganini Etude No 6 in A minor (ie Liszt Etude) 

• Glinka-Balakirev: “The Lark” (ie. The Lark) 

• Tchaikovsky-Pletnev: Concert Suite from “The Sleeping Beauty” (ie Tchaikovsky-Pletnev) 

o 1. Prologue 

o 2. Dance of Pages 

o 3. Vision 

o 4. Andante 

o 5. Fairy of Silver 

o 6. The Booted Tom Cat 

o 7. Gavotte 

o 8. The Singing Canary 

o 9. Little Red Riding Hood 

o 10. Adagio 

o 11. Finale 

• Tchaikovsky: Theme and Variations in F major, Op 19 No 6 (ie. Tchaikovsky Variations) 

• Schumann: Symphonic Etudes, Op 13 (ie. Schumann) 

• Bach-Busoni: Chaconne in D minor (ie. Bach-Busoni) 

• Busoni: 10 Variations in Free Form on a Theme by Chopin (ie. Busoni Chopin Variations) 

• Rachmaninov: Etude Tableaux in A minor, Op 39 No 6 (ie. Rachmaninov Etude) 

• Yedid: “Angel’s Revolt” (ie. Yedid) 

• Beethoven: Piano Concerto No 3 in C minor O 37 (ie. Beethoven Concerto) 
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• Saint Saens: Piano Concerto No 2 in G minor Op 22 (ie. Saint Saens) 

 

Table 1: Performances documented through candidature (across three contexts)3 

DATE PERFORMANCE 
CONTEXT 

REPERTOIRE RECORDED? VIDEO/AUDIO 

15/06/17 
CONFIRMATION 
PERFORMANCE 

Formal concert 
(high stakes) 

Haydn Sonata 
HOBXVI:33, Saint 
Saens G Minor 
Concerto Op 22 

N  

7/07/17 
FESTIVAL 

Formal intimate 
(high stakes) 

Tchaikovsky-Pletnev 
Andante, Saint Saens 
1st mvt 

N  

9/07/17 
FESTIVAL 

Formal intimate 
(high stakes) 

Liszt Rhapsody No 11, 
Glinka-Balakirev The 
Lark 

N  

13/07/17 
WORKSHOP 

Informal intimate 
(low stakes) 

Tchaikovsky 
Variations Op 19 No 6 

N  

19/08/17 
LVPC RUN 

Formal concert 
(high stakes) 

All LVPC solo 
repertoire4 

Y Video 

30/08/17 
LUNCHTIME 
CONCERT 

Formal concert 
(low stakes) 

Bach Prelude and 
Fugue, Liszt Etude, 
The Lark 

N  

5/09/17 
LVPC ROUND 1 

Competition Bach P+F, Liszt Etude, 
The Lark 

Y Video 

7/09/17 
LVPC ROUND 2 

Competition Haydn Sonata, 
Tchaikovsky 
Variations, Liszt 
Rhapsody 

Y Video 

10/09/17 
LVPC ROUND 3 

Competition Bach-Busoni 
Chaconne, Yedid, 
Tchaikovsky-Pletnev 

Y Video 

12/11/17 
SCHOLARSHIP  

Competition Haydn 1st mvt, Liszt 
Rhapsody, 
Tchaikovsky-Pletnev  
1,2,4,7,11 

  

17/11/17 
HOUSE CONCERT 

Formal intimate 
(high stakes) 

Haydn, Tchaikovsky-
Pletnev 1,2,4,7,11,12 

Y Video 

6/12/17 
RECITAL 

Formal concert 
(high stakes) 

Schumann Symphonic 
Etudes, Brahms A 
major Violin Sonata 
Op 100 

Y Video 

22/03/18 
WORKSHOP 

Informal intimate 
(low stakes) 

Busoni Chopin 
Variations 

Y Audio 

                                                             
3 The three main colours correspond to the three different contexts. Grey: intimate/small concerts, blue: formal 

concerts, red: competitions. The lighter grey and blue have been used for low stakes performances in their 

respective contexts.  
4 Bach, Liszt Etude, “The Lark”, Haydn Sonata, Tchaikovsky Variations, Liszt Rhapsody, Bach-Busoni 

Chaconne, Tchaikovsky-Pletnev, Yedid.  
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19/04/18 
WORKSHOP 

Informal intimate 
(low stakes) 

Busoni Chopin 
Variations, Bach-
Busoni Chaconne 

Y Audio 

30/04/18 
MASTERCLASS 

Formal intimate 
(high stakes) 

Busoni Chopin 
Variations 

N  

3/05/18 
LUNCHTIME 
CONCERT 

Formal concert 
(high stakes) 

Busoni Chopin 
Variations, Bach-
Busoni Chaconne 

Y Audio 

4/09/18 
ANPA ROUND 1 

Competition  Haydn Sonata, 
Rachmaninov Etude 
Op 39 No 6, Busoni 
Chopin Variations 

Y Audio 

 

All of the recorded performances are included with this submission. This includes multiple 

performances of some works for comparison, and specific passages are referenced throughout the paper 

with timecodes. For the purposes of assessment, the main performances to be considered would be those 

from the LVPC. The main goal that I worked towards in 2017 was the Lev Vlassenko Piano 

Competition5, held in early September. In the six months’ lead-up to this, I prepared my repertoire 

thoroughly, giving many performances and full-length recitals in different contexts. I played in small 

and larger hall settings that were both informal and formal. I had purposely chosen repertoire that I was 

mostly already familiar with, so that I could spend these six months enhancing my character choices 

and cementing a convincing interpretation of each piece. There were only two completely new pieces 

for the competition: the Haydn Sonata and the piece commissioned by the competition, ‘Angel’s Revolt’ 

by Yitzhak Yedid. Although I had begun work on the Haydn in the summer holidays, I had about three 

months to prepare and memorise the commissioned work, since it was only released after successful 

audition results were announced.  

Alongside my competition repertoire, I was also learning the Saint Saens Piano Concerto No. 2 in G 

minor, Op. 22 for my confirmation recital in June. I was most pleased with the outcome on that occasion: 

most of my musical ideas remained intact on stage and I had no severe memory or technical mishaps. 

The Haydn, Yedid and Saint Saens works gave me my first opportunities to directly apply practice 

                                                             
5 Hereafter referred to as LVPC. 
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strategies that I had read about learning new works. The effectiveness of these strategies will be 

discussed in Chapters 3 to 5.  

Shortly after the confirmation recital, I spent a week at the Lucas Parklands Young Musicians Winter 

Festival, in Montville. This was an enjoyable experience, where I was able to meet and play with other 

young musicians. I practised and rehearsed on site for three days, followed by a concert a day for the 

subsequent three days. I took a range of repertoire, some of which overlapped with what I would 

perform at the Lev Vlassenko Piano Competition, as well as the Saint Saens concerto and an enjoyable 

piano trio entitled ‘Café Music’ by Paul Schofield. During that week, I was able to focus solely on my 

practice without having any other commitments or demands placed upon me. This was highly beneficial 

not only for the immediate performances, but also in my preparation for the competition. The other 

musicians and audience members were very encouraging and appreciative of my playing throughout 

the festival. Reflections and analyses of the performances at this Festival will be discussed in Chapter 

3.  

In August, I gave a full recital at the Australian Piano Warehouse (Milton) of all the solo repertoire 

needed for the competition: that is, about two hours of music. This was an immense recital, and as a 

result, extremely tiring. I had never given such a lengthy recital before, circumstances were not ideal 

and it was my first time playing my repertoire publicly in that particular configuration for each Round. 

While there were many aspects of my playing that went well, the recital was an effective test of my 

progress thus far and revealed the areas that needed detailed technical and interpretive work before the 

competition. Notorious faulty memory areas were also highlighted during that performance and I 

worked towards eradicating these problems in the next few weeks. Chapter 4 includes a discussion of 

this performance. 

Between July and September, I had been giving frequent short performances at lunchtime concerts and 

workshops at the Conservatorium. This enabled me to perform one or two pieces publicly and assess 

whether my progress was on track to giving polished renditions of those pieces at the competition.  
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As the competition loomed closer, I reduced all other activities to focus solely on physical and mental 

preparation. I tried to maintain a calm outlook and avoided mindlessly playing through my repertoire 

just to fill time. Instead, I continued to polish finer details and problem areas as much as possible without 

making any enormous changes to my overall interpretation. I kept referring to my previous lesson notes 

and ensuring that I had tested my teacher’s suggestions, incorporating those comments that I agreed 

with.  

During the competition, my sole aim was to prioritise effective communication of my artistic ideas, 

since I was confident that, after so many ‘trial’ performances, my playing would be fairly consistent 

and reliable in the technical and memory spheres. I was reminded of Gidon Kremer’s words: “When 

brilliance plays a greater role than the message, we risk being smothered” (Woll, 2017). I wanted to 

transmit the love I have for my repertoire to the audience and the jury, rather than simply displaying 

technical virtuosity and showmanship. For some pieces this worked better than others, and after the two 

preliminary rounds I was selected to advance to Round 3. This was the 60-minute round that required 

large scale works and the commissioned work, a physically exhausting piece on its own. Unfortunately 

I was not in the 4 contestants selected to progress to the Finals, and this had quite an effect on my self-

confidence and external satisfaction with my performances throughout the competition. I found it 

difficult to recover from this, because I was particularly looking forward to playing my concerto 

(Beethoven 3) with orchestra. I felt that I had tried to give my best throughout the competition, without 

the recognition I had hoped for. Fortunately, I did receive two minor prizes: the Encouragement Award 

and the Best Performance of a Russian Work. I ended up taking about a month off serious practising 

after the competition and rethinking my goals and ambitions as a young musician. The strategies that I 

implemented for pre-performance routines in competition atmospheres (as well as how I dealt with 

setbacks) will be elaborated upon in Chapter 5, and my retrospective reflections can be read at length 

in Appendix B.  

After feelings of low self-worth and despondency receded, I was forced to return to the piano to prepare 

for future performances and accompaniment duties. This gradually helped to re-engage with the 

dedication I have for my instrument and made me realise how much music was already an essential part 
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of my identity. Three main performances in November and December needed to be prepared for, and 

so I tried to return to practising with renewed vigour. As well as retaining some of the repertoire from 

the competition, new repertoire had to be learnt in a very short space of time: the Brahms Sonata for 

Piano and Violin in A major, and the Schumann Symphonic Etudes. These two colossal works required 

much time and musical insight, so I did as much as I could in a limited time. I managed to learn the 

Schumann in a systematic manner, applying new practice strategies that I had learnt and resisting 

temptations to perform prematurely during practice sessions (Chapter 4).  

The first performance in November was for the Theme and Variations Foundation Scholarship in 

Sydney, for which I used competition repertoire (Haydn 1st movement, Tchaikovsky-Pletnev excerpts 

and the Liszt Rhapsody). I was quite pleased with how this performance went, and I was also successful 

in winning the scholarship. The required scope of this thesis will not allow this performance to be 

discussed.  

The next performance (just a few days later) was a small house concert on Stradbroke Island (discussed 

in Chapter 3), which included excerpts from Tchaikovsky-Pletnev and the complete Haydn Sonata, as 

well as the first performance of the Brahms violin sonata. This revealed some problems in my practice 

strategies for quickly revising old pieces, and the need for deeper interpretive investigation in the 

Brahms. Although many of the audience members were very appreciative, I was well aware of the areas 

that needed more work in all of the repertoire – another effective trial performance before my recital at 

the Conservatorium in December.  

Given the time constraints and the enormity of the repertoire that I chose to prepare for the 

Conservatorium recital, I considered it to be a successful first formal performance of the Schumann, 

and second performance of the Brahms. I felt that I prepared for it with a realistic approach, with 

confidence in my methodical approach to learning technical details, while having full knowledge of the 

scope for more detailed investigation of the different characters and sonorities that were possible for 

both pieces, especially the Schumann. This was a new sensation: previously I had not felt so calm or 

satisfied with my efforts in the moments immediately prior to performing new repertoire. This may 
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have stemmed from adopting more effective practice strategies with lasting results: meticulous, slow 

and focused practice provided me with greater confidence once I got on stage.  

Soon after, I was invited by the Conservatorium to partake in the Moscow Conservatory Winter School 

for a week in January. Although there were no formal performances required, I was able to have four 

lessons with professors at the Conservatory: three with Irina Plotnikova, and another with Alexander 

Strukov. These lessons provided me with new perspectives on my repertoire – some comments were 

similar to those of my own teacher but phrased differently, while other feedback was contradictory to 

my instinctive interpretive decisions. I was able to digest and incorporate the comments that I believed 

were the most helpful to enhancing my interpretations.  

Returning to Australia, I began preparation for the Canberra International Music Festival6, which took 

place in early May. The repertoire required for my lunchtime recital was two pieces by Busoni: the 

Bach-Busoni Chaconne and his 10 Variations on a Theme by Chopin. The Chaconne has remained in 

my repertoire for a few years, while the Chopin Variations were only selected recently. The latter had 

been planned for the Conservatorium recital in December 2017, but it was soon clear that much more 

time was needed for this piece. Serious work only began in February 2018. I was also invited by the 

Festival to perform a chamber work by Mary Finsterer for clarinet, cello and piano entitled ‘Angelus’, 

and play a prominent celeste part for an orchestral work by the same composer.  

Due to other commitments, preparation in the lead-up to this Festival was, at times, sporadic, and I 

came to realise the inestimable value of efficient practising with limited time available. More work was 

increasingly done away from the piano, and detailed mental plans were made for specific sections to be 

addressed before approaching physical practice sessions. This reduced time wasted at the piano, playing 

through large sections and waiting for a problem to ‘appear’, or losing focus and simply continuing to 

practice in order to ‘clock up’ the hours. I found that my practice sessions became more enjoyable with 

the sense of accomplishment after each technical problem was solved, or an interpretive decision was 

executed exactly according to my inner perception of the idea. As will be expounded upon in Chapters 

                                                             
6 Hereafter referred to as CIMF.  
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4 and 5, I also saw the value of returning to and examining the score closely at all stages of my 

preparation, always searching for new details each time. This kept my outlook fresh, with the aim to 

always increase the depth of my musical insights by becoming more familiar with technical details and 

amending or making more interpretive decisions. 

The next major event that required preparation was the Australian National Piano Award7, held in 

September in Shepparton, Victoria. It was a new experience: the first extended competition that I 

participated in away from home. I organised two major formal recitals beforehand, in late July and late 

August, to perform most of my repertoire publicly and to manage my progress towards the competition.  

I also ensured that I performed regularly in Workshop8 so that I received feedback from my peers and 

teachers. Much of the repertoire was similar to the pieces prepared for the LVPC in 2017, with the 

addition of the Busoni Chopin Variations and a short Prelude by Liadov. I managed to perform all 

pieces at least once in Workshop or in my two recitals, except for “Angel’s Revolt”. Preparation for 

this competition was also managed alongside other commitments, and a family bereavement occurred 

a week before I travelled down to Victoria. This inevitably affected my mental disposition and made 

immediate preparations less than ideal.  

Both of my formal recitals were well received by my audience, and I was able to identify areas that 

needed further work before ANPA. This mainly involved increasing stamina and concentration levels 

so that external distractions or fatigue would not impede the reliability of my performance. Although 

this was not fully achieved in the competition, I do believe that I made progress and benefited from 

critical work in my practice sessions. Most pieces improved with repeated performances. Workshop 

performances were valuable for shorter programs and for developing skills in playing at short notice or 

in coping with extended waiting periods before playing.  

In retrospect, writing a detailed plan for more practice sessions and performances would have helped 

immensely in ensuring that I made substantial progress each week, with all repertoire in a comfortable 

state at least two weeks before the competition. I overlooked the complexity of some pieces (such as 

                                                             
7 Hereafter referred to as ANPA.  
8 See Chapter 3 for a brief explanation of Workshop, the Conservatorium’s performance class.  
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the Liadov and the Yedid) and neglected to undergo detailed work until the last few weeks before the 

competition. For example, I was still memorising the Yedid days before the competition and did not 

give myself the opportunity to perform it publicly and receive feedback. However, I did play it for my 

teacher and I sought out the composer himself for some constructive criticism.  

Once I arrived in Shepparton, I was required to give two 45-minute recitals for the first round. Knowing 

that I was one of the youngest and least experienced performers contributed to self-doubt and insecurity, 

which was not a positive contribution to my mindset, especially in a foreign environment. The 

performances did not completely meet my expectations: I did not feel that I had completely expressed 

my musical and characteristic intentions to the best of my ability in every piece. I did not proceed to 

the semi-finals. Nonetheless, in comparison to the LVPC in 2017, I still think that I have made 

considerable progress by experimenting with and implementing new practice and performance 

techniques. As a pianist with much to improve, I have come to realise that making progress towards the 

perfection of artistic expression is a lifelong journey and requires constant work. According to Bernstein 

(1981), ‘accomplishment is the offspring of patience’ (p. 60). Each performance is but a glimpse of my 

current state of progress and always exposes vulnerable, unreliable and musically unimaginative areas 

that need work for the future.  

Following this competition, I took a break for two weeks before returning to the piano for other 

competitions and performances. Drawing upon much of the performance experience that I have gained, 

I have become much more informed about my own practice habits and effective strategies to be used in 

various performance contexts. This thesis will discuss, analyse and draw conclusions from case studies 

of performances from June 2017 to ANPA 2018.  
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Chapter 3 – Intimate/Small Concerts 
 

This Chapter will discuss performances that were given in small, intimate contexts over the course of 

my candidature (see Table 2). The terms ‘intimate’ and ‘small’ refer to performances with small 

audiences of approximately less than 50 people. Programs were usually short: approximately 30 minutes 

maximum in one sitting, and often involved other solo performers. These will be divided into ‘low 

stakes’ and ‘high stakes’.  

In differentiating between ‘low stakes’ and ‘high stakes’ performances, certain criteria were used:  

• Was the performance formally assessed? 

• Was I invited by an external party to perform at this venue? 

• Was the performance for keen music lovers or professional musicians? Would professional 

musicians be in the audience? 

 

The performance was rated as ‘high stakes’ in Table 2 if one or more of these criteria applied. The ‘high 

stakes’ performances were either given at music festivals or small venues. Often, the ‘low stakes’ 

performances occurred in the early stages of my preparation for more formal concerts (Chapter 4) or 

large scale competitions (Chapter 5). In these, technical hurdles and any memory insecurities needed to 

be identified and addressed, while I experimented with and gradually developed my artistic ideas. Most 

performances took place in Workshop. Having played in this context regularly over the last six years, 

this is, for me, a comfortable context in which I did not feel much performance anxiety or tension9. I 

was performing for peers and teachers, seeking constructive feedback on all aspects of my playing. My 

weekly lesson and Workshop took place on Thursdays, so I was often asked (or decided myself) on the 

day to play at Workshop in the afternoon10 of that day. Although this sometimes came as a shock, I 

learnt to be able to prepare for a performance at short notice, and to attempt to incorporate as much of 

                                                             
9 A weekly performance class for all students, divided into instrumental groups. Students sign up to perform, 

encouraged by their teachers or through their own volition. Three teachers are usually present at Workshop to 

provide constructive criticism, and peers are also chosen to give feedback or personal impressions. Students are 

encouraged to perform their repertoire regularly throughout the semester, in order to increase performance 

experience before their final recitals.  
10 Many other Workshop performances took place over the two year candidature which are not recorded in 

Table 2 due to limitations of scope.  
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the feedback from the lesson as possible. As a result, the pre-performance routines were not 

meticulously planned out days or weeks in advance. This Chapter will therefore give emphasis to 

practice strategies, especially technical and physical techniques that were employed in early stages of 

repertoire development.  

Table 2: List of Performances in intimate contexts 

DATE PERFORMANCE 
CONTEXT 

REPERTOIRE RECORDED? VIDEO/AUDIO 

7/07/17 
FESTIVAL 

Formal intimate 
(high stakes) 

Tchaikovsky-Pletnev 
Andante, Saint Saens 
1st mvt 

N  

9/07/17 
FESTIVAL 

Formal intimate 
(high stakes) 

Liszt Rhapsody No 11, 
Glinka-Balakirev The 
Lark 

N  

13/07/17 
WORKSHOP 

Informal intimate 
(low stakes) 

Tchaikovsky 
Variations Op 19 No 6 

N  

17/11/17 
HOUSE 
CONCERT11 

Formal intimate 
(high stakes) 

Haydn, Tchaikovsky-
Pletnev 1,2,4,7,11,12 

Y Video 

22/03/18 
WORKSHOP12 

Informal intimate 
(low stakes) 

Busoni Chopin 
Variations 

Y Audio 

19/04/1813 
WORKSHOP 

Informal intimate 
(low stakes) 

Busoni Chopin 
Variations, Bach-
Busoni Chaconne 

Y Audio 

30/04/18 
MASTERCLASS 

Formal intimate 
(high stakes) 

Busoni Chopin 
Variations 

N  

 

Informal Intimate Performances 
 

Based on many of the practice logs recorded throughout the candidature, much of the technical work 

was done before my artistic ideas had been fully formed. This was especially evident for new repertoire, 

such as the Busoni Chopin Variations and the Yedid. From listening to the recordings, I believe that my 

first performances of new pieces (as well as those that were revived after an extended period away from 

the piece) were not enriched with sufficient musical line or understanding. This was to be expected 

though, and in subsequent performances I strove to improve the cohesion of my artistic ideas. 

                                                             
11 Video not provided since the file was too large, including much repertoire not discussed in the thesis. 
12 Dropbox audio link: www.dropbox.com/s/8iu58p6p0jt4a4z/Workshop%2022-03.m4a?dl=0 

 
13 Dropbox audio link: www.dropbox.com/s/59wmkb132hzac6g/Workshop%2019-04.m4a?dl=0 

http://www.dropbox.com/s/8iu58p6p0jt4a4z/Workshop%2022-03.m4a?dl=0
http://www.dropbox.com/s/59wmkb132hzac6g/Workshop%2019-04.m4a?dl=0
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Sometimes these Workshop performances were given at later points in the development of the ‘artistic 

image’ (Neuhaus, 1973) as an extra opportunity to perform in front of a supportive audience. Regardless 

of how creatively mature my interpretations were, the Workshop performances often helped in exposing 

shaky memory areas that needed to be improved or sorted out. 

While the overarching goals for my practice were preparation for large formal concerts and 

competitions, these lower stakes intimate performances were considered intermediate ‘stepping stones’ 

that allowed me to gauge my progress along the way. Kageyama (2017) notes that ‘expert’ practice 

entails ‘goal-directed’ sessions by identifying specific solutions to specific problems. After each 

performance, I found it useful to make a detailed practice plan (see Figure 6 for example) for the next 

session, so that all small technical problems could be efficiently addressed. Creating a practice plan 

encouraged me to visit and engage with certain points on the score, rather than habitually having the 

score on the stand and neglecting to always re-examine details. This contributed to developing a goal-

oriented approach to each performance, especially in Workshop contexts.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Example Practice Plan  

 

Practice Plan 22/04/17 

Haydn:  

• 1st mvt:  
o more metronome practice 
o think of ornaments as part of the full phrase 
o work out limits of rubato especially in Development 

• 3rd mvt:  
o Work on memory for first third of the piece 

Liszt Etude: 

• Variation 6: metronome practice and no pedal to keep steady and 
emphasise accents 

• Variation 7: include rubato as part of the shape of the phrase 

• Theme: use matchbox for repeated notes – aim for 100% accuracy 

• Variation 10: check inner left hand notes 
Beethoven Concerto 3: 

• Look at 4ths and difficult semiquaver passages – alternate rhythms, 
articulation, separate hands 

• Always be interested in technical runs 
Sleeping Beauty: 

• 1st mvt: use metronome for tempi 

• Mvts 6-11: work on memory – blocks, repetition  
Liszt Rhapsody: 

• Give opening more clarity 

• Aim for pp in runs 

• Look for longer melodic lines 
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Rather than approaching the piece from the beginning or from salient points, I immediately began work 

at the site of the technical issue, gradually working backwards from that point. For example, in Variation 

7 of the Liszt Etude (see Figure 7), I worked on bar 4 for fingering and voicing of the multiple lines by 

approaching the problem firstly from one beat before, then two beats before, a bar before and so on, 

until I was confident that the area could be correctly played in the context of a larger passage. I did not 

allow myself to continue past the problem point, until it was completely fixed. I then proceeded to move 

past this point, assessing whether the music could continue smoothly.  

 

Figure 7: Variation 7 from the Liszt Paganini Etude No 6 in A minor. 

Liszt, F. (1913). Paganini Etude No 6 [original piano score], Variation 7. Leipzig, Germany: Edition Peters. (Original 

work published 1851) 

I drew this from Marsden Thomas’s (2001) notion of ‘task-based practice’: immediately isolating the 

problem and then gradually reconstructing the work (see Practice Log 4/06/18-17/06/18, Appendix D). 
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Bernstein (1981) also offers similar advice – creating a ‘strong bridge to the difficult passage’ (p. 104) 

– and emphasises that ‘nothing takes the place of repetition over a long period of time’ (p. 108). I 

repeated this technique, in different tempi, for a few days at a time. Other physical practice techniques 

included: using alternate rhythms and dynamics for moving passages (Berman, 2000), opposite 

articulation (one hand staccato, the other legato) reducing pedal for substantial sections, and using the 

metronome incrementally to discipline and gain speed. The metronome was also used to practice fast 

passages at tempi slightly beyond my technical proficiency (Bernstein, 1981)14, so that I was aware of 

limits that should not be exceeded during performance. Throughout my candidature I became 

increasingly aware of the importance of returning to the score to double check markings, dynamics, and 

for a refreshment of musical ideas15.  

Another way of increasing efficiency during practice sessions was to have spare paper on the piano, for 

me to immediately write down any distracting thoughts or errands that needed to be completed. This 

idea was mentioned by one of the teachers at the Hamamatsu International Piano Academy that I 

attended early in 2017, prior to my candidature. This helped me to maintain ‘flow’, especially in terms 

of having a ‘sense of control’ and ‘concentration on the task at hand’ (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990) as much 

as possible, and to rid myself of any banal, unrelated thoughts while practising. As Jackson and 

Csikszentmihalyi state, “removing obstacles and providing facilitating conditions will increase its 

[flow’s] occurrence” (1990), even though flow cannot often be intentionally initiated (Wrigley & 

Emmerson, 2011).  

My teacher, Natasha Vlassenko, introduced me to the idea of ‘shelving’16 (see 30/10/17-6/11/17 

Practice Log, Appendix D), which I found to be particularly useful for separating phrases to maintain 

control. While this was a mental concept, I carried it out mostly in physical practice sessions - the image 

of placing each phrase on a different shelf helped me to visualise the contour of the music, and to carry 

                                                             
14 Advice which several teachers have concurred with.  
15 This was echoed later by Gerard Willems at ANPA in September 2018: he recalled meeting Rubinstein 

backstage after a Chopin recital, noting that he had the score open, even after decades of playing the same 

repertoire. Rubinstein valued the score as a crucial blueprint that one must always return to, so that a 

performance may be reinvigorated each time with fresh ideas.  
16 This idea is similar to ‘chunking’ (Reubart, 1985), but offers a clearer mental picture of passages (or sections 

of passages), indicating a growing structure of higher shelves or stairs as one progresses through the section.  
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this out in a tactile manner through my fingers. In his 2016 masterclass at Aspen Music Festival, Stephen 

Hough makes a similar point for the pianist performing Liszt’s Spanish Rhapsody: to be careful not to 

‘swallow up’ ends of phrases, instead of getting ahead of oneself and refusing to allow the music to 

breathe (Aspen Music Festival and School, 2016). While this piece of advice may seem conventional 

or familiar, I was able to associate Vlassenko’s idea (which resonated with me immediately) with that 

of Hough’s.  

On a larger scale, Ax’s comments in his 2016 masterclass17 included an appeal to the pianist to add 

more silence between musical ideas or lengthier passages, especially if a contrasting section follows. 

For example, in the Busoni Chopin Variations the unison variation on pages 7 and 8 benefitted from 

exaggerated shelving work so that incoordination was reduced (See Practice Log 25/03/18-8/04/18). In 

practicing this section, I emphasised the beginnings of new ‘shelves’ by increasing the silence and 

ensuring that my hands were placed exactly in the new position to begin again. A preparatory step in 

this process included moving my hands to the new position as quickly as possible, without depressing 

the keys once I had arrived. This particular section requires large distances to be traversed between 

phrases and sequences, so a segmented form of practice was helpful. By taking each 2-bar passage and 

ending with a swift repositioning, I was able to gauge the distance with surety, and practise adjusting 

my body efficiently in preparation for continuation. Eventually these 2-bar passages were linked up into 

longer ideas, and the preparation time was reduced. The 19/04/18 Workshop performance was the 

second public airing of the Busoni Chopin Variations, and the shelving process was useful for avoiding 

scrambling in this section. By dividing up the whole variation physically and mentally, a ‘shelf’ was 

assigned to each 4-bar phrase (21:20-21:50). Practising with separate hands was also incorporated into 

shelving, especially isolation of the left hand for accuracy. This was prompted by comments from 

Lhevinne (1972), which encourage emphasis on the individuality, independence and character of the 

left hand as a central part of the learning of repertoire. In general, these ‘low stakes’ intimate 

                                                             
17 For Beethoven’s 32 Variations in C minor 
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performances were utilised to assess my technical proficiency for each piece, and also to gain a more 

definite artistic picture of the scope of the piece.  

Formal Intimate Performances  
 

The three formal intimate venues were: the home auditorium of the Lucas Parklands Young Musicians’ 

Winter Festival in Montville, a music lover’s home on Stradbroke Island, and the Australian Piano 

Warehouse in Milton. Although the last recital was a ‘preparatory’ performance in anticipation of 

ANPA, it was still classified as a high-stakes performance in Table 2 due to the formality of proceedings 

and the presence of professional musicians in the audience. The first three performances were given by 

invitation, with known professional musicians in the audience. By recommendation from my teacher, I 

took the liberty in these intimate atmospheres to talk to my audience seated close by, introducing my 

program by offering some brief contextual information, as well as mentioning my personal interpretive 

comments for each piece. I used these few moments to acclimatise to the performance area – which was 

not a set apart concert platform – and the nearness of the audience members. As a result, I generally felt 

more relaxed on stage and delivered performances that I deemed to be more musically experimental 

and spontaneous than in formal concert or competition contexts (Chapters 4 and 5). The absence of 

active comparison to other performers was comforting, and I felt more inclined to engage closely with 

the music and share my enjoyment with those around me. See Performance Templates for 7/07/17, 

9/07/17 and 17/11/17. In terms of accuracy, I also found that I had fewer memory slips in these 

performances as compared to larger performance contexts – my confidence increased as I felt less 

pressure to ‘get it right’, and more freedom to maintain an artistic focus.  

In terms of rehearsal strategies and practice techniques, preparation for these performances involved 

more artistic and creative input than the informal performances discussed earlier. The formality of these 

performances meant that the repertoire was expected to be polished to an acceptable standard, aligning 

with what was expected in larger formal venues or competitions. For any performance, much of my 

mental preparation has always involved visualising the space in which I will perform, taking into 

consideration as many variables as possible. The importance of mental rehearsal was reinforced not 
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only by Klickstein (2009)18, but also mentioned by prominent pianists such as Vladimir Ashkenazy and 

Yuri Egorov (Chaffin, Imreh & Crawford, 2002)19. Previous performance experiences of my own have 

also revealed the demand for high concentration levels while overcoming several unpredictable and 

uncontrollable distractions.  

With the knowledge of smaller capacities for these formal intimate performances, some artistic 

decisions were made with more nuance or enhanced expression. For the Lucas Parklands performances, 

I was able to stay and practice at the venue for a few days prior to the concerts, allowing me to 

acclimatise to the space and the piano. I was not afforded such a luxury for the Stradbroke and Canberra 

performances (where only a maximum 30 mins warm up was possible), but I was aware of the general 

context and approximate audience size. I was able to visualise a similar setting while practising at home, 

so that I made artistically appropriate decisions. In 2018, I was often reminded of Barenboim’s words 

on making any interpretive choice: deciding ‘why, how and for what purpose’ (2008) before playing 

any section a particular way (see Practice Log 4/06/18 – 17/06/18, Appendix D)20. While I was not 

arbitrary with my choices, my performance needed to match the space in which I was presenting the 

works.  

For example, in performance I articulated smaller details such as the intricate passagework in the Liszt 

Hungarian Rhapsody at Lucas Parklands, or the Haydn sonata at Stradbroke (see 9/07/17 and 17/11/17 

Performance Templates, Appendix C). With the knowledge that less projection is required in a small 

room, I felt able to offer every audience member a more personal rendition of my repertoire. No detail 

would be lost to the acoustic or size of the space, as can happen in larger concert venues. I was also able 

                                                             
18 Klickstein (2009) mentions in Part 2: Fearless Performance that as part of personal backstage techniques, a 

successful performance in that venue should be visualised. By familiarising myself with the venue before the 

day of the performance, I extended this view and incorporated it into my daily practice.  
19 Ashkenazy: ‘I find it a very good idea to imagine that you’re performing, so that you get into shape what you 

need on the stage.’ Egorov: ‘I imagine myself already on the stage actually playing the concert…I also 

concentrate, as I would on the night of the concert, on the music itself, and review one more time just how I will 

perform it’ (Chaffin, Imreh & Crawford, 2002, p. 58 & 59). 
20 Although this comment pertains to the Beethoven Sonata Op 2 No 2 which was never formally performed, 

early artistic decisions were made for this piece, in anticipation of presenting it in lessons and future 

performances.  
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to make spontaneous changes in my interpretation while on stage, by responding to the acoustic and the 

attention that I sensed from the audience.  

The Milton performance was an anomaly, since I had visualised a different set up to what was provided 

on the day. As will be discussed in Chapter 4, I had given a similar performance at APW in 2017 as 

preparation for LVPC, but this was constructed as a standard concert setup (with the piano perpendicular 

to the audience, and the audience on the performer’s right). Conversely, the 2018 performance, while it 

was still a formal performance, felt more intimate since I had audience members behind me and on both 

sides of my peripheral vision, with the piano facing a corner. It seemed a little claustrophobic at times 

and I needed to be mindful of volume levels, adapting my louder dynamics to the nature of the space, 

being aware of the proximity of audience members to the instrument. Sometimes this altered my 

interpretation – I needed to modify and downgrade my dynamics to match the space, especially in the 

Chaconne and the Tchaikovsky-Pletnev.  

Conclusion 
 

This chapter has discussed performances in small venues, both in informal and formal contexts. 

Workshop performances, which continued throughout the whole candidature, were particularly useful 

for ‘airing’ new repertoire, or revising older repertoire for upcoming large performances. Various 

physical and mental practice strategies were explored, including the goal-oriented and task-based 

practice. Increasing efficiency and minimising distraction through practice plans and the use of spare 

paper helped me to work through difficult passages by using techniques such as ‘shelving’, alternate 

rhythms and articulation, and separate hands practice. For more formal performances, mental 

visualisation was crucial, and I found that I was able to produce more artistically exploratory 

interpretations in these smaller contexts.   
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Chapter 4: Formal Concerts  
 

Preparation for performances in this category included much experimentation with practice strategies, 

both mentally and physically. Programs, venues and audiences were often larger than those 

performances discussed in Chapter 3, requiring many weeks of work. While pre-performance routines 

were also assessed, this Chapter will focus on the long-term strategies used to polish each piece in the 

practice room. There are five performances that have been documented, with two performances solely 

intended as preparation for LVPC. As with any major performance, it is recommended (Bonetti, 2003) 

that several ‘warm-up’ performances are given under similar conditions, to familiarise the performer 

with presenting their chosen repertoire and to prepare them for any unexpected, uncontrollable 

circumstances that may arise. See below for the extract of the performance table (with repertoire and 

documentation details) which pertains to this chapter.  

Table 3: List of Performances in formal contexts 

DATE/DETAILS PERFORMANCE 
CONTEXT 

REPERTOIRE RECORDED? VIDEO/AUDIO 

15/06/17 
CONFIRMATION21 

Formal concert 
(high stakes) 

Haydn Sonata, Saint 
Saens G minor 
Concerto 

N  

19/08/17 
APW22 RECITAL 
(LVPC RUN) 

Formal concert 
(low stakes) 

All LVPC solo 
repertoire 

Y Video 

30/08/17 
CONSERVATORIUM 
LUNCHTIME (LVPC 
RUN) 

Formal concert 
with low stakes 

Bach P+F, Liszt 
Etude, The Lark 

N  

6/12/17  
QUEENSLAND 
CONSERVATORIUM 
RECITAL 

Formal concert 
(high stakes) 

Schumann 
Symphonic Etudes, 
Brahms A major 
violin sonata 

Y Video 

3/05/18 
NGA23 RECITAL 

Formal concert 
with high stakes 

Busoni Chopin 
Variations, Bach-
Busoni Chaconne 

Y Audio 

 

                                                             
21 This performance was the confirmation recital for this research project, held at the Conservatorium.  
22 Australian Piano Warehouse 
23 National Gallery of Australia, Canberra 
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As in Chapter 3, this chapter covers ‘high stakes’ and ‘low stakes’ performances. The ‘low stakes’ 

concerts were both undertaken in preparation for the LVPC. Although they were valuable performances, 

they were not assessed formally, and I was not invited by an external party to perform at the venues – 

the lunchtime concert was an internal Conservatorium event, and my teacher organised the APW 

concert. All other performances were classed ‘high stakes’, since they met at least two of the criteria.  

Confirmation Performance, 15/06/17 
Repertoire: Haydn Sonata in D major HOB XVI:33, Saint Saens Concerto No 2 in G minor, Op 

22 
  

7 Habits Chart 31/05/17-3/06/17 

 

7 Habits Chart 4/06/17-7/06/17 

 

7 Habits Chart 8/06/17-11/06/17 

7 Habits of Excellence: Piece 1: Haydn Sonata Piece 2: Saint Saens Concerto  

Ease 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Expressiveness 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 mental 

Accuracy 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Rhythmic Vitality 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Beautiful Tone 1     2     3     4     5 physical 1     2     3     4     5 

Focused Attention 1     2     3     4     5 mental 1     2     3     4     5 mental 

Positive Attitude 1     2     3     4     5 physical 1     2     3     4     5 mental 

7 Habits of Excellence: Piece 1: Haydn Sonata Piece 2: Saint Saens Concerto  

Ease 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Expressiveness 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Accuracy 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Rhythmic Vitality 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 physical 

Beautiful Tone 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 physical 

Focused Attention 1     2     3     4     5 physical 1     2     3     4     5 

Positive Attitude 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

7 Habits of Excellence: Piece 1: Haydn Sonata Piece 2: Saint Saens Concerto  

Ease 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 
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Figure 8: 7 Habits Charts extracted from Practice Logs for Confirmation 15/06/17 Performance 

 

 

 

Figure 9: Graphs of 7 Habits from three Practice Logs for Confirmation 15/06/17 Performance 
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Saint Saens 31/05 Saint Saens 4/06 Saint Saens 8/06

Expressiveness 1     2     3     4     5 physical 1     2     3     4     5 

Accuracy 1     2     3     4     5 physical 1     2     3     4     5 

Rhythmic Vitality 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Beautiful Tone 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Focused Attention 1     2     3     4     5 mental 1     2     3     4     5 

Positive Attitude 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 
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According to practice logs (see Figure 8) leading up to this performance (completed twice a week), it 

can be seen that two weeks before the performance, Habits were more focused on either the physical or 

mental aspects of practice individually, not simultaneously. As the recital date approached however, 

physical practice was prioritised, with more time spent at the piano consolidating memory and technical 

problems, especially for the Saint Saens. The two Habits that were given the most mental attention for 

this piece were Expressiveness and Accuracy, especially in the final days before the performance, as 

can be seen in Figure 9. Interestingly, these same two Habits were given decreasing attention in the 

Haydn, as Beautiful Tone, Rhythmic Vitality and Positive Attitude had the highest ratings. This 

suggests that different aspects were prioritised for each piece. Although this performance would be the 

first airing of both pieces, I found the Haydn considerably easier to prepare than the Saint Saens – it 

was less technically difficult and much shorter. I was able to focus on tone and sound production, rather 

than constantly address technical issues of accuracy just prior to the performance. The Saint Saens also 

required piano accompaniment rehearsals, so issues of ensemble and knowledge of the orchestral part 

also needed attention. 

In order to ensure that the performance would be secure for both pieces, I prioritised memory-

strengthening exercises (to the point of consciously over-memorising, see Practice Log 4/06/17-

7/06/17, Appendix D), even doing performance run-throughs in my practice. These exercises included 

analysing and reducing harmonic structures for sections or selecting various technically challenging 

passages and drilling them through conscious repetition or with alternate rhythms. Retrieval cues or 

‘landmarks’ (D’Abreu, 1965) were chosen throughout both pieces so that visual memory was enhanced, 

rather than precariously relying on muscle memory (which would allow for mental aloofness and 

decreased artistic engagement). These cues not only signposted the notes and elements of form, but also 

included the ‘interpretive and expressive features of the music’ (Chaffin, Imreh & Crawford, 2002).  

A significant discovery was that as soon as I had memorised the piece, it was essential that I immediately 

return to the score to continue searching for more details, and to solidify what had been learnt. Until the 

day of the performance, the score was viewed and used extensively in each practice session, followed 

by a brief run of the section from memory, in order to check that problems had been solved and memory 
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was consolidated. Slow practice, as recommended by Reid (2002), was also prioritised over 

performance runs.  

Since the recital was my Confirmation performance for this research project, I had not yet delved into 

enough literature, especially on mental practice. This resulted in sporadic mental practice sessions, 

compounded with some distracted physical practice sessions. When mental practice did occur, it was 

usually with a recording of other pianists with different interpretations, instead of being in complete 

silence while internally hearing the music. Other commitments also made it difficult to consistently 

engage in substantial practice at this time.  

On the day, as recommended by my teacher, both pieces were worked through calmly and slowly, with 

one full run done a few hours before the performance. More comments on my pre-performance routines 

can be found in Appendix A. Taking into consideration that this was the first formal performance for 

both pieces, the whole recital was quite satisfactory – with minimal inaccuracies, and no memory slips. 

For future performances, I realised that more mental practice could be done through inner hearing the 

score or by writing out certain sections – this would assist memory, especially for new repertoire. Also, 

once my personal interpretations had been developed, I decided that listening to the recording of others 

should be minimised, since this may affect and disturb my own characteristic choices. I had been 

listening to various performers playing the Saint Saens merely hours before my own recital, which 

inevitably influenced my slightly erratic tempo choices (especially a rushed third movement). Overall, 

I believe the performance was generally successful in achieving my objectives, providing valuable 

information pertaining to performing repertoire in formal contexts.  

LVPC APW Warm-up Performance, 19/08/17 
Repertoire: Bach Prelude and Fugue in E flat minor Book 1, Liszt Paganini Etude No 6 in A 

minor, Glinka-Balakirev “The Lark”, Haydn Sonata in D major HOB XVI:33, Tchaikovsky 

Theme and Variations in F major Op 19 No 6, Liszt Hungarian Rhapsody No 11 in A minor, 

Bach-Busoni Chaconne in D minor, Yedid “Angel’s Revolt”, Tchaikovsky-Pletnev Concert Suite 

from “The Sleeping Beauty 
  

Youtube link: Round 1:  https://youtu.be/rqprDOoKfzM 

  Round 2: https://youtu.be/ftxTelXajLE 

  Round 3: https://youtu.be/SThQFCyi0sU;  https://youtu.be/Gy4TDS16saM 

https://youtu.be/rqprDOoKfzM
https://youtu.be/ftxTelXajLE
https://youtu.be/SThQFCyi0sU
https://youtu.be/Gy4TDS16saM
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This performance was critical in my journey through candidature, since it consisted of a complete run 

of all three solo recitals that I was expecting to perform in the upcoming LVPC, which would be held 

about 2 weeks later.  

7 Habits Chart 24/07/17-30/07/17 

 

7 Habits Chart 31/07/17-6/08/17 

 

7 Habits Chart 7/08/17-13/08/17 

7 Habits of Excellence: Piece 1: Bach Prelude and 
Fugue  

Piece 2: Bach-Busoni Chaconne 

Ease 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Expressiveness 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Accuracy 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Rhythmic Vitality 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Beautiful Tone 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Focused Attention 1     2     3     4     5 physical 1     2     3     4     5 physical 

Positive Attitude 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

7 Habits of Excellence: Piece 1: Bach Prelude and 
Fugue  

Piece 2: Beethoven Piano 
Concerto No 3, 2nd and 3rd mvts 

Ease 1     2     3     4     5 physical 1     2     3     4     5 

Expressiveness 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Accuracy 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Rhythmic Vitality 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Beautiful Tone 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Focused Attention 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Positive Attitude 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

7 Habits of Excellence: Piece 1: Haydn Sonata Piece 2: Yedid Angel’s Revolt 

Ease 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Expressiveness 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Accuracy 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Rhythmic Vitality 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Beautiful Tone 1     2     3     4     5 physical 1     2     3     4     5 physical 
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7 Habits Chart 14/08/17-20/08/17 

 

Figure 10: 7 Habits Charts extracted from Practice Logs for APW LVPC Warm-up 19/08/17 Performance 

 

Practice strategies outlined in the many weeks leading up to this performance and the Competition cover 

the full range of repertoire, and it is beyond the scope of this thesis to track one piece in isolation and 

observe trends over the extended period24. However, it can be seen in Figure 10 that my ratings for all 

Habits were consistently in the higher range for the Beethoven Concerto and the Tchaikovsky-Pletnev. 

These are both large scale pieces which demand full attention in all practice sessions, due to the many 

complexities in this music. Although the concerto was not needed for this 19/08/17 performance, it was 

anticipated that it may have been needed for LVPC. The Tchaikovsky-Pletnev is extremely technically 

challenging: it demands great stamina, distinct characterisation, and refined control of frequently 

balancing thick textures. The Yedid was the most technically difficult piece to prepare, so most time 

was spent on Accuracy and Rhythmic Vitality, prioritised over Expressiveness. Each week I focused 

my attention on 2-3 works, while maintaining the rest of my repertoire. I was wary of fatigue and time 

constraints - it would have been almost impossible to work equally rigorously on each piece every day 

                                                             
24 It is for this reason that no graphs were produced, since there was not enough consistent data for one piece 

over time.  

Focused Attention 1     2     3     4     5 physical  1     2     3     4     5 

Positive Attitude 1     2     3     4     5 mental 1     2     3     4     5 mental 

7 Habits of Excellence: Piece 1: Yedid Angel’s Revolt Piece 2: Tchaikovsky-Pletnev 

Ease 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Expressiveness 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Accuracy 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Rhythmic Vitality 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Beautiful Tone 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Focused Attention 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Positive Attitude 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 
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and may have prematurely drained me before the Competition had even begun. There were several 

efficient techniques that were employed to increase accuracy and reliability in my playing, such as:  

• using the matchbox25 

• practising on the lid of the piano26 

• making practice plans 

• creating narratives and scenes for each piece 

• consciously visualising performance venues while practising 

As might be expected, these techniques were utilised not just for the 19/08 performance, but also for 

the upcoming LVPC performances. The first two techniques listed pertain to technical aspects – I 

created ‘drills’ which consisted of small passages with faulty memory or unsure fingering, articulation 

or synchronisation. Using the lid of the piano encouraged me to ‘inner hear’ the music while playing 

the passages silently (with correct fingers), hands separately (see 10/07/17-16/07/17 Practice Log, 

Appendix D). Planning practice sessions ensured that I stayed on task and practised with focused 

attention for all the pieces in my repertoire, not just the samples above in the practice charts (see Chapter 

3, Figure 6 for an example practice plan).  

In order to enhance my musical relationship with each piece, I found it helpful to conjure up specific 

imagery or a particular interpersonal situation that would relate to main sections of the piece27. One of 

the Klickstein Habits, expressiveness, involves increasing one’s imagination during practice, since 

‘artistic expression should be front and centre at each stage of the mastering process’ (2009, p. 24). The 

author also highlights the indispensability of examining the details in the score while forming 

interpretations: ‘gripping interpretations result when musicians respond to the expressive grammar 

                                                             
25This technique was recommended to me by Natasha Vlassenko. It requires 10 matchsticks and an empty 

matchbox. Once a passage is played correctly, put one matchstick in the box. Continue to put matchsticks in the 

box after each consecutive correct repetition. If there is a faulty repetition, remove all matchsticks and begin 

again. Keep repeating the passage until all 10 matchsticks are successfully put back in the matchbox.  
26 This technique, recommended by pianist Sonya Lifschitz, involves using one hand at a time to silently ‘play’ 

on the lid of the piano, while the other hand plays on the piano. 
27 See Appendix E for example narratives/scenes.  
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embedded in their music’ (2009, p. 21). In some instances (especially in the Haydn sonata, Liszt 

Rhapsody, Bach-Busoni Chaconne and Tchaikovsky-Pletnev) I created skeletons of narratives that ran 

through the whole piece and I usually wrote these down on the score. Generating such imagery, as 

recommended by Reid (2002), usually occurred during mental practice sessions, which was then 

experimented with and cemented in physical practice. Visiting the APW prior to the day of my 

performance helped me to then visualise the venue while physically practising. I also attempted to take 

into consideration audience distractions that could have affected my performance, if focus was 

insufficient.  

The 19/08 performance was an excellent trial run for LVPC because I was forced to play under 

conditions that were not ideal, with excessive audience noise and distractions28. I did have memory 

slips29 in this performance (mainly in the first half) but they were dealt with swiftly without any 

prolonged silences or pauses in the rhythm of the music. For future performances, I resolved to increase 

Focused Attention, and to give more priority to sufficient composure time and artistry as soon as I began 

my performance.  

Conservatorium Lunchtime Concert, 30/08/17 
Repertoire: Bach Prelude and Fugue in E flat minor Book 1, Liszt Paganini Etude in A minor, 

Glinka-Balakirev “The Lark” 

 
Since this performance was quite soon after the previous performance at Australian Piano Warehouse, 

similar techniques were employed during practice. Conversely, my mindset and external conditions 

were very different on the day of the performance, which affected my pre-performance routine and 

subsequently the level of musical engagement that was delivered during performance30.   

Conservatorium Recital, 6/12/17 
Repertoire: Schumann Symphonic Etudes Op 13, Brahms Violin Sonata in A major, Op 100 

Youtube link: https://youtu.be/S--e-lCJez8 

                                                             
28 See Appendix A for more discussion on my pre-performance activities.  
29 See Appendix B for the Performance Template with remarks on specific memory slips.  
30 See Appendix A for more discussion on my pre-performance activities.  

https://youtu.be/S--e-lCJez8
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As mentioned in Chapter 2, this was the first formal concert experience after my ‘down period’ 

following the LVPC. Although it was similar to an examination recital, since I received written feedback 

afterwards from three professionals, I also invited members of the public to attend, which expanded the 

audience and created an appreciative, enthusiastic atmosphere. Repertoire was completely new to me, 

and I had had very few chances to ‘air’ the pieces, especially the Schumann. The Brahms had been 

performed two weeks earlier, on 17/11/17 (see Chapter 3), and I considered the 6/12/17 performance to 

be a considerable improvement in depth and understanding. Due to the practice strategies that I 

employed (see 15/10/17-22/10/17, 23/10/17-29/10/17, 30/10/17-6/11/17 Practice Logs, Appendix D)31, 

I felt confident in my preparation for the Schumann (with the little time that was available to me), 

describing my pre-performance mood at the time as ‘calm, cheerful and excited’. Similar to the 15/06/17 

performance, I made a conscious effort to practise the Schumann systematically, frequently revisiting 

the score up until the day of the performance.  

Schneidermann’s (1991) advice of separating and developing individual skills (see 23/10/17-29/10/1 

Practice Log, Appendix D) while learning a new piece proved to be useful: interpreting this comment 

in a variety of different ways led to more efficient practising. For example, I often separated the hands 

for most of the variations and etudes, isolated voices, or removed the pedalling. Practising hands crossed 

(Hill, 2002) forced me to extend myself and connect more deeply with the music at an intellectual level, 

rather than relying on finger patterns that had only been learnt by the necessary hand. By creating a 

practice situation that was much more physically complex than a public performance of the piece, I had 

much more confidence in my knowledge of the work when the hands were back to playing their 

corresponding parts. This continual process of dissociation and re-association was crucial in helping me 

to memorise in a short space of time.  

                                                             
31 In some of the earlier practice logs, it was necessary for attention to be divided between repertoire for 

12/11/17 and 17/11/17 performances, plus this 6/12/17 performance. Most of the repertoire required at the first 

two performances was already well learnt and ‘seasoned’ by multiple performances, and therefore different 

practice techniques were used for the new repertoire being learnt for 6/12/17. 
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I also worked on coordination and consolidation of melodic, harmonic and rhythmic patterns. I 

discovered that this was best learnt by vocalising (Hill, 2002; Reid, 2002) each of the patterns as I 

played (for example, singing the melodies in each voice, saying the harmonies, counting the rhythm 

aloud). Once these basic skills were in place, I examined the articulation details, even exaggerating 

these to help me further consolidate my visual and kinaesthetic memory. Artistic ideas evolved out of 

close observation of phrase shapes, tempo and expressive markings, and harmonic flow. As a result, 

many of these ideas were conceived at the piano during physical practice sessions – mental practice 

(both with the score and without it) was mainly done in the final days once technical problems had been 

solved and artistic decisions were cemented.  

One form of mental practice that I developed was listening to recordings of other works by Schumann, 

especially those composed prior to Opus 13, such as Opus 2 (Papillons) and Opus 9 (Carnaval). This 

helped me to become more closely acquainted with Schumann’s eccentric and poetic compositional 

style, characters which I attempted to imbue into the Symphonic Etudes. The performance was generally 

successful, and I complied with most pre-performance strategies32.  

Upon reflecting on this performance, the added aspect of chamber music may have contributed to my 

more relaxed and confident nature. Even though the Brahms has many of its own challenges (which 

will not be discussed in this thesis), I felt more at ease knowing that I was only playing one solo piece, 

followed by a collaborative work.  

CIMF NGA Performance, 3/05/18 
Repertoire: Bach-Busoni Chaconne in D minor, Busoni 10 Variations in Free Form on a Theme 

of Chopin 

Dropbox link: www.dropbox.com/s/1t0odm3ewpo28e0/Lunchtime%concert-

Rachael%20Shipard-2018-05-03.WAV?dl=0 

 

 

 

                                                             
32 For further commentary on my pre-performance activities, see Appendix A.  

http://www.dropbox.com/s/1t0odm3ewpo28e0/Lunchtime%25concert-Rachael%20Shipard-2018-05-03.WAV?dl=0
http://www.dropbox.com/s/1t0odm3ewpo28e0/Lunchtime%25concert-Rachael%20Shipard-2018-05-03.WAV?dl=0
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7 Habits Chart 25/03/18-8/04/18 

7 Habits Chart 9/04/18-22/04/18 

7 Habits Chart 23/04/18-3/05/18 

Figure 11: 7 Habits Charts extracted from Practice Logs for CIMF NGA 3/05/18 Performance 

 

7 Habits of Excellence: Piece 1: Busoni Chopin 
Variations 

Piece 2: Bach-Busoni Chaconne 

Ease 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Expressiveness 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Accuracy 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Rhythmic Vitality 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Beautiful Tone 1     2     3     4     5 physical 1     2     3     4     5 physical 

Focused Attention 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Positive Attitude 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

7 Habits of Excellence: Piece 1: Busoni Chopin 
Variations 

Piece 2: Bach-Busoni Chaconne  

Ease 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Expressiveness 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Accuracy 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Rhythmic Vitality 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Beautiful Tone 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 physical 

Focused Attention 1     2     3     4     5 physical 1     2     3     4     5 mental 

Positive Attitude 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 physical 

7 Habits of Excellence: Piece 1: Busoni Chopin 
Variations 

Piece 2: Bach-Busoni Chaconne  

Ease 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Expressiveness 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Accuracy 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Rhythmic Vitality 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Beautiful Tone 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Focused Attention 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Positive Attitude 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 
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Figure 12: Graphs of 7 Habits from three Practice Logs for CIMF NGA 3/05/18 Performance 

 

This short lunchtime recital at the NGA was part of my first international music festival experience33. 

Although it was an all-Busoni program, the Chaconne was very familiar to me, while the Chopin 

Variations were raw, with little performance exposure. Preparation for this performance was more 

evenly divided between physical and mental practice, due to an increase in commitments and less time 

                                                             
33 CIMF: Canberra International Music Festival 
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being available to dedicate to lengthy practice sessions. I mainly used mental practice time to plan 

physical practice sessions, or to brainstorm methods that could be used to solve technical problems, 

especially in the Busoni Chopin Variations. As can be seen from the three practice logs, rankings are 

generally higher for the Variations, since this was a much newer work and required more focused 

practice, both mentally and physically. The two graphs show a stability or increase in rankings over the 

six weeks, suggesting that practice sessions were more effective for all Klickstein’s Habits as the 

performance drew closer and external pressure increased. 

Berman (2000) mentions the importance of practising ‘hand choreography’: dedicating time to making 

decisions on how the hands will complement each other and minimise physical contortion, while 

creating the ideal sound that one desires for that section. I worked on my hand choreography especially 

in pages 12 and 13 of Busoni Chopin Variations (see Figure 13 and Practice Log 25/03/18-8/04/18, 

Appendix D), which contains many sections that require rapid hand crossing or leaps that needed to be 

worked out and drilled.  
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Figure 13: Excerpts from p. 12 & 13 from Busoni Chopin Variations 

Busoni, F. (1922). 10 Variations in Free Form on a Theme of Chopin [original piano score], p 12 & 13. Leipzig, Germany: 

Breitkopf & Hartel. (Original work published 1922) 

 

I aimed for hand movements that were minimal and linear, which allowed me to complete the movement 

in a small amount of time and be prepared for the next. New practice strategies used for the preparation 

of these pieces included: fixing difficult one-hand passages in unison by adding the other hand an octave 

higher or lower (as recorded by Bernstein, 1981), and practising separate hands for multiple lines which 

appear in one hand. Interpretive and character decisions were reserved for physical practice too, since 

these depended on physical gestures and coordination for the most effective characters.  

Knowing that I would be billeted in Canberra for 3 days before the performance, I ensured that I had 

formed reliable interpretations and solved most technical problems before I flew to there. While I was 

in Canberra, I simply needed to maintain the pieces and keep them fresh ahead of the concert. Aside 

from small technical mishaps, I believe it was a successful performance, which communicated a true 

picture of my artistic intentions34.  

 

 

                                                             
34 See Appendix A for expansion on pre-performance activities and circumstances during performance.   
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Conclusion 
 

This chapter has examined the preparations undertaken for five formal concerts, with an emphasis on 

the daily strategies implemented in mental and physical practice. For new repertoire, frequent 

examination of the score was necessary even after memorisation. Planning hand choreography (Berman, 

2000), practising hands separately or hands crossed (Bernstein, 1981), vocalising all polyphonic lines, 

minimising pedal, and regularly doing slow practice were all helpful techniques. For more familiar 

repertoire, strategies for solidification of technique included: using the matchbox repetition drill and 

practising on the lid of the piano. For development of artistic ideas, close observation of phrase 

structures or harmonic progressions helped to inform the creation of narratives or relevant imagery, 

regardless of whether the repertoire was programmatic or not (Reid, 2002). Preparation for these 

concerts occurred over many weeks, and focused attention during practice was achieved by devising 

practice plans prior to physical practice sessions, as well as visualising and pre-empting any possible 

audience interruptions. While pre-performance routines and activities are an important aspect of any 

performance, the practice strategies played a greater role in long-term preparation for these formal 

concerts. Since competitions often followed soon after these performances, mental pre-performance 

strategies were then highlighted, as discussed in the following chapter.   
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Chapter 5 – Competitions 
 

This chapter will discuss two major piano competitions that I prepared for over the course of my 

candidature: the LVPC in September 2017, and the ANPA in September 2018. Both competitions 

involved multiple programs, requiring a broad repertoire. In preparation for these, I often presented 

different pieces at lessons each week in the preceding months, rotating through programs to ensure that 

no piece was neglected or underprepared. Furthermore, time constraints and other necessary 

commitments meant that it was unfeasible to give equal focused attention to all pieces each week, and 

so certain pieces were prioritised in turn. The two pieces that were given the most attention each week 

are detailed in the practice logs below.  

It was beyond the scope of this thesis to provide graphs for each piece, since there was not enough data 

to produce any clear trends or correlations35. Furthermore, Chapters 3 and 4 have discussed my practice 

habits, since many of those documented performances were preparatory for these competitions. This 

Chapter will place a greater focus on the mental and psychological aspects of performance preparation. 

Since I took ‘well-seasoned’ repertoire to competitions, it was usually my mental disposition which 

played the greater role in influencing my performances. Referring to the Mental Toughness Loop, I 

aimed to be in control of three attributes which pertained more to pre-performance attitudes: focus, 

mental stamina, and self-confidence (Barnes, 2004). Since each competition performance was 

surrounded with different variables, the success of these three characteristics depended on the state of 

‘flow’ that was achieved each time (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990). Often, the pre-performance routines were 

specialised for high-pressure competition atmospheres. In addition to a large, formalised concert venue, 

the knowledge that a set of highly skilled and creative musicians would be scrutinising me as a collective 

jury caused me to present my repertoire somewhat differently. Although I had intended to take each 

competition performance as simply an expression of my artistic ideas, I was constantly aware of the 

judgment and comparison necessary in competitions. This may have negatively affected performances: 

                                                             
35 No piece was documented more than twice in practice charts, since focus was given on a rotational basis.  
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I was prompted to play to impress the audience and the jury, rather than to simply enjoy the music that 

I was creating with, and for, the audience.  

Since the LVPC took place over a year ago, personal reflections will be provided from two viewpoints: 

impressions and recollections written immediately after LVPC (based on Performance Templates and 

supplemented in Appendix B), as well as my critical re-evaluation of these performances 12 months 

later after listening to the recordings. This will offer greater depth of reflection on three performances 

that were central to my research.  

For ANPA, Round One will be reflected upon and analysed, in light of techniques and strategies that 

have been gleaned throughout this project. A similar depth of insight cannot be afforded for this 

Competition, due to the scope of this thesis.  

Table 4: List of Performances in competition contexts 

DATE PERFORMANCE 
CONTEXT 

REPERTOIRE RECORDED? VIDEO/AUDIO 

5/09/17 
LVPC ROUND 1 

Competition Round 1: Bach P+F, 
Liszt Etude, The Lark 

Y Video 

7/09/17 
LVPC ROUND 2 

Competition Round 2: Haydn 
Sonata, Tchaikovsky 
Variations, Liszt 
Rhapsody 

Y Video 

10/09/17 
LVPC ROUND 3 

Competition Round 3: Bach-Busoni 
Chaconne, Yedid, 
Tchaikovsky-Pletnev 

Y Video 

4/09/18 
ANPA ROUND 1 

Competition Haydn Sonata, 
Rachmaninov Etude 
Op 39 No 6, Busoni 
Chopin Variations 

Y Audio 

 

LVPC – SEPTEMBER 2017 
 

This competition involved preparing two preliminary rounds, a semi-final recital, followed by a 

concerto performance for the finals. I only made it through to the semi-final rounds, so I was able to 

perform all my prepared solo repertoire. Table 4 lists the repertoire performed in each Round. Many of 

the practice strategies that were mentioned in the preparatory performances of Chapter 4 (eg 19/08/17, 

30/08/17) were enhanced and built upon for the LVPC. As the Competition drew much closer, accuracy 
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and reliability were major concerns, since I knew that these basic qualities are valued highly in 

competition contexts. I therefore adopted the motto that one should not practice to get it right, but rather 

to never get it wrong (Loomis, 1902). Repetition and detailed score study were practice strategies that 

were given high priority, in order to consolidate artistic decisions and confirm any unstable technical 

passages. Clarke confirms the validity of this: ‘a performer with a clear and definite conception of a 

piece and the technical skills is more likely to be able to play it in a controlled and reproducible manner’ 

(2002, p. 61). As can be seen in my practice logs below, Accuracy was often rated a 4 or 5. In the very 

last days before the performances, my teacher encouraged me to switch my focus to creating holistically 

artistic impressions on stage, reassuring me of my technical capabilities and the positive aspects of my 

playing.  

While the three recital rounds were considerably different in areas of repertoire, mental disposition and 

physical exhaustion levels, there were also many positive similarities between them. Most of the time I 

was on stage, I felt artistically engaged with my audience and freer to keep technical worries at bay 

while focusing on communicating interesting musical concepts. This was most evident in Round 2, 

where I felt especially comfortable and confident with the repertoire I presented. Not only was the 

repertoire for this round familiar and fully ‘seasoned’ thanks to multiple previous performances, but I 

had also constructed thorough narratives for each of the pieces, as mentioned in Chapter 4.  

7 Habits Chart 17/07/17 – 23/07/17 

 

 

 

7 Habits of Excellence: Piece 1: Bach- Busoni Piece 2: Tchaikovsky Variations 

Ease 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Expressiveness 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Accuracy 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Rhythmic Vitality 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Beautiful Tone 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Focused Attention 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Positive Attitude 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 
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7 Habits Chart 24/07/17 – 30/07/17 

 

7 Habits Chart 31/07/17 – 6/08/17 

 

7 Habits Chart 7/08/17 – 13/08/17 

 

 

 

 

7 Habits of Excellence: Piece 1: Bach Prelude and 
Fugue 

Piece 2: Bach-Busoni Chaconne 

Ease 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Expressiveness 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Accuracy 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Rhythmic Vitality 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Beautiful Tone 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Focused Attention 1     2     3     4     5 physical 1     2     3     4     5 physical 

Positive Attitude 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

7 Habits of Excellence: Piece 1: Bach Prelude and 
Fugue  

Piece 2: Beethoven Piano 
Concerto No 3, 2nd and 3rd mvts 

Ease 1     2     3     4     5 physical 1     2     3     4     5 

Expressiveness 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Accuracy 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Rhythmic Vitality 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Beautiful Tone 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Focused Attention 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Positive Attitude 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

7 Habits of Excellence: Piece 1: Haydn Sonata Piece 2: Yedid  

Ease 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Expressiveness 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Accuracy 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Rhythmic Vitality 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Beautiful Tone 1     2     3     4     5 mental 1     2     3     4     5 mental 

Focused Attention 1     2     3     4     5 physical  1     2     3     4     5 

Positive Attitude 1     2     3     4     5 mental 1     2     3     4     5 mental 
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7 Habits Chart 14/08/17 – 20/08/17 

Figure 14: 7 Habits Charts extracted from Practice Logs for LVPC Performances September 2017 

 

ROUND 1 5:30pm 5/09/17 
Repertoire: Bach Prelude and Fugue in E flat minor Book 1, Haydn Sonata in D major HOB 

XVI:33, Glink-Balakirev “The Lark” 

Youtube link: https://youtu.be/GsEk1KrjMRM 

 

Table 5: Pre-Performance Activities Chart for LVPC Round 1 

PRE-PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY YES OR NO 

Early/organised Y 

Warm-up backstage (+ length) Y (1 hour) 

Warm-up on performance piano N 

Avoided talking/mingling with others Y (very little talking) 

Deep breathing Y 

Stretching/muscle tension and release N 

Slow release energy food (eg banana) Y (scrambled eggs) 

well hydrated Y 

Sufficient sleep Y 

High quality sleep N 

Artistic, musical focus Y 

Positive self-talk and affirmations Y 

Soothing imagery N (only The Lark) 

Centering N 

Prayer  Y 

Mental rehearsal Y 

Mental rehearsal with miming N  

  

As elucidated upon in my immediate post-performance reflections (see Appendix B), my Round 1 

recital was filled with the most trepidation. I felt the pressure of needing to create a striking first 

impression for the jury and the audience. As can be seen from Table 5, I minimised contact with others 

7 Habits of Excellence: Piece 1: Yedid Piece 2: Tchaikovsky-Pletnev 

Ease 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Expressiveness 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Accuracy 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Rhythmic Vitality 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Beautiful Tone 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Focused Attention 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 physical 

Positive Attitude 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

https://youtu.be/GsEk1KrjMRM
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and remained in a calm, quiet and solemn mood. I utilised positive self-talk, attempting to increase self-

confidence backstage: I needed to reassure myself of the value and quality of time that had been poured 

into preparations for months before this performance. Although this assisted in maintaining calm, it did 

not fully alleviate the anxiety that had developed with the Bach and the Liszt. In the Warm-up room, 

pieces were rehearsed slowly and in reverse order, so that the first piece remained in my mind and 

fingers immediately before performing.  

Composure time was extended before beginning the Bach, to allow myself to take many deep breaths, 

feel at ease and mentally create a contemplative atmosphere. The performance of the Bach began the 

program well, but the Liszt did not enjoy as successful a rendition. I did not afford the same composure 

time and deep breathing for the Liszt and The Lark, beginning before I was mentally ready. This resulted 

in my mind feeling as if it was behind my fingers in the music.  

Immediately after my performance, I was pleasantly surprised at the success of the Bach, despite being 

greatly worried about memory lapses and vulnerability in the Fugue. Upon a later listening, the Fugue 

had the intended forward motion and seemed to develop organically in order to suit the overall contour. 

As planned, the main climax in the Fugue occurred at the stretto section on page 3 (beginning bar 52), 

where the tempo was given more impetus, alongside with a growth in dynamics and clearer articulation. 

I now maintain my overall impressions of the Fugue performance as a well-mapped structure, but my 

perspective on the Prelude has slightly shifted. The Prelude conveyed my desired shape and dynamic 

structure, however there were some brief passages which now felt rushed. This usually resulted in up 

to a quaver beat being omitted from the bar (for example 3:40-3:43 and 3:48-3:50). Although the 

problems in the Prelude were minor, my pre-performance apprehension was still evident to me in the 

recording, but to a much lesser extent than I had mentally conceived in the days and hours leading up 

to the performance. 
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In retrospect, I now determined the cause of the memory slip in the Liszt (10:04) to simply be a short 

lapse in concentration and a lack of musical breathing between phrases36. A core piece of advice from 

my teacher is to always place or ‘touch’ the keys before playing any note. In doing this, the pianist gives 

oneself time to physically prepare the appropriate position, as well as to mentally audiate the desired 

sound. This can (and should) all take place both before and during a performance, with one’s mind 

always fully engaged on the present phrase and the immediate notes succeeding. While re-watching 

Variation 5 (11:48-12:06) however, I now witnessed that my fingers had already proceeded to play on, 

without sufficient mental pre-engagement. The fingers had not confidently ‘touched’ the keys before 

producing a sound. A similar problem occurred at the beginning of the piece, but in reverse: the mental 

picture had been formed without the follow-up of physical hand placement. Variations 7, 8 and 9 were 

then compromised by rushing, which was made more obvious in a later hearing. In terms of the Mental 

Toughness Loop, self-confidence was the main attribute that was lacking, suggesting that the 

‘challenge-skill’ ratio was not in balance (Martin & Jackson, 2008). Just prior to walking on stage, I did 

not feel competent enough to meet the demands of the Liszt Etude, even though I had put in lengthy 

technical preparation – see Appendix B for an extended post-performance reflection which discusses 

this.  

“The Lark” was somewhat dismissed in my initial reflections, but after watching the video, it was now 

clear that the embellished middle section was quite unsettled, due to my lack of attention to sustaining 

the vocal line37. Although it was audible, the agogic connection between the melody notes was not 

pronounced enough, so this detracted from the intended hierarchy of melody, embellished runs, and left 

hand harmony. There was a slight slip at 18:48-18:50, which I deduce to be from insufficient knowledge 

of the melody notes isolated from right hand filigree runs. In my practice, I would have benefited from 

more active listening to individual lines, with clear harmonic analysis, similar to techniques used for 

the Bach. As noted in Table 5, soothing imagery was only utilised for this piece in the program, and 

                                                             
36 This is to be compared with my immediate post performance reflections (Appendix B) which suggest that 

there was a general lack of technical long -term preparation. Conversely, it was the absence of formed hand 

positions, mental confidence and adequate breathing just before playing the first chord which caused the error.   
37 The Lark was originally a song by Glinka from his song cycle ‘Farewell to St Petersburg’, which was later 

transcribed for piano solo by Balakirev.  
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only for creating an elegant opening. As technical worries began to be prioritised in the middle section, 

creative imagery soon dissipated, which is evident in the recording.  

Two main conclusions can be drawn from these reflections of this performance. The fragile 

psychological conditions particular to competitions led to mental doubt in my abilities, which was 

damaging (to different extents for each piece) and undermined previous careful work done in practice 

sessions. Although more preparation would always be desired, in the last crucial moments it is vital to 

maintain a positive mindset with confidence and trust in my previous work. This would encourage a 

state of flow, thereby creating frequent ‘autotelic experiences’ (Martin & Jackson, 2008). Backstage 

self-assurance and positive reinforcement would induce higher concentration levels, while giving me a 

sense of competence in the ‘challenge-skill balance’ required for each of the pieces, and allowing me 

to set ‘clear goals’ for each performance (Martin & Jackson, 2008). Paradoxically, this could allow me 

the freedom to explore my artistic spontaneity, creating fresh interpretations while on stage.  

Extended composure time is also essential, not only before beginning the complete programme, but also 

in between pieces, so that I have adequate time to establish the appropriate mental disposition before 

placing my hands on the keys. This period of silence and recollection can allow me to dispel fears about 

rudimentary aspects, such as memory or fingering. Contrary to my instincts, the more unsure and fearful 

I am of the piece (such as the Liszt), the longer I should spend in silent composure time before launching 

into playing.   

ROUND 2 2pm 7/09/17 
Repertoire: Haydn Sonata in D major HOB XVI:33, Tchaikovsky Theme and Variations in F 

major Op 19 No 6, Liszt Hungarian Rhapsody No 11 in A minor 

Youtube link: https://youtu.be/a8jBX0XeAYY 

 

Table 6: Pre-Performance Activities Chart for LVPC Round 2 

PRE-PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY YES OR NO 

Early/organised Y 

Warm-up backstage (+ length) Y 

Warm-up on performance piano N 

Avoided talking/mingling with others Y 

Deep breathing Y 

Stretching/muscle tension and release N 

https://youtu.be/a8jBX0XeAYY
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Slow release energy food (eg banana) Y (scrambled eggs) 

well hydrated Y 

Sufficient sleep Y 

High quality sleep Y 

Artistic, musical focus Y 

Positive self-talk and affirmations Y 

Soothing imagery Y 

Centering N (centred throughout 
performance) 

Prayer  Y 

Mental rehearsal Y 

Mental rehearsal with miming N 

 

As the above table shows, I completed more pre-performance activities in Round 2 than in Round 1, 

and gave a more assured, fulfilling performance38. Soothing imagery (as suggested by Klickstein) and 

high-quality sleep were the two added attributes, and the positive self-talk/affirmations were sincerer – 

Moreover, I was more confident about this program, now having had ‘experience’ in the competition 

with one performance behind me. I rated myself a ‘7’ in confidence and ensured that extra composure 

time was given on stage between pieces for deep breaths, prayer and a formulation of vivid imagery for 

each piece.  

This recital was the most successful of the three recitals I gave during the competition, due to my 

unflagging positive mental attitude, as well as the familiarity of the program. Regaining this sense of 

calm confidence is something that I now aim for in performances, especially for repertoire that is 

thoroughly practised and rehearsed. Conversely, upon later hearing, it is now evident that my playing 

may not have come across with as much assured authority as I had previously thought, due to significant 

rushing, especially in the Haydn.  

Throughout the candidature, the Haydn sonata has been performed in the three main contexts and has 

acted as a ‘control piece’ for the research. Since it is not my most technically challenging piece, I was 

able to hone in on musical aspects of phrasing, colour and articulation – characteristics that are vital to 

the vibrancy of a Classical composition (Rosen, 1971). My state of flow was most evident in this Round, 

and especially in the Haydn: contrary to the Liszt Etude, I felt that the challenge-skill balance worked 

                                                             
38 See Appendix C for details in the corresponding Performance Template.  
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well and I was confident that I could meet the technical and expressive demands of the piece (Martin & 

Jackson, 2008). Twelve months on, I play the Haydn quite differently, especially in terms of tempo and 

explicit expression of character. As will be seen in the ANPA video, the first movement in particular 

has since developed a sedate, yet playful character. In retrospect, my LVPC performance of the sonata 

now seems rather breathless, without sufficient time for detailed articulation (first movement39), and for 

a clear establishment of pulse (second movement). The third movement, marked as a Minuet, feels 

unstable in tempo, rushed especially in semiquaver passages (for example 12:30-12:52), which come 

across as anxious and insecure. Although I may have perceived myself to be at ease and in full control 

while playing the Haydn, it did not convey a similar sensation upon hearing it a year later.  

Critically listening to the Tchaikovsky Variations again revealed a few more inaccuracies and 

unexpected problems than I had previously perceived. As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, 

competitions encourage particularly high levels of accuracy and reliability across one’s whole 

repertoire. Some variations contained many careless mistakes, (Variation 4 16:26-16:52 and Variation 

11 22:19-23:02). Besides the memory slip in Variation 11, there were many missed notes at ends of 

phrases, which displayed an excessive eagerness to move to the next phrase before it was necessary.  In 

Variation 3, staccato quavers at the end of each bar (right hand) were held with the pedal, alluding to a 

smoother legato articulation. This is contrary to what is written in the score, and alters the motivic idea 

presented throughout the Variation. Nevertheless, despite these misjudged details, I still believe that 

overall, the piece came together well and presented a coherent musical journey.  

In retrospect, I found the Liszt Rhapsody enjoyable to listen to, with its clarity of finger-work and 

contrasting characters throughout. As mentioned in Chapter 4 and Appendix B, I found it beneficial to 

devise narratives for all pieces in this program, especially this Liszt. The references and experimentation 

with folk idioms provided great scope for captivating imagery to be used as a springboard to stimulate 

my musical expression. I was very comfortable with the work and I maintain that my planned musical 

                                                             
39 At the end of the first movement, I also became unsure of the harmonies in the left hand (6:11-6:18), which, 

although gracefully veiled, led to a hasty final cadence.  
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ideas were communicated effectively. Most of the technical complexities seemed to present little 

difficulty, even in a high-pressure situation.  

ROUND 3 12pm 10/09/17 
Repertoire: Bach-Busoni Chaconne in D minor, Yedid “Angel’s Revolt”, Tchaikovsky-Pletnev 

Concert Suite from “The Sleeping Beauty” 

Youtube link: https://youtu.be/YnLC6tT4ZDY 

 

Table 7: Pre-Performance Activities Chart for LVPC Round 3 

PRE-PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY YES OR NO 

Early/organised N (only 1 hour – not enough 
for big program) 

Warm-up backstage (+ length) Y 

Warm-up on performance piano N 

Avoided talking/mingling with others N (forced to make small talk 
with volunteers) 

Deep breathing Y (very little) 

Stretching/muscle tension and release N 

Slow release energy food (eg banana) N 

well hydrated Y 

Sufficient sleep N 

High quality sleep Y 

Artistic, musical focus Y (mostly) 

Positive self-talk and affirmations Y 

Soothing imagery Y 

Centering N 

Prayer  Y 

Mental rehearsal Y 

Mental rehearsal with miming N 

 

In addition to cumulative fatigue throughout the week, the relatively early performance time of 12pm 

for Round 3 (as compared to Rounds 1 and 2) meant that it was more difficult to arrive early and be 

organised on this day. The lack of sleep was far from ideal, especially as this recital was considerably 

larger than the previous programs and so demanded the greatest concentration and stamina. In 

retrospect, one small meal four hours before the performance was not enough to endure an immensely 

exhausting 60-minute recital. As I was performing the recital, I felt extremely fatigued after about 30 

minutes (the Bach-Busoni, then the Yedid), which was not ideal for performing another 30 minutes of 

difficult music in the Tchaikovsky-Pletnev. Some small memory slips in the Tchaikovsky-Pletnev 

ensued, which could have been easily avoided. In the future, I will ensure that each performance is 

https://youtu.be/YnLC6tT4ZDY
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prefaced with a high protein meal. I only arrived one hour before the performance, which, considering 

the enormity of my program, did not allow enough time for me to warm up all the crucial passages of 

my pieces, as well as collect myself in the practice room.  

I only rated myself a 5 in confidence40, but I was pleased that in terms of consistency, the three pieces 

had all improved since previous performances. I managed to prioritise and maintain an artistic outlook 

throughout the complete performance, even after my physical reserve seemed depleted. My lack of 

confidence was mainly due to the anxiety surrounding the Yedid41, as well as a fear of inadequate 

stamina levels for a convincing recital of such magnitude.  

Having lived with the Bach-Busoni for a number of years, my interpretation has continued to develop 

and extend my original vision of Notre Dame de Paris42. No clear ‘narrative’ was constructed, as was 

done for Round 2 repertoire, but a scene was visualised and journey through as the piece unfolded. 

Although I initially perceived my performance of this piece to have effectively communicated my 

artistic ideas (see Appendix A), I now have different impressions. As the piece progressed, it seemed 

that the characters were less well-defined, and the sound production was not well aligned with my ideas 

and intentions. Not only is my impression of it being ‘a little pushed throughout’43, I feel that it lacks 

the appropriate depth and grandeur which the piece demands, which sacrificed it sense of direction and 

flow. It was not an issue of projection or volume, but rather that phrase endings were glossed over, or 

that notes were not given enough attention as constituent parts of a long melody. For example, the scalar 

passages on page 3 and the cadential chords at the end of each phrase would have benefitted from more 

attention. The tranquillo section on page 13 (9:30) seemed too rushed with little elegance in the left 

hand melody line, since I briefly lost track of the progression spelt out in the right hand. At other places, 

                                                             
40 See Appendix B for corresponding performance template. 
41 The commissioned work for this Round, a challenging 9 minute work given to competitors three months in 

advance. Even though I had had many sessions with the composer himself, I still struggled with the virtuosity 

and stamina that it requires.  
42 I used the Chaconne as an opportunity to allude to an atmosphere of grandeur, musically describing the 

majesty of the cathedral’s exterior, as well as the intricate beauty of the interior as one approaches the sanctuary. 

I used different sections to illuminate the stained glass, and to draw attention to the spire, the towers, facades, 

stonework, and sculptures, while working towards a sense of awe and reverence as the High Altar and the Stabat 

Mater came into focus, corresponding to the final page of the Chaconne. 
43 See Appendix A for extended commentary.  
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such as the final page, which I had initially deemed to be an accurate manifestation of my mental 

visualisations, I now discovered that my playing was too compressed to convey the full climactic build-

up that I had desired. In the future, I would benefit from listening to more recordings of myself, as 

recommended by Hallam & Gaunt (2012), to assess whether my plans for character and artistic shape 

were being successfully channelled to my fingers and into the sound being produced.  

In retrospect, the Yedid (15:46) was performed with the requisite vigour and energy throughout, and 

although there were some minor technical issues, I am satisfied with the performance, in concurrence 

with my immediate post-performance reflections. It was an improvement on the first performance that 

I had given some weeks earlier, and it was gratifying that the composer was particularly impressed with 

my playing44. The pre-performance mental self-doubt was conquered by the fruits of meticulous 

physical efforts exerted in numerous practice sessions and during performance. Nevertheless, the 

memory slip at the beginning and small technical errors throughout could have possibly been eradicated 

if the mental pre-performance state had been confident and calm.   

I also believe that the Tchaikovsky-Pletnev was performed considerably well, with distinctive character 

dances and shaped melodic lines for the lyrical movements. A firm resolution to maintain artistic focus 

helped me to keep slips in perspective while on stage. To me, most of my artistic priorities were well 

communicated, despite some small technical errors. Upon a more recent listening, the physical fatigue 

only became noticeable at about the 10th movement, the Adagio (46:52). The Finale, however, 

sometimes did not convey the 3/4 pulse effectively, and movement 6 (The Booted Tom Cat) was 

generally rushed. Strikingly, I found that the performance was better than I initially remembered: the 

errors that did occur were minimal, with swift recoveries which were barely noticeable in the grand 

scheme of the piece.  

For future performances of such extensive length, I intend to undertake more mock performances so 

that my mental and physical stamina (Mental Toughness Loop) levels can be increased and maintained. 

This will increase the strength of another link in the Loop, self-confidence (Barnes, 2014), which I hope 

                                                             
44 He later selected me to make a professional audio and video recording of his composition, for release on CD.  
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will enable me to give performances that are neither lacklustre, nor tainted by disconcerting memory or 

technical slips.  

ANPA – SEPTEMBER 2018 

For the first round of ANPA45 , two 45 minute recital rounds were required – the first recital will be 

discussed below. Most of the repertoire that I had presented in the LVPC, though now with more 

developed interpretations. Since this was the first time that I had travelled for an extended competition, 

I needed to quickly adapt to different living and practice arrangements, while in the final stages of my 

preparation. Other personal circumstances that occurred in the weeks and months before the competition 

(family bereavement just a week before; increase in work commitments) meant that I did not feel as 

solidified in my preparation as I would have liked to be. Finding considerable amounts of time to 

practice was challenging, so it was crucial that I was efficient in my problem-solving methods. Where 

possible, practice strategies and pre-performance routines were built upon from experience with 

previous performances, and from more familiarity with the literature.  

ANPA Round 1 – September 2018  
Repertoire: Haydn Sonata in D major HOB XVI:33, Rachmaninov Etude Tableau Op 39 No 6 in 

A minor, Busoni 10 Variations in Free Form on a Theme of Chopin, Yedid “Angel’s Revolt”  

Youtube link: https://youtu.be/dm0pMAP-Cuw 

 

Table 8: Pre-Performance Activities Chart for ANPA Round 1 

PRE-PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY YES OR NO 

Early/organised Y 

Warm-up backstage (+ length) Y (one hour) 

Warm-up on performance piano Y 

Avoided talking/mingling with others Y 

Deep breathing Y 

Stretching/muscle tension and release Y 

Slow release energy food (eg banana) Y (dinner beforehand) 

well hydrated Y 

Sufficient sleep N 

High quality sleep Y 

Artistic, musical focus N 

Positive self-talk and affirmations N 

                                                             
45 A competition which takes places over a week in Shepparton, Victoria and is comprised of 4 solo recital 

rounds, each 45 minutes long. 

https://youtu.be/dm0pMAP-Cuw
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Soothing imagery N 

Centering Y 

Prayer  Y 

Mental rehearsal Y 

Mental rehearsal with miming Y 

 

My Round 1 performance took place at around 9:30pm (scheduled to start at 9pm), and as can be seen 

in Table 6, I had not had sufficient sleep to cater for such a late performance. I was extremely tired 

immediately before and during the performance, which meant that I found it difficult to concentrate. 

This was compounded with the absence of positive self-talk and minimal artistic focus before going on 

stage, since I was still struggling with memory confidence for the Yedid. My mental pre-performance 

state was not one of calm self-assurance or excitement, but serious anxiety about the quality of my 

preparation and doubt about whether I would be able to stay engaged through the full recital.  

Similar to Round 3 of the LVPC, I only rated myself a 5 in confidence, but as soon as I walked on stage, 

I was reminded of advice from Bonetti (2003) regarding relaxation and prayer, and Bernstein (1981) 

about the importance of breathing and the power of concentration. Bonetti’s quip, ‘a few mistakes do 

not a fiasco make’ especially helped me to approach the recital with calm, positive self-affirmations 

and to settle my thoughts on stage (2003). I took many deep breaths and engaged in prayer (Valentine, 

2002) as part of a lengthy composure time before beginning the Haydn. Although I was worried about 

potential mistakes later in the program, I assured myself that the first three pieces had recently been 

performed and should not present any major technical problems. I did not apply a similar composure 

routine of breathing and prayer between subsequent pieces though, so I felt that I began without a full 

sense of confidence in the artistic scope. This was due to the increasing fatigue that I experienced, which 

prompted a desire to finish the performance as soon as possible. Moreover, I began to anticipate 

potentially unstable points too far ahead in each piece, which compromised the present moment and did 

not allow me to give a performance that I was satisfied with.  

As can be seen in the corresponding Performance Template (see Appendix C), some small inaccuracies 

occurred in the first three pieces, which could have been avoided. Bernstein mentions that, during 

performance, anticipation is detrimental to achieving complete concentration and can lead to memory 
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slips (1981). I found this especially true in the Yedid which had had no recent performance exposure in 

the last twelve months prior to ANPA. Unfortunately, it was not as polished as the LVPC performance 

– instead of focusing solely on the present moment and the next immediate section, my mental 

inhibitions about the security of my memory were exacerbated on stage by the anticipation of sections 

that lay too far ahead in the piece, which compromised the quality of both the present moment and later 

passages. This was mainly due to the limited practice time that I was able to give to the piece and the 

absence of a public performance of it in preparatory recitals.  

Conclusion 

Despite the extensive physical practice time that was spent in preparing for both competitions, it was 

my mental approach on the day (and the immediate days preceding) which played a major role in the 

personal success of each performance. This Chapter has examined the culmination of extensive work 

alongside the mental maturity of my creative ideas for each piece in naturally high-pressure situations. 

It was imperative for me to approach each performance as an enjoyable exhibition of my artistic ideas 

and thoughts about my repertoire. If technical anxieties were prioritised over musical narrative and 

imagery, the quality of my playing dropped. For repertoire both old and new, I found that an artistic 

mindset created performances in the LVPC which remain engaging to me even after twelve months. 

Subsequently, learning from the LVPC, certain strategies (physical and mental) have been applied 

rigorously for later performances, in order to alleviate some anxiety in such high-pressure situations. 

Establishing a sense of quiet confidence alongside positive affirmations from myself and those around 

me helped to retain morale, even during physical exhaustion. Reliability and consistency were achieved 

when there was a conscious effort to always improve upon the previous performance, still prioritising 

characters and images over technical misgivings.  

A combination of familiar repertoire, positive mental attitude, and a stable pre-performance routine 

produced the most successful LVPC performance (Round 2). The artistic plan for each piece was well 

constructed, and I was able to allow myself to depart from technical troubles, in order to focus on 

consciously communicating my musical ideas to the audience. My creativity was stimulated (both in 

the practice room and on stage) not only by my own narratives (for example, the Haydn sonata), but 
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also by particular adjectives at pertinent points on the score (Bach Prelude and Fugue, Tchaikovsky 

Variations, Liszt Rhapsody, Bach-Busoni Chaconne). During the twelve months between LVPC and 

ANPA, these creative aspects were built upon and enhanced, with similar techniques being applied to 

newer pieces (Busoni Chopin Variations, Rachmaninov Etude). Since the conditions in which my 

preparation was done were more constrained than those for LVPC, I was forced to rely more on mental 

preparation. This was not ideal: I was not able to fully synthesise and program my musical ideas into a 

secure muscle memory for my fingers. As a result, I was still anxious about technical problems and 

memory security for ANPA, meaning that I could not focus my attention wholly on creating an 

artistically convincing performance. 

I used my own discernment while taking on various pieces of advice that I had gleaned from my teacher 

and other mentors who listened to me in my preparations. I have discovered that I should always 

continue to experiment, or even ‘over practice’ (Hallam & Gaunt, 2012) with new practice techniques 

– especially for ‘notorious’ problem areas46 in older repertoire – so that the risk of mistakes occurring 

under pressure is minimised, and my playing is always renewed with fresh insight and deeper 

knowledge about the pieces. However, my pre-performance techniques should form a standard routine 

that helps me to prepare optimally for each public appearance. Good diet, sufficient sleep and hydration 

should be kept constant as much as possible. Mentally, I should maintain a positive, artistic outlook for 

each piece, using deep breathing and relaxation techniques. This will minimise anxiety and anticipation 

on stage, so that my concentration is directed towards the present moment in the music. Doing a full 

run a few hours before, doing slow play-throughs, then warming up in the reverse order of the program 

were good organisational techniques. I found the performances to be immediately more engaging when 

I consciously communicated my musical ideas clearly to an audience. I should record even more run 

throughs and practice recitals to build up stamina and concentration levels, critically analysing the 

effectiveness of musical ideas and imagery. In the future, using each performance as a significant 

                                                             
46 Passages or sections that I had assumed were fixed previously but are later return to cause uncertainty and 

faults. 
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learning opportunity may help to alleviate some competition anxiety and create more consistent 

personally enjoyable experiences.  
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Chapter 6 – Conclusion 
 

This project has investigated and reflected upon my own practice strategies and pre-performance 

routines over a research period of 18 months, within three main performance contexts. The results that 

have been gleaned from this study have revealed a variety of insights into my own habits as a pianist, 

assisting me in working towards more consistent and reliable performances for a selection of repertoire. 

I have used a range of methods, such as:  

• consulting written literature on practice strategies and performance preparation,  

• experimenting with and applying comments from my teacher and mentors,  

• brief personal evaluations and immediate reflections on each performance  

• later written reflections based on recordings of each performance  

• keeping weekly/fortnightly practice logs 

• learning from the performances of others (both within Workshop and from masterclass videos) 

Chapters 3, 4 and 5 have each emphasised different combinations of these methods, describing the 

effectiveness of my practice and, ultimately, the success of my performances in three distinct contexts: 

small concerts, formal concerts, and competitions. Throughout the course of the research, it was 

discovered that while some brief mental work was carried out in the early stages of preparation and 

learning, the most mental practice was needed for the performances with the highest stakes: 

competitions. Both competitions that were discussed in Chapter 5 required many months of physical 

practice and preparatory performances, which were addressed in Chapters 3 and 4. The mental practice 

was increased in the remaining weeks and days preceding competitions, so that physical exhaustion or 

injury could be avoided. Figure 15 provides an overview of practice strategies and pre-performance 

routines explored in this project, which will be expounded upon below.  
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Figure 15: Chart of central practice strategies(blue)  and pre-performance routines (green) discovered throughout the project 

 

Performances 2017-
2018

Small/Intimate 
Spaces

Technical drills eg. alternate rhythms, 
crossed hands, slow expressive 

practice etc

Practice without pedal

Organised practice ie. practice 
plans, weekly logs

Formal Concerts

Mental visualisation & risk 
mitigation

Verbally introducing repertoire on 
stage

Experimenting with interpretation; 
artistic focus

Separate hands practice, lid 
technique

Developing distinct 
imagery/narratives

Familiarising with other works by same 
composer, and other works of similar era

Competitions

Early arrival 

Positive self talk and affirmations

Prayer

Artistic focus, deploying imagery

Sufficient sleep

Familiar repertoire
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Chapter 2 outlined my personal journey through candidature over 2017 – 2018, with retrospective 

personal reflections on many of the performances discussed in later chapters. While it was not realistic 

to expect that each performance displayed constant improvement in consistency and reliability, the 

chapter’s brief narrative, in addition to reflections and regular self-assessment, were essential in gaining 

a clearer perception of my own progress over time. All the performances were given in different 

contexts, with varied programs, and many factors were involved in the ‘success’ of a performance, 

judging from my own perspective. This thesis has attempted to demonstrate my ability to learn from 

each performance, noting those practice and pre-performance strategies that were most beneficial in the 

three contexts. Some performances were more challenging than others, and during some months I was 

less inclined to perform or practise as much. Overall, however, this research project did enable me to 

experiment with and evaluate the effectiveness of many strategies which noticeably improved 

consistency and reliability over an extended period. As part of an ongoing learning process, I hope to 

apply and extend this research to my artistic practice as a lifelong musician, ever increasing in reliability 

and consistency through performances. It is my intention that the strategies and techniques that are 

discussed in this research project are transferable to many aspiring professional pianists who experience 

similar issues during performance.   

In Chapter 3, intimate and small concerts were discussed, with a focus on strategies implemented in the 

early stages of learning and performing repertoire. Workshop performances were discussed generally, 

especially those that functioned as first or second ‘airings’ of repertoire, providing me with 

opportunities to overcome initial insecurities about technical or memory problems. Technical drills, 

such as alternate rhythms for selected passages, or repetition with increasing metronome speeds helped 

to inculcate basic rhythmic features or general facility. Practising without pedal while ‘learning the 

notes’ (or re-learning the notes while revising a piece) ensured that all lines were exposed, especially 

in pieces with thicker textures such as the Busoni Chopin Variations, the Bach-Busoni Chaconne and 

the Tchaikovsky-Pletnev Suite. Two organisational strategies that eventually became useful in 

preparation for performance in the three contexts were: devising practice plans and having a spare paper 

to record extraneous thoughts. Although the plans were not done consistently over the complete 
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candidature, they did assist in creating more productive, task-oriented practice. In relation to 

performance, such plans were an effective means of recalling goals in practice, the fruits of which were 

intended to reveal themselves while on stage. Consistency was managed by ensuring that, as much as 

possible, each performance extended and achieved more goals.  

The intimate formal performances were often given after more thorough technical work and artistic 

shaping had taken place during practice sessions. I adopted a mental attitude that accounted for the 

advantages and disadvantages of the close proximity of the audience. In order to maintain a consistent 

and reliable form of performance, I tried to prepare myself for uncontrollable circumstances by 

imagining scenarios and visualising performance situations. A singular strategy – solely for smaller 

environments - that helped me immediately before playing was verbally communicating my own 

thoughts and the historical significance of my repertoire to my audience. Immediately relaxed and 

connected to my surroundings, I felt more confident to deliver musically engaging performances. 

During performance, I chose to allow myself the freedom to experiment with slightly different 

interpretations, in response to the audience and the room. The nature of small venues enticed me to 

approach passages with more detailed articulations, or to take more time in difficult sections. This 

contributed to reducing tension and anxiety, in turn creating performances which were largely 

consistently successful: minimal memory slips and more musical spontaneity.  

Formal performances (Chapter 4) were often given in the final weeks before competitions (Chapter 5) 

and had larger programs than performances covered in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 focused on practice 

strategies, while Chapter 5 was mainly a discussion of the pre-performance routines undertaken for the 

performance at the crux of this project: the LVPC and, as an epilogue, ANPA.  

A mixture of more or less successful and unsuccessful performances were documented in detail in 

Chapter 4. Although similar practice strategies to Chapter 3 were implemented, they were expanded 

upon, with more literature references and experimentation with mental practice. Quantitative raw and 

synthesised data were provided, with higher practice Habits ratings reflecting an increase in the 

effectiveness of practice as performances drew closer. Incorporating Klickstein’s Habits into the 

practice log template was an effective tool for constantly assessing my progress in pertinent areas. 
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Technical security was aimed for through techniques such as matchbox repetition, separate and crossed 

hands practice, alternate articulations and rhythms, or piano lid practice, so that all lines were cemented 

into the muscle and visual memory. As each artistic product took shape for these contexts, I began to 

explore different avenues of mental practice techniques: instead of listening to various recordings of the 

work itself, I familiarised myself with other words from the composer’s complete oeuvre which was 

written prior to my specific piece, aiming to become immersed in the ‘world’ of the composer. Listening 

to various artists and instrumentalists, I was able to identify idiosyncratic compositional techniques and 

apply these ideas to my own interpretations, without being directly influenced by the choices of others 

in my chosen work. Another mental practice technique that was transferable to physical practice 

sessions was the act of consciously creating elaborate narratives or scenes for my repertoire, even those 

pieces that were not programmatically linked. This shifted my focus from the technical to the artistic, 

helping me to maintain freshness and personal interest in my interpretations. I enjoyed searching for 

adjectives corresponding to newfound details, or even adjusting and reimagining narratives as 

performances approached. During performance, these ideas allowed me to escape into another world of 

colours and characters, thereby reducing unnecessary self-consciousness about technical details and my 

presence on stage. Across all repertoire discussed in Chapter 4, reliability and consistency greatly 

improved when artistic focus was the prime goal, so that technical facility was only treated as means to 

an end.  

The two competitions discussed in Chapter 5 required high levels of mental stamina, perseverance and 

focus, with close attention to the immediate preparations made just before each performance. Pre-

performance routines were discussed and compared, accompanied by detailed reflections done 

immediately post-performance, and for the LVPC, twelve months later. By employing this process of 

triangulation, initial insights were enhanced or contrasted with later retrospective reflections. For 

example, the organic development and shift of interpretations over twelve months caused a more critical 

appraisal of the competition performances, especially for the Bach, Haydn, Tchaikovsky, Bach-Busoni. 

Central factors in maintaining consistency and reliability were the familiarity with repertoire and stable 

pre-performance routines, which encompassed mental and physical tactics. These included: having 
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sufficient sleep, arriving in good time to warm up, and maintaining positive self-talk and affirmations 

with a strong focus on artistic interpretive ideas. Stamina was identified as a key issue, especially for 

Round 3 LVPC and the ANPA recitals. While this aspect needs ongoing attention for later 

performances, the research project enabled a discussion on possible causes for lack of stamina, offering 

solutions that I have yet to implement performances. Since the external results of competitions are so 

unforeseeable, the ‘success’ of performances were measured by the intrinsic motivation and personal 

satisfaction.  

In response to the central research question, various practice strategies and pre-performance routines in 

improving consistency and reliability have been tested and discussed for performances in different 

contexts. While intimate concerts allowed for the most interpretive freedom, much preliminary work 

was done at the piano, programming muscle memory through repetition or drill work. Organising 

practice through scheduled plans and minimisation of distractions was useful for early stages of learning 

or reviewing repertoire. Brief spoken introductions before performances were often given to gain 

confidence before playing. Preparation for lengthier formal concerts required greater technical focus 

with more rigorous reinforcement of problem passages, separate hands practice and constant revisitation 

to the score. Away from the piano, broader perspectives and greater familiarity were also gleaned from 

the composer’s other works through recordings and score reading. Use of artistic imagery greatly 

improved reliability and consistency during performance in both formal concerts and competitions. 

Although I was acutely aware of the high technical standards assumed for competitions, creative 

components needed to take precedence for more successful performances. Positive mental approaches 

were essential, alongside familiar repertoire and stable pre-performance routines.  

Due to the scope of this thesis and the nature of the performance programs, it was not possible for all 

repertoire to be discussed to the same level of detail. A variety of performances have been offered and 

discussed, in order to highlight pertinent strategies for consistency and reliability. Further research 

could include a more in-depth study of one of the three performance contexts, or for more frequent 

performances of a smaller repertoire. More frequent practice logs could have been documented, with a 

consistent time window between each log throughout the whole candidature. While this 
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autoethnographic study is not conclusive and may not offer a blanket solution for pianists wanting to 

achieve more consistent and reliable performances, it has provided a window into the efficacy of certain 

techniques and strategies used by an aspiring pianist over two years which, it is hoped, will be of interest 

to others in a similar position. Consistency is vital for any regular performer, and can only be achieved 

by practical experimentation, experience and constant self-reflection.  
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Appendix A: Additional Remarks for Formal 
Concerts 

 

Since Chapter 4 focused on practice strategies for formal concert performances, this Appendix provides 

extra information which describes pre-performance routines and the outcomes of performances 

themselves.  

 

Confirmation Performance, 15/06/17 
I ensured that my energy was conserved by not spending my emotional or physical reserve on much 

more mock-performing. Once I arrived at the venue, I merely played slowly through various sections, 

keeping a calm, relaxed and focused attitude. Warm-up was done in reverse manner (as recommended 

by my accompanist): Saint Saens was briefly rehearsed, and then the Haydn, staying fresh in my mind 

before walking on stage. Hydration, food and sleep needs had been met in the final days before the 

performance. Immediately before going on stage, I assuaged fears of technical mishaps by reassuring 

myself that adequate practice had been done to manage any unforeseen problems. I instead focused on 

creating an artistic performance that revealed all of the colours and characters that had been decided 

upon in practice sessions. I took many deep breaths on stage in between movements and pieces, which 

helped to clear my mind and control any desire to rush through the program. In order to allow the music 

to breathe and to be comprehensible to the audience, I needed to adapt to the acoustic by giving more 

space between phrases and strongly projecting melody lines to the back of the hall. 
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LVPC Warm-up Performance, 19/08/17 
 

PRE-PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY YES OR NO 

Early/organised N 

Warm-up backstage (+ length) N 

Warm-up on performance piano N 

Talking/mingling with others N 

Deep breathing Y second half 

Stretching/muscle tension and release N 

Slow release energy food (eg banana) N 

well hydrated Y 

Sufficient sleep Y 

High quality sleep N 

Artistic, musical focus N not all pieces 

Positive self-talk and affirmations Sometimes 

Soothing imagery N 

Centering N 

Prayer  Y 

Mental rehearsal Y 

Mental rehearsal with miming N 

 

As can be seen from the Table above, I did not arrive early at all, had no time to warm up or collect 

myself, and in the few hours prior to the performance I was overcome with a sense of dread and a lack 

of confidence in myself. I became overwhelmed and doubted whether I would be able to successfully 

manage my energy levels throughout the performance. This confusion was exacerbated by my tardy 

arrival, which led to a hasty pre-performance routine. I did not take enough time to breathe before 

beginning my first piece, the Bach Prelude and Fugue, however the second half of the program was 

more settled and musically engaging. My focus was not on artistic or musical priorities in the first half 

– I simply wanted to be able to ‘survive’ through the program. 

LVPC Lunchtime Warm-up Performance, 30/08/17 
PRE-PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY YES OR NO 

Early/organised Y 

Warm-up backstage (+ length) Y (20 MINS) 

Warm-up on performance piano Y 

Talking/mingling with others Y (5 MINS) 

Deep breathing N 

Stretching/muscle tension and release N 

Slow release energy food (eg banana) Y ALMONDS 

well hydrated Y 

Sufficient sleep N 
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High quality sleep N 

Artistic, musical focus Y SOMETIMES 

Positive self-talk and affirmations Y 

Soothing imagery N 

Centering N 

Prayer  Y 

Mental rehearsal Y 

Mental rehearsal with miming N 

 

Having just had a lesson in the morning, I was already at the venue and had ample time to prepare and 

even practise on the performance piano. Even though my repertoire was fairly well prepared and I had 

improved certain faulty areas from 19/08, I felt apathetic and disconnected from the music while 

performing. I did not feel the appropriate adrenaline rush at all before going on stage, but instead was 

too relaxed and I felt that I did not deliver a musically engaging performance. I became almost 

complacent about my playing, resulting in a lack of focus and emotional depth. My mental ‘location’ 

was not present at the piano at all times, but rather concerned about other unrelated issues. I had not 

had sufficient or quality sleep, which may have been a contributing factor.  

Conservatorium Recital, 6/12/17 
PRE-PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY YES OR NO 

Early/organised Y 

Warm-up backstage (+ length) Y (45 mins) 

Warm-up on performance piano N 

Talking/mingling with others Y 

Deep breathing Y 

Stretching/muscle tension and release N 

Slow release energy food (eg banana)  Y (scrambled eggs) 

well hydrated Y 

Sufficient sleep Y 

High quality sleep Y 

Artistic, musical focus Y 

Positive self-talk and affirmations Y 

Soothing imagery Y 

Centering Y 

Prayer  Y 

Mental rehearsal Y 

Mental rehearsal with miming N 
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On the day of the performance, I had eaten, slept and hydrated well, and I was early to the performance 

venue, with plenty of time to warm up and collect myself. Immediately before going on stage, I ensured 

that I had an artistic focus, took several deep breaths and recollected the realistic goal I had set for 

myself considering time constraints. I aimed to deliver a reasonably musically convincing performance 

with no large memory slips which followed the loose narrative I had constructed for myself. I was 

prepared for some small technical difficulties which would need to be ironed out in further performances 

(for example 3:32-3:35, 14:20-14:23, 21:00 - 21:03). Once I was on stage, I was in no hurry to start, 

and took time to place myself into the fantasy world required for the piece. It was a positive experience 

with very little nerves, just excitement to play the Schumann for the first time publicly.  

CIMF NGA Recital, 3/05/18 
PRE-PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY YES OR NO 

Early/organised Y 

Warm-up backstage (+ length) Y 

Warm-up on performance piano Y (30 mins) 

Talking/mingling with others Y  

Deep breathing Y 

Stretching/muscle tension and release Y 

Slow release energy food (eg banana) Y 

well hydrated Y 

Sufficient sleep Y 

High quality sleep Y 

Artistic, musical focus Y 

Positive self-talk and affirmations Y 

Soothing imagery Y 

Centering y 

Prayer  Y 

Mental rehearsal Y 

Mental rehearsal with miming N 

 

The Pre-Performance Activities chart displays an almost ideal preparation, according to the activities 

listed. On the day of the performance, I remained calm and settled. I chose to wear flats so that I would 

feel more familiar once I sat down at the piano, since I normally practise barefoot or with flat shoes. 

This helped me to feel less worried about any physical impediments to my performance, and to give 

myself completely to the music. I had planned to speak to the audience about my relationship with my 

pieces before I played, but the artistic director of the Festival told me to speak between pieces. This 

threw me off slightly, since I had not wanted to breach the musical aura once I had begun playing. I did 
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have one small memory slip towards the end of the Chaconne, but this was quickly overcome and I 

managed to finish the piece with the correct cadence. I enjoyed sharing the Busoni Chopin Variations 

with the audience – and I aimed to incorporate some advice from Roger Woodward’s masterclass three 

days earlier. Since this piece was fairly new at the time of this performance, my interpretation was still 

evolving and while performing my hands did not follow through with all decisions made in my practice. 

For example, on pages 7 and 8 (quintuplet variation), I had planned for it to be dry with minimal pedal, 

but I found myself using the pedal as a security measure, in order to compensate for technical doubts in 

my hands. This signified that more practice was to be done without the pedal, especially in sections that 

required nimble finger work.  
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Appendix B: LVPC Post-Performance Reflections 
 

This Appendix offers immediate post-performance reflections on each of the three performances given 

at LVPC.  

LVPC Round 1 
Although I had given sufficient performances of the Liszt Etude in formal and informal contexts, I still 

harboured a feeling of technical insecurity while on stage. I failed to persevere with self-affirmations 

on stage just prior to this piece, and instead allowed my mind to be occupied with old problems that 

could flare up. To abandon these thoughts, I began playing without adequate positive mental 

preparation, so that the piece would be quickly finished. I did not visualise the full architecture and 

scope of the work before playing, which meant that I gradually lost the assurance of an artistic and 

musical focus that had been carefully crafted at the beginning of my performance.  

The opening A minor broken chord spans a tenth in the right hand, which was not carefully judged and 

so I missed the top note, playing a G instead of an A (10:04) – a jarring mistake which resulted from 

insufficient mental and physical preparation. I did not give myself enough time to position my hands 

on the keys before beginning the whole piece. Instead of presenting a confident Theme, I was 

immediately thrown off by the wrong note. However, instead of allowing the piece to fall apart, I 

resolved to regain a sense of confidence and self-trust, visualising previous performances of this piece 

that had been successful. The first half of the Etude was satisfactory, but the latter variations were 

affected by a memory slip that occurred in Variation 5 (11:48-12:06). Although it was the only obvious 

memory lapse during the entire performance, it had been a notorious problem was not properly 

eradicated47. My recovery from the memory lapse was relatively unnoticeable, but Variations 7, 8 and 

9 (12:28, 12:55, 13:07 respectively) were rushed and then compromised after I had been unnerved by 

the memory slip. My lack of confidence was revealed in less accurate finger work. Variation 9 was the 

most unstable, almost on the verge of unravelling. Fortunately, the piece did not collapse, but the latter 

                                                             
47 In my practice I had not revisited this area with the appropriate diligence or repetition required for my fingers 

to be completely sure of the progressions, even while on ‘auto-pilot’ mode. 
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half was unsettled. It was expected that my technical facility and memory would be strong enough to 

rely upon with little effort, while I focused on creating engaging musical interpretations for each piece. 

My fingers and my thoughts were not aligned: my fingers were not being actively controlled by my 

mind before sound was produced.  

Even though I have previously been able to play the piece with all the correct notes in the theme, I have 

had problems in other areas of the piece and I struggle to play it from beginning to end in the exact 

manner I would like to perform it. This may suggest that the piece is too difficult for me, but in the 

practice room and in lessons, my playing has not suffered so greatly, whereas on stage another layer of 

pressure is added which I have found particularly difficult to control each time for this piece. I therefore 

found myself stuck in a psychological rut where I kept doubting my abilities and even on the day 

harboured negative, apprehensive thoughts about it. I was unsure as to whether I would be able to 

replicate or improve upon the best of my former performances of the Etude, and so this negative attitude 

was quickly revealed in the opening. This mindset would not have contributed to favourable first 

impressions to the audience and the jury. The pressure of the high stakes competition environment also 

compounded the anxiety that I felt just before going on stage. Although I did so for many other pieces 

that I played in the Competition, it is important to note that I did not construct any kind of storyline for 

the Etude, since my focus was narrowly set on overcoming technical obstacles with the goal of high 

success rates. Although I did still give attention to phrasing, dynamics, articulation and overall shape 

of the piece, it was not in the forefront of my mind just prior to and while playing the Etude. This would 

have diminished the musical impact of my performance, thus exposing my technical vulnerabilities and 

contributing to a less convincing recital.  

A more surprising example of my pre-performance psyche was my approach to the Bach fugue, my 

playing of which I ended up being highly satisfied with. Despite worries about making unfavourable 

impressions and possible unsalvageable memory lapses in the Fugue, the Bach turned out to be a 

satisfying performance for myself and for the audience. I was aware that this musical form is naturally 

notorious for predisposing pianists to having memory slips with difficult recovery, and this Fugue is of 

considerable length and complexity. Even though I had spent extensive periods of practice sessions 
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ensuring that I was comfortable with various starting points within the Fugue in case of a lapse, I had 

much negative self-talk in the final days before Round 1, worrying about the worst possible scenarios 

that could occur. This concern prompted me to vigorously execute daily separate hands/voices practice, 

with increased use of the score in mental and physical practice. The lid technique mentioned in Chapter 

4 was a very useful practice technique: it helped me to ‘listen in’ to separate voices in the fugue, split 

up into manageable sections.  

Thankfully, I felt that the Bach turned out to be very effective and I carried through with many of my 

musical decisions throughout the Prelude and the Fugue. Even though I was still fully conscious of each 

note and its placement within the fabric of the music, the negative self-talk eventually dissipated while 

I was playing and no memory slips occurred, feeling comfortable to let myself focus on creating certain 

colours through phrase shapes. Once I was playing, I was confident that all my dissection and re-

stitching of the parts had made me very familiar with each voice. In comparison to this secure beginning, 

it was then more telling that the Liszt did not benefit from a similar psychological assurance.  

The final piece on the program, The Lark, went relatively smoothly, since I had had significant 

performance experience with it over the last few years. Although the Liszt had not gone as well as I had 

planned, I was determined to end off the program well. Regaining some of my initial confidence, I 

managed to maintain my musical thread through the piece without any memory slips. In terms of 

consistency, I improved on my previous performance, giving the piece a greater sense of flow and 

direction – a main piece of criticism from my 30/08/17 performance.  

LVPC Round 2 
Even though the Haydn was the most recently learnt piece for the Competition (excluding the 

commissioned work), I felt comfortable with the notes quite early into the learning process, and 

therefore considerable time was spent cementing my artistic decisions. Nevertheless, I also believe that 

part of every performance should contain an element of spontaneity, provided that the groundwork done 

is reliable. During my Round 2 performance of the Haydn, I did feel free from technical or memory 

worries, so therefore I was able to focus my attention on creating sounds and colours that were not 

necessarily meticulously planned beforehand. I think that this artistic freedom translated across to the 
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audience and helped to produce an engaging rendition of the piece. The other two pieces in my program 

(Tchaikovsky Variations and the Liszt Rhapsody) have been in my repertoire for three to four years, so 

I was able to reproduce reliable and consistent performances, while allowing myself the freedom to 

exaggerate or expand upon my pre-existing, planned musical ideas. In between pieces, I felt as ease to 

spend as much time as possible in silent composure, so as to be able to fully enter the scene and character 

for the next piece. 

I only had one momentary lapse in the Tchaikovsky, but this was very slight and I was able to continue 

without much obvious error. Since the Tchaikovsky and the Liszt are both more technically challenging 

than the Haydn, I believe that in order to gain reliability and consistency in terms of technical control 

and musical freedom, I needed to give the pieces much ‘air time’ before the competition. This was done 

over years of preparation and through performances that were given to various audiences and in 

differing venues. In preparing for frequent performances of these pieces, I often had to revisit persistent 

technical problems, as well as devise new ways of looking at the characters of the music, in order to 

keep it fresh for me as a live musician. Using words on my scores to trigger certain landscapes, scenes 

or narratives in my mind while playing was particularly beneficial for me. I found that this method 

helped me to construct aural depictions of the stories I wanted to convey, without constricting my 

playing into one pre-programmed sound for each section – I was able to give myself scope within my 

broader ideas of imagery and narrative.  

LVPC Round 3 
Building on previous comments from my teachers and peers, I intended to present the Bach-Busoni as 

one unified piece, aiming for cohesion across each of the variations. This led me to: reduce pauses 

between sections, relate tempi more closely, or to perceive the dynamic contour of the piece on a grander 

scale. Through mental practice, I was able to ‘zoom out’ and discover the general shape of the 

Chaconne, determining the climax points that I planned to journey towards and away from (for example, 

scalar runs up to b. 78, the large build up to b. 131 – 137 etc.). In performance, I prioritised these general 

climaxes over smaller, local dynamic markings, in an attempt to convey the overall architecture. 

Unintentionally, this then led to me feeling that the piece was a little pushed throughout, which 
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compromised some technically difficult sections. I tried to maintain a positive attitude and firmly 

returned my attention to artistic concepts. The image that I felt most appropriate for my interpretation 

of this piece was the cathedral of Notre Dame de Paris. By fixing my thoughts on this imagery, I was 

not aware of many technical faults.  

Having not played much ‘new music’, I found it particularly daunting to have to prepare and memorise 

such a technically demanding work as the Yedid in only three months. Firstly, it was difficult to 

comprehend the sheer number of notes, which initially seemed to follow no logical pattern. 

Furthermore, since it was one-in-a-bar, a virtuosic tempo was demanded for all the semiquaver runs. 

Also, the piece included some extended and improvisatory techniques which I was unfamiliar with. To 

overcome these challenges, it needed much attention in the immediate weeks before the Competition, 

mainly for increasing technical facility, secure memory, and maintaining stamina through its entire 

duration (approximately 9 minutes). Although much physical preparation had been done, I was still 

mentally doubtful of my capabilities immediately pre-performance. I found that the only way to dispel 

these doubts was to remind myself of my teacher’s advice: to create a performance in which I was able 

to emulate the exact musical ideas that I heard in my head, and to focus on the artistry in each piece, 

rather than becoming anxious about technical challenges.     

Performing such a piece was a new experience for me, and although I had only performed it once 

previously (19/08/17), I considered it to be an exciting and artistically shaped performance. Although 

there was a small memory slip at the beginning where my right hand jumped to the incorrect exit, I was 

soon able to recover without any noticeable gap and continue the piece with the virtuosic energy and 

intensity that I had aimed for.  

As a result of such involved work for the first two pieces, I was physically depleted before even 

beginning the Tchaikovsky-Pletnev, but I was determined to prioritise artistic imagery and the narrative 

as I progressed through this major work. Again, there were small memory slips and inaccuracies 

(movements 2, 9 and 10 TIMES), but taking my fatigue into consideration, I was generally pleased with 

my ability to create a variety of distinctive characters for each movement and not be thrown by minor 
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technical mishaps. Similar to the Yedid, this performance was also an artistic step forward from 19/08, 

but could still be improved further.   
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Appendix C: Performance Templates 
 

DATE: 15/06/17 
 

REPERTOIRE:  Haydn Sonata & Saint Saens G minor Concerto 

Context (circle one):  

 

Competition 
setting 

Formal 
concert 
setting with 
high stakes 

Formal 
concert 
setting with 
low stakes 

Community 
space 

Formal 
intimate 
setting 
(house/salon) 

Informal 
intimate setting 
(workshop/runs 
for friends and 
family) 

Pre-performance activity (Y/N, on the day of performance): 

PRE-PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY YES OR NO 

Early/organised Y 

Warm-up backstage (+ length) Y + 1Hr 

Warm-up on performance piano N 

Talking/mingling with others N 

Deep breathing Y 

Stretching/muscle tension and release N 

Slow release energy food (eg banana) Y 

well hydrated Y 

Sufficient sleep Y 

High quality sleep Y 

Artistic, musical focus Y 

Positive self-talk and affirmations Y 

Soothing imagery N 

Centering N 

Prayer  Y 

Mental rehearsal Y 

Mental rehearsal with miming N 

 

Pre-performance mood (1-3 adjectives): 

Calm, Relaxed, Focused 

 

Confidence in preparation (circle one): 

1 being the least confident in preparation, 7 being the most confident 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

Relaxation on stage (1-3 sentences): 

Composure time, sense of ease, breath control 

Took time before the whole recital & between movements, responded to the wet acoustics by letting 

phrases (especially in Haydn) breathe and resonate more.  Deep breaths between movements helped 

with maintaining confidence and reassuring myself that I was still in control. 
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Accuracy/Reliability, number of inaccuracies and how these were dealt with (1-3 sentences): 

‘inaccuracies’: eg. missing notes/entries, miscalculations of jumps, poor pedalling, missing 

rests/rushing 

Saint Saens 

1st mvt. poco animato repeated beginning of b. 41 

2nd mvt. 2nd subject similar but not 100%, correct harmonies, b. 165 – 173 scales not fully clear 

3rd mvt. Rushed opening theme, therefore setup a speed that was faster than planned for 

whole  ??; last page top G octave split ??? 

Haydn 

2nd mvt. B. 14 – 16 unsure of LH harmonies 

 

Memory slips (if so how many): 

Y / N     

Consistency management: improvement since last performance (1 sentence): 

Saint Saens 

1st mvt. First performance 

2nd mvt. First performance 

3rd mvt. First performance 

 

Haydn 

1st mvt. Much less rushed, more character in a better acoustic 

2nd mvt. First performance 

3rd mvt. First performance 

 

Overall impressions (brief paragraph): 

Performance Evaluation Tool (Klickstein, 2009):  

• 3 aspects of the performance that went well 

o No memory slips (especially considering tight time constraints) 

o Had an artistic musical focus with a desire to communicate my characters & colours above 

all else 

o Didn’t feel rushed most of the time 

 

• 3 aspects of the performance that could be improved 

o Even more secure memory – write out more sections / mvts 

o Have control over tempo until the very end of the performance 

o SS 2nd mvt: breathe more life into it, in 2 not 6, movement through phrases esp # 

 

• Reasons for the successful aspects of the performance 

o Arrived early to the venue with ample time to collect myself & Warm-up beforehand 

o Told myself to trust in my own preparation, there was no more technical work that I could 

do at that moment; surrendered myself to my memory & how much intense work I had 

done 

o Enjoyed playing in the acoustic & relished the sound rather than stressing about the size of 

the hall 
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• Plans to achieve improvements for next performance  

o Prepare as much in advance as possible 

o Do more regular mental practice & score work 

o Rely on my own interpretation rather than getting mixed up with recordings of others too 

close to the performance 

o Work on more forward motion SS 2nd mvt 

o More metronome work SS 3rd mvt 
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DATE: 7/07/17 
 

REPERTOIRE: Sleeping Beauty Andante, Saint Saens 1st mvt 

Context (circle one):  

 

Competition 
setting 

Formal 
concert 
setting with 
high stakes 

Formal 
concert 
setting with 
low stakes 

Community 
space 

Formal 
intimate 
setting 
(house/salon) 

Informal 
intimate setting 
(workshop/runs 
for friends and 
family) 

Pre-performance activity (Y/N, on the day of performance): 

PRE-PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY YES OR NO 

Early/organised Y 

Warm-up backstage (+ length) N 

Warm-up on performance piano Y 

Talking/mingling with others Y 

Deep breathing N 

Stretching/muscle tension and release N 

Slow release energy food (eg banana) Y 

well hydrated Y 

Sufficient sleep Y 

High quality sleep Y 

Artistic, musical focus Y (but not enough, still 
thought about technical 
details) 

Positive self-talk and affirmations Y 

Soothing imagery N 

Centering N 

Prayer  Y 

Mental rehearsal Y 

Mental rehearsal with miming Y 

 

Pre-performance mood (1-3 adjectives): 

Calm (Sleeping Beauty), impatient (Saint Saens), cheerful 

Confidence in preparation (circle one): 

1 being the least confident in preparation, 7 being the most confident 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

Relaxation on stage (1-3 sentences): 

Composure time, sense of ease, breath control 

Didn’t do any deep breathing on stage. Could have taken more time especially with Saint Saens to 

gather my own thoughts rather than just think about accompanist. Felt more relaxed with Sleeping 

Beauty, talked before I played. Saint Saens worried about keys being slippery and possible things 

that could go wrong, therefore not relaxed.  
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Accuracy/Reliability, number of inaccuracies and how these were dealt with (1-3 sentences): 

‘inaccuracies’: eg. missing notes/entries, miscalculations of jumps, poor pedalling, missing 

rests/rushing 

Sleeping Beauty: b 31 bottom G wasn’t clear, b 56 last few semiquavers not clear, b 78 rhythm RH 

too fast 

Saint Saens: opening cadenza p 1 last line run down and up not clear, fingers too fast for brain, 

almost lost control, p 2 line 2 had to quickly restart on arpeggio, b 41 90% not 100% accurate, b 59 

did not feel settled, b 63 didn’t land on low B flat securely, b 73rushed through to next bar, b 76/77 

not very sure of where accidentals are 

Memory slips (if so how many): 

Y/N     

Consistency management: improvement since last performance (1 sentence): 

Saint Saens: less worried about memory and notes since I know it better now, but actually there 

were more inaccuracies (explained below).  

Sleeping beauty N/A 

Overall impressions (brief paragraph): 

Performance Evaluation Tool (Klickstein, 2009):  

• 3 aspects of the performance that went well 

• 3 aspects of the performance that could be improved 

• Reasons for the successful aspects of the performance 

• Plans to achieve improvements for next performance  

 

3 aspects that went well: 

• No memory slips/stops – felt confident in that side of my preparations, nothing 

major/obvious happened 

• Saint Saens climax was together with accompanist, even with limited vision and rehearsal 

time 

• Talking to a relatively small audience before SB helped to settle myself down and connect 

with the audience, felt less ‘intimidating’  

3 aspects that could be improved: 

• Focus more on artistic and expressive goals, especially Saint Saens which is full of virtuosity 

and runs 

• Worry less about things you can’t control, eg. Wet keys, restless audience, different concert 

setting, other performers 

• Gives myself more time to compose myself and conjure up the exact characters I want, the 

audience can wait 

Reasons for successful aspects: 

• Able to do a lot of focused practice this week to make sure that I wouldn’t have any ghastly 

memory slips 

• Felt comfortable presenting the Sleeping Beauty to the audience, maybe should find ways to 

do this more often 
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Plans for improvement: 

• Create an expressive/romantic story for Saint Saens to keep me expressively engaged 

• Give myself as much alone time as I can, away from other that are talking about unrelated 

things 

• Practice fully composing myself and running each piece 

• Remember to breathe on stage and take deep breaths beforehand 
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DATE: 9/07/17 
 

REPERTOIRE: Liszt Rhapsody, Glinka-Balakirev “The Lark” 

Context (circle one):  

 

Competition 
setting 

Formal 
concert 
setting with 
high stakes 

Formal 
concert 
setting with 
low stakes 

Community 
space 

Formal 
intimate 
setting 
(house/salon) 

Informal 
intimate setting 
(workshop/runs 
for friends and 
family) 

Pre-performance activity (Y/N, on the day of performance): 

PRE-PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY YES OR NO 

Early/organised Y 

Warm-up backstage (+ length) Y (20/30 MINS) 

Warm-up on performance piano N 

Talking/mingling with others N 

Deep breathing Y 

Stretching/muscle tension and release N 

Slow release energy food (eg banana) N 

well hydrated Y 

Sufficient sleep N 

High quality sleep N 

Artistic, musical focus Y 

Positive self-talk and affirmations Y 

Soothing imagery Y 

Centering N 

Prayer  Y 

Mental rehearsal Y 

Mental rehearsal with miming N 

 

Pre-performance mood (1-3 adjectives): 

Calm, relaxed, tired 

Confidence in preparation (circle one): 

1 being the least confident in preparation, 7 being the most confident 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

Relaxation on stage (1-3 sentences): 

Composure time, sense of ease, breath control 

Spoke about both pieces on stage, made me feel a lot more comfortable with the audience. Took 

deep breaths before playing. Familiar (after 3 concerts) with piano, audience, venue, atmosphere. 

Accuracy/Reliability, number of inaccuracies and how these were dealt with (1-3 sentences): 

‘inaccuracies’: eg. missing notes/entries, miscalculations of jumps, poor pedalling, missing 

rests/rushing 

The Lark: last 2 bars grace notes not fully clear, last page pedalling not as nuanced as it needed to be 
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Liszt: opening tremolos not always even. Ends of runs lost focus sometimes and ended on the 

wrong/split note 

Memory slips (if so how many): 

Y/N     

Consistency management: improvement since last performance (1 sentence): 

Haven’t performed these pieces in a while, but definitely felt more comfortable with this repertoire 

than yesterday’s Liszt Etude. 

Overall impressions (brief paragraph): 

Performance Evaluation Tool (Klickstein, 2009):  

• 3 aspects of the performance that went well 

• 3 aspects of the performance that could be improved 

• Reasons for the successful aspects of the performance 

• Plans to achieve improvements for next performance  

 

3 aspects that went well: 

• Comfortable on stage 

• No memory slips 

• Able to focus on things much deeper than just the notes and harmonies 

3 aspects that could be improved: 

• More continuity in middle section of “The Lark” – phrase shape and contour 

• Runs and virtuosic passages in Liszt need to have higher levels of accuracy especially ends of 

phrases 

• Liszt opening tremolos could be more even to evoke the cimbalom effect 

Reasons for successful aspects: 

• Had already played in this venue 3 times consecutively, familiar with 

piano/audience/atmosphere 

• Have already performed this repertoire very often, did not have any worries about memory  

• Was very relaxed about the whole concert, felt that it was low pressure so wasn’t so 

stressed or worried about what others would think  

Plans to achieve improvements: 

• Give more attention to melody notes—middle section of “The Lark” – will help to continue 

the phrase in my ear and always have that at the forefront 

• Practice ends of Liszt runs, work backwards 

• Keep fingers close and active for tremolos, fully prepare before starting each one 
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DATE: 19/08/17 
 

REPERTOIRE: ALL LEV SOLO REP 

Context (circle one):  

 

Competition 
setting 

Formal 
concert 
setting with 
high stakes 

Formal 
concert 
setting with 
low stakes 

Community 
space 

Formal 
intimate 
setting 
(house/salon) 

Informal 
intimate setting 
(workshop/runs 
for friends and 
family) 

Pre-performance activity (Y/N, on the day of performance): 

PRE-PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY YES OR NO 

Early/organised N 

Warm-up backstage (+ length) N 

Warm-up on performance piano N 

Talking/mingling with others N 

Deep breathing Y second half 

Stretching/muscle tension and release N 

Slow release energy food (eg banana) N 

well hydrated Y 

Sufficient sleep Y 

High quality sleep N 

Artistic, musical focus N not all pieces 

Positive self-talk and affirmations Sometimes 

Soothing imagery N 

Centering N 

Prayer  Y 

Mental rehearsal Y 

Mental rehearsal with miming N 

 

Pre-performance mood (1-3 adjectives): 

Stressed, worried, tense 

Confidence in preparation (circle one): 

1 being the least confident in preparation, 7 being the most confident 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

Relaxation on stage (1-3 sentences): 

Composure time, sense of ease, breath control 

Lots of background noise and chatter, did not arrive early and according to plan so was flustered and 

should have spent more time waiting for silence and deeper composure before beginning Bach. 

Second half was more relaxed, took deep breaths and felt more at ease in front of the audience.  

Accuracy/Reliability, number of inaccuracies and how these were dealt with (1-3 sentences): 

‘inaccuracies’: eg. missing notes/entries, miscalculations of jumps, poor pedalling, missing 

rests/rushing 
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Liszt: Theme rolled chords top notes and semis not clear, V11 opening 4 bars LH not 100% accurate 

in jumps 

Tchaik Variations: V2 pedalling too much on semis 

Liszt Rhapsody: final bars RH missed some jumps 

Chaconne: balance chordal sections eg. B. 131 LH too much 

Yedid: rushed a lot, had to fudge many passages, LH too much ground bass 

Sleeping Beauty: 3: didn’t give myself enough breaths bottom p2 

5: rushed last page 

6: muddled progression p 3 line 1, not enough time before 7 

8: last line not enough space 

10: missed notes b 49 onwards – carelessness, not placing before I play 

11: b 22+23 fudged LH 

Memory slips (if so how many): 

Y/N    Y 

Bach: Fugue b 59 +83 LH 

Haydn: 1st mvt b 145 D in LH 

Consistency management: improvement since last performance (1 sentence): 

Bach: not as calm/expressive, less confident. Haydn: overall better Classical character. Liszt Etude: 

still didn’t feel musically convincing, V11 more accurate and not rushed. Lark: did not feel the 

flow/direction and connection between phrases like earlier performances. Tchaik more connection, 

felt fairly comfortable. Liszt rhapsody: Very confident, accuracy and musicality better. Chaconne: 

Better sense of the whole improved pedalling. Pletnev:much more coherent than last time olayed 

through whole suite (Nov 16), took much more time and felt more balletic, can still find mre places 

for comfort. 

Overall impressions (brief paragraph): 

Performance Evaluation Tool (Klickstein, 2009):  

• 3 aspects of the performance that went well 

• 3 aspects of the performance that could be improved 

• Reasons for the successful aspects of the performance 

• Plans to achieve improvements for next performance  

 

3aspects that went well: 

• No stops/large memory slips in any pieces and was able to recover quickly from small ones 

• Most of the time was able to overcome audience distractions eg small children/coughing etc 

• Aimed for me relaxation and artistry as performance along  

3 aspects that could be improved: 

• Memory problems in Bach and Haydn 

• Liszt etude accuracy and musicality 
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• Artisitry from the beginning of the performance 

Reasons for successful aspects: 

• Familiar with most of the rep, so could pick myself up fairly quickly at trouble spots 

• Practised with distractions and mentally rehearsed/accounted for noise and distraction 

while I was playing 

• 2nd half felt more comfortable with rep, not such a daunting full program ahead of me, so 

could think more about imagination – wanted to give the audience an enjoyable experience, 

not just about me and everything I want to fix/show off 

Plans to achieve improvements: 

• Arrive earlier, therefore less stress 

• Practise with music especially Bach 

• More deep breathing and composure on stage 

• Give artisity priority from the first notes, feel confident in fundamental prep 

• More focus in practice sessions, practice plans, PHONE AWAY, set time limits for reaching 

goals??? 
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DATE: 30/08/17 
 

REPERTOIRE: LVPC Round 1 – Bach Prelude and Fugue in E flat minor, Liszt Paganini Etude No 6 in 

A minor, The Lark  

Context (circle one):  

 

Competition 
setting 

Formal 
concert 
setting with 
high stakes 

Formal 
concert 
setting with 
low stakes 

Community 
space 

Formal 
intimate 
setting 
(house/salon) 

Informal 
intimate setting 
(workshop/runs 
for friends and 
family) 

Pre-performance activity (Y/N, on the day of performance): 

PRE-PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY YES OR NO 

Early/organised Y 

Warm-up backstage (+ length) Y (20 MINS) 

Warm-up on performance piano Y 

Talking/mingling with others Y (5 MINS) 

Deep breathing N 

Stretching/muscle tension and release N 

Slow release energy food (eg banana) Y ALMONDS 

well hydrated Y 

Sufficient sleep N 

High quality sleep N 

Artistic, musical focus Y SOMETIMES 

Positive self-talk and affirmations Y 

Soothing imagery N 

Centering N 

Prayer  Y 

Mental rehearsal Y 

Mental rehearsal with miming N 

 

Pre-performance mood (1-3 adjectives): 

Relaxed, distant, apathetic 

Confidence in preparation (circle one): 

1 being the least confident in preparation, 7 being the most confident 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

Relaxation on stage (1-3 sentences): 

Composure time, sense of ease, breath control 

Was distracted in my mind while playing – thinking about totally different things. Took some deep 

breaths before Bach, didn’t compose myself for long enough before the List, felt too much at ease? 

Not enough adrenalin, didn’t feel fully engaged in the music that I was creating.  
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Accuracy/Reliability, number of inaccuracies and how these were dealt with (1-3 sentences): 

‘inaccuracies’: eg. missing notes/entries, miscalculations of jumps, poor pedalling, missing 

rests/rushing 

Liszt theme: repeated notes not reliable – didn’t start form the key and ‘hear’ a whole phrase inym 

head before I started, V11 last page RH arpegiio not correct 

Lark: rushed idle section at points 

Memory slips (if so how many): 

Y/N     

Bach Prelude 2nd last line, D diminished arpeggio 

Consistency management: improvement since last performance (1 sentence): 

Bach: less memory slips but not characteristically engaging/convincing 

Liszt: a little more accurate (beginning of V11), still need to work on Theme – mental preparation 

Lark: I felt more engaged with the melody and tried to give more direction 

Overall impressions (brief paragraph): 

Performance Evaluation Tool (Klickstein, 2009):  

• 3 aspects of the performance that went well 

• 3 aspects of the performance that could be improved 

• Reasons for the successful aspects of the performance 

• Plans to achieve improvements for next performance  

 

3 aspects that went well: 

• Early to venue and was able to try performance piano and have some alone time 

• Felt relatively comfortable and confident in my technical preparation 

• No massive stops for memory slip 

3 aspects that could be improved: 

• Be more engaged and interested in the music that I am creating 

• Longer composure time that involves mental run through of at least first phrase, 

incorporating tempo, character, notes etc 

• Better focus on the task at hand while playing 

Reasons for successful aspects: 

• Was already there for my lessons, didn’t need to hurry anywhere so didn’t feel rushed 

• Quite familiar with these pieces, wasn’t too stressed about any major memory slips 

Plans to achieve improvements: 

• Be mentally there at all times on stage, always ‘actively compose’ myself before playing, 

rather than just sitting there for the sake of taking a break in the sound 

• Wash hair day of performance 

• Actually listen to the sounds I am producing rather than just getting through the piece 

• Video myself playing Bach – less flowery movements 

• More matchbox for accuracy and composure re Liszt  
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DATE: 5/09/17 
 

REPERTOIRE: Bach Prelude and Fugue, Liszt Etude, The Lark  

Context (circle one):  

 

Competition 
setting 

Formal 
concert 
setting with 
high stakes 

Formal 
concert 
setting with 
low stakes 

Community 
space 

Formal 
intimate 
setting 
(house/salon) 

Informal 
intimate setting 
(workshop/runs 
for friends and 
family) 

Pre-performance activity (Y/N, on the day of performance): 

PRE-PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY YES OR NO 

Early/organised Y 

Warm-up backstage (+ length) Y (1 hour) 

Warm-up on performance piano N 

Talking/mingling with others N (very little) 

Deep breathing Y 

Stretching/muscle tension and release N 

Slow release energy food (eg banana) Y (scrambled eggs) 

well hydrated Y 

Sufficient sleep Y 

High quality sleep N 

Artistic, musical focus Y 

Positive self-talk and affirmations Y 

Soothing imagery N (not really) 

Centering N 

Prayer  Y 

Mental rehearsal Y 

Mental rehearsal with miming N  

 

Pre-performance mood (1-3 adjectives): 

Calm, quiet, solemn 

Confidence in preparation (circle one): 

1 being the least confident in preparation, 7 being the most confident 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

Relaxation on stage (1-3 sentences): 

Composure time, sense of ease, breath control 

Took a lot of time to compose myself before Bach, deep breaths before each piece, took myself to a 

spiritual contemplative atmosphere, not so much time before Liszt but still looked at keys and heard 

first phrase (in tempo) in my head 

Accuracy/Reliability, number of inaccuracies and how these were dealt with (1-3 sentences): 

‘inaccuracies’: eg. missing notes/entries, miscalculations of jumps, poor pedalling, missing 

rests/rushing 
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Liszt: opening chord top note (jump not large enough), end of V5 (memory slip) and V8 

Lark: p 4 line 2 wrong melody note 

Memory slips (if so how many): 

Y/N     

Liszt V5 

Consistency management: improvement since last performance (1 sentence): 

Bach: more calm, tried to keep top voice in my ear, felt like I was actually creating music 

Liszt: worse than workshop (last week), because of memory slip – tried to keep it engaging and 

spontaneous though 

Lark: better than lunchtime concert, had more beauty and flow through phrases 

Overall impressions (brief paragraph): 

Performance Evaluation Tool (Klickstein, 2009):  

• 3 aspects of the performance that went well 

• 3 aspects of the performance that could be improved 

• Reasons for the successful aspects of the performance 

• Plans to achieve improvements for next performance  

 

3 aspects that went well: 

• Bach – composure time and calm attitude helped to start it off well 

• Early and not in a rush anywhere 

• Recovery in Liszt- not very noticeable stop or gap  

3 aspects that could be improved: 

• Mental attitude for Liszt: more positive on stage before starting 

• Longer composure time between pieces 

• Maintaining concentration at every moment of the performance 

Reasons for successful aspects: 

• Wanted to create a good first impression – so took extra long time for me to settle on stage 

• Made to use the warm up room allocated 1 hour before 

• Able to return quickly to a familiar spot nearby – knew many recovery points in the pieces 

Plans to achieve improvements: 

• Don’t get distracted with phone in mental practice the night before 

• Take more time in between pieces on stage 

•  Look at music more, especially old memory problem spots that may flare up 

• Keep imagery and artistry at the forefront of your mind while playing  
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DATE: 7/09/17  
 

REPERTOIRE: Haydn Sonata, Tchaikovsky Variations, Liszt Rhapsody 

Context (circle one):  

 

Competition 
setting 

Formal 
concert 
setting with 
high stakes 

Formal 
concert 
setting with 
low stakes 

Community 
space 

Formal 
intimate 
setting 
(house/salon) 

Informal 
intimate setting 
(workshop/runs 
for friends and 
family) 

Pre-performance activity (Y/N, on the day of performance): 

PRE-PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY YES OR NO 

Early/organised Y 

Warm-up backstage (+ length) Y 

Warm-up on performance piano N 

Talking/mingling with others N 

Deep breathing Y 

Stretching/muscle tension and release N 

Slow release energy food (eg banana) Y (scrambled eggs) 

well hydrated Y 

Sufficient sleep Y 

High quality sleep Y 

Artistic, musical focus Y 

Positive self-talk and affirmations Y 

Soothing imagery Y 

Centering N (centred throughout 
performance( 

Prayer  Y 

Mental rehearsal Y 

Mental rehearsal with miming N 

 

Pre-performance mood (1-3 adjectives): 

Calm, confident 

Confidence in preparation (circle one): 

1 being the least confident in preparation, 7 being the most confident 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

Relaxation on stage (1-3 sentences): 

Composure time, sense of ease, breath control 

Took extra time between pieces for deep breaths and setting the scene in my head, also said a 

prayer, felt relaxed once I started breathing and having an artistic focus with vivid imagery. 

Accuracy/Reliability, number of inaccuracies and how these were dealt with (1-3 sentences): 

‘inaccuracies’: eg. missing notes/entries, miscalculations of jumps, poor pedalling, missing 

rests/rushing 
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Liszt middle section a few notes split in runs, not too obvious 

All felt quite comfortable 

Memory slips (if so how many): 

Y/N     

Tchaik V11 opening phrase exited to a later ending, but repeated it with no stops and went ok 

Consistency management: improvement since last performance (1 sentence): 

All 3 pieces felt much more artistically convincing and I felt inside the music, creating sonic images of 

what I saw in my head. Not worried about technical problems.  

Overall impressions (brief paragraph): 

Performance Evaluation Tool (Klickstein, 2009):  

• 3 aspects of the performance that went well 

• 3 aspects of the performance that could be improved 

• Reasons for the successful aspects of the performance 

• Plans to achieve improvements for next performance  

 

3 aspects that went well:  

• Felt comfortable on stage with artistic priorities, few technical errors 

• Early and relaxed before going on stage 

• Able to breathe and take time between pieces, didn’t feel rushed 

3 aspects that could be improved: 

• Tchaik V11 

• Haydn more attention to small articulation and beat placement 

Reasons for successful aspects: 

• Used the music in lead up days with lots of separate hands double checks 

• Pieces were familiar and well prepared – had performed them many times 

• Came from home, performance time was 2:30, had enough time to start the day normally 

without any hurry  

• Self confidence, told myself that I knew I could play well, kept a positive mindset with hardly 

any doubts 

Plans to achieve improvements/how to keep it up: 

• Check Tchaik 11 – isolate the one bar with the different exits 

• Keep positive mindset prioritising imagery and the mood I want to create 

• Always consult the music looking/revisiting things to improve 
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DATE: 10/09/17 
 

REPERTOIRE:  Lev Round 3 – Bach-Busoni Chaconne, Yedid, Sleeping Beauty 

Context (circle one):  

 

Competition 
setting 

Formal 
concert 
setting with 
high stakes 

Formal 
concert 
setting with 
low stakes 

Community 
space 

Formal 
intimate 
setting 
(house/salon) 

Informal 
intimate setting 
(workshop/runs 
for friends and 
family) 

Pre-performance activity (Y/N, on the day of performance): 

PRE-PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY YES OR NO 

Early/organised N (only 1 hour – not enough 
for big program) 

Warm-up backstage (+ length) Y 

Warm-up on performance piano N 

Talking/mingling with others Y (forced to talk to 
volunteers) 

Deep breathing Y (very little) 

Stretching/muscle tension and release N 

Slow release energy food (eg banana) N 

well hydrated Y 

Sufficient sleep N 

High quality sleep Y 

Artistic, musical focus Y (mostly) 

Positive self-talk and affirmations Y 

Soothing imagery Y 

Centering N 

Prayer  Y 

Mental rehearsal Y 

Mental rehearsal with miming N 

 

Pre-performance mood (1-3 adjectives): 

Overwhelmed, quiet, worried 

Confidence in preparation (circle one): 

1 being the least confident in preparation, 7 being the most confident 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

Relaxation on stage (1-3 sentences): 

Composure time, sense of ease, breath control 

didn’t take enough time before Bach, felt severely exhausted after Yedid, did not feel completely at 

ease and fully relaxed before playing 
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Accuracy/Reliability, number of inaccuracies and how these were dealt with (1-3 sentences): 

‘inaccuracies’: eg. missing notes/entries, miscalculations of jumps, poor pedalling, missing 

rests/rushing 

Bach-Busoni – D major section p 2 RH staccato accompaniment (not obvious) 

- P.1 harmonies at one point 

- Rushed whole piece, but still made it convincing with flow 

Yedid – not fully accurate for all fast semiquaver runs 

Sleeping Beauty – 10 miscalculated jumps, p. 6 

9. rushed sequence on last page, therefore unclear 

Memory slips (if so how many): 

Y/N    

Sleeping Beauty: 2, and 4 small memory slips 

2: p 5; 4: p 4 

Yedid p 1 and 2 went to wrong exit 

Consistency management: improvement since last performance (1 sentence): 

All pieces much more musically convincing, was exhausted after Yedid but still kept musicality and 

balletic imagery at forefront of performance. Yedid much better flow than Workshop. Busoni maybe 

a bit more pushed than other performances. 

Overall impressions (brief paragraph): 

Performance Evaluation Tool (Klickstein, 2009):  

• 3 aspects of the performance that went well 

• 3 aspects of the performance that could be improved 

• Reasons for the successful aspects of the performance 

• Plans to achieve improvements for next performance  

 

3 aspects that went well: 

• Managed to get through the whole program without any major disasters 

• Felt musically connected most of the time 

• Sleeping Beauty 8 took at a comfortable tempo for all the notes to be heard (very worried 

about that movement) 

3 aspects that could be improved: 

• Bach-Busoni not too rushed 

• More time between pieces 

• Learning how to spread energy over whole program so that I am not suffering from 

premature exhaustion halfway through recital 

Reasons for successful aspects: 

• Familiar pieces 

• Spent a lot of time slowly, with music, many different combinations of phrasing and 

articulation for Sleep beauty 8  
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• Every time I found myself just worrying about upcoming technical difficulties, made myself 

five more attention to imagery, helped to relax 

Plans to achieve improvements: 

• Do more slow, separate hands work right up to the day before the performance 

•  Do more full runs of this recital to manage stamina 

• Breathe/compose myself for longer between pieces – using the time construct a clear image 

of the scene/story  
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DATE: 12/11/17 
 

REPERTOIRE: Haydn 1st mvt, Liszt Rhapsody, Sleeping Beauty 1, 2, 4, 7, 11 

Context (circle one):  

 

Competition 
setting 

Formal 
concert 
setting with 
high stakes 

Formal 
concert 
setting with 
low stakes 

Community 
space 

Formal 
intimate 
setting 
(house/salon) 

Informal 
intimate setting 
(workshop/runs 
for friends and 
family) 

NB: like an audition, only 3 judges present 

Pre-performance activity (Y/N, on the day of performance): 

PRE-PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY YES OR NO 

Early/organised Y 

Warm-up backstage (+ length) Y (30 mins) 

Warm-up on performance piano N 

Talking/mingling with others N 

Deep breathing N 

Stretching/muscle tension and release N 

Slow release energy food (eg banana) N 

well hydrated Y 

Sufficient sleep N 

High quality sleep N 

Artistic, musical focus Y 

Positive self-talk and affirmations Y 

Soothing imagery Y 

Centering Y (a little? Subconsciously) 

Prayer  Y 

Mental rehearsal Y 

Mental rehearsal with miming N  

 

Pre-performance mood (1-3 adjectives): 

Relaxed, calm, confident 

Confidence in preparation (circle one): 

1 being the least confident in preparation, 7 being the most confident 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

Relaxation on stage (1-3 sentences): 

Composure time, sense of ease, breath control 

I was still quite a bit sick, but I used this to my advantage – took more breaths and time to listen. I 

didn’t feel nervous at all, I took time to conjure up imagery between pieces and I felt like I just 

wanted to invite the judges to enjoy the music with me – didn’t view them as ‘vultures’ waiting to 

kick me out. 
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Accuracy/Reliability, number of inaccuracies and how these were dealt with (1-3 sentences): 

‘inaccuracies’: eg. missing notes/entries, miscalculations of jumps, poor pedalling, missing 

rests/rushing 

Haydn last page some vagueness line 3 or 4? 

Sleeping Beauty opening I felt a bit rushed, my breaths weren’t in sync with breaths of phrases, tried 

to fix this by giving melodic shape to phrases so that my mind could catch up to my fingers. Took a 

big breath at pause b 43 and rest of movement was much more stable. Prioritised imagery from then 

on.  

Memory slips (if so how many): 

Y/N     

Haydn: b. 14 and b. 130 LH F#-G instead of G#-A 

Consistency management: improvement since last performance (1 sentence): 

Sleeping Beauty was much more stable and imaginative than workshop 30/10. I felt mostly in control 

of everything I wanted to do – most musical decisions went as planned, and I didn’t feel worried 

about notes or minor details, my focus was on imagery.  

Overall impressions (brief paragraph): 

Performance Evaluation Tool (Klickstein, 2009):  

• 3 aspects of the performance that went well 

• 3 aspects of the performance that could be improved 

• Reasons for the successful aspects of the performance 

• Plans to achieve improvements for next performance  

 

3 aspects that went well: 

• Comfort and ease that I felt on stage – actually enjoyed playing for the audience 

• Memory slip was hardly noticeable in Haydn, was able to keep it together and move on 

with no fuss 

• Didn’t feel unnecessarily worried about sections that I knew I had worked on, aimed for 

higher goals than just getting all the notes right 

3 aspects that could be improved: 

• More separate hands revision even for parts that are usually stable in Haydn 

• A little more breath before starting Sleeping Beauty so that I can keep up  

• More sleep the night before 

Reasons for successful achievements: 

• On time, not rushed 

• Sleeping Beauty and Liszt worked on all previous problem spots, went back to square 1 and 

used the music, to check details including dynamics and phrasing 

• Focused not on notes, but on musical details that I had planned and I was also able to 

spontaneously build upon those plans – kept characters at the forefront Liszt and SB 

• Small audience, felt like a more relaxed atmosphere even though it was still a form on high 

stakes competition 

Plans to achieve improvements: 
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• More sleep, try to ward off sickness as much as possible 

• Go over separate hands even for pieces I am fairly confident with  

• Keep searching for more details and always return to the score 
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DATE: 17/11/17 
 

REPERTOIRE: Haydn Sonata, Sleeping Beauty 1, 2, 4, 7, 11, Ponce Estrellita (with violin), Brahms A 

major violin sonata 

Context (circle one):  

 

Competition 
setting 

Formal 
concert 
setting with 
high stakes 

Formal 
concert 
setting with 
low stakes 

Community 
space 

Formal 
intimate 
setting 
(house/salon) 

Informal 
intimate setting 
(workshop/runs 
for friends and 
family) 

Pre-performance activity (Y/N, on the day of performance): 

PRE-PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY YES OR NO 

Early/organised Y 

Warm-up backstage (+ length) Y 

Warm-up on performance piano Y 30 MINS MAS 

Talking/mingling with others  N 

Deep breathing Y 

Stretching/muscle tension and release N 

Slow release energy food (eg banana) Y banana bread 

well hydrated Y 

Sufficient sleep Y 

High quality sleep Y 

Artistic, musical focus N not all the time 

Positive self-talk and affirmations N 

Soothing imagery Y 

Centering N 

Prayer  N 

Mental rehearsal N 

Mental rehearsal with miming N 

 

Pre-performance mood (1-3 adjectives): 

Cheerful, excited, inquisitive (worried in the back of my mind about Haydn technical and memory 

problems) 

Confidence in preparation (circle one): 

1 being the least confident in preparation, 7 being the most confident 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

Relaxation on stage (1-3 sentences): 

Composure time, sense of ease, breath control 

Felt relaxed while at the piano, atmosphere was very inviting and appreciative 

Accuracy/Reliability, number of inaccuracies and how these were dealt with (1-3 sentences): 

‘inaccuracies’: eg. missing notes/entries, miscalculations of jumps, poor pedalling, missing 

rests/rushing 
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Haydn 2nd mvt went to wrong exit and repeated a section p2 

3rd mvt rushed some runs – wasn’t confident about memory top of p 3 

Sleeping Beauty: 7 rushed through rests, 1 some missed notes in chords and leaps  

Memory slips (if so how many): 

Y/N     

Sleeping Beauty: 4 p 3 line 2 wrong RH melody note threw me off, 7 ending last line concentration 

lapse 

Consistency management: improvement since last performance (1 sentence): 

Haydn – 1stt mvt better than 12/11, other 2 mvts not as good as LVPC 

SB: not as polished as 12/11 4 and 7, but I was more comfortable with opening today 

Overall impressions (brief paragraph): 

Performance Evaluation Tool (Klickstein, 2009):  

• 3 aspects of the performance that went well 

• 3 aspects of the performance that could be improved 

• Reasons for the successful aspects of the performance 

• Plans to achieve improvements for next performance  

 

3 aspects that went well: 

• Brahms went fairly smoothly for a first performance, both of us happy at what we managed 

to achieve in a very short space of time 

• Relaxed atmosphere, didn’t feel as if I was being heavily judged, just wanted to share the 

enjoyment with others 

• Didn’t managed to have any serious and obvious memory lips in Haydn (had only brought up 

2nd and 3rd mvts in a few days and very worried about it)  

3 aspects that could be improved: 

• Time better managed to start looking at Haydn 2 +3 earlier 

• Organise more regular rehearsals for Brahms  

• Always go back to phantom problem spots (even if the performance less than a week ago 

was fine), always start again and don’t gloss over in the last few days 

Reasons for successful aspects: 

• Set reasonable goals, we knew a first performance wouldn’t be exactly how we wanted it in 

the end, but took this as training ground for my recital  

• Both of us enjoy playing for smaller audiences ,so this concert was a good size 

• Still have strong images of the music in my head (been playing it for so long) so able to back 

on track quickly  

 

Plans to achieve improvements: 

• Further in depth for Brahms  

• Always return to beginning and work on things that have always been ap roblem 
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• Get programs and organising done earlier 

• Arrive earlier to performances  
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DATE: 6/12/17 
 

REPERTOIRE: Schumann Symphonic Etudes, Brahms Sonata for Piano and Violin No 2 in A major.  

Context (circle one):  

 

Competition 
setting 

Formal 
concert 
setting with 
high stakes 

Formal 
concert 
setting with 
low stakes 

Community 
space 

Formal 
intimate 
setting 
(house/salon) 

Informal 
intimate setting 
(workshop/runs 
for friends and 
family) 

Pre-performance activity (Y/N, on the day of performance): 

PRE-PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY YES OR NO 

Early/organised Y 

Warm-up backstage (+ length) Y (45 mins) 

Warm-up on performance piano N 

Talking/mingling with others Y 

Deep breathing Y 

Stretching/muscle tension and release N 

Slow release energy food (eg banana)  Y (scrambled eggs) 

well hydrated Y 

Sufficient sleep Y 

High quality sleep Y 

Artistic, musical focus Y 

Positive self-talk and affirmations Y 

Soothing imagery Y 

Centering Y 

Prayer  Y 

Mental rehearsal Y 

Mental rehearsal with miming N 

Also: listened to mostly Schumann works (especially pre Op 13: ie op 2, 9) the few days before and in 

the car on the way to the performance. Didn’t listen much to op 13 at all on the day – didn’t want to 

confuse my interpretation with influences from others so close to the performance time.  

Pre-performance mood (1-3 adjectives): 

calm, cheerful, excited 

Confidence in preparation (circle one): 

1 being the least confident in preparation, 7 being the most confident 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

Relative to how much time I had to prepare the works (approx. 2 months) 

Relaxation on stage (1-3 sentences): 

Composure time, sense of ease, breath control 

didn’t feel nervous or unsure on stage, took a lot of time before the whole piece – adjusted seat, 

changed stick, then let myself be with my own thoughts and conjure up the beginning of the 

fantastical narrative that would open the Schumann. Took deep breaths immediately before going 
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on stage. Felt slightly unsure at end of last phrase in Theme, but gradually became more confident as 

I plunged into my characters for each variation.  

Accuracy/Reliability, number of inaccuracies and how these were dealt with (1-3 sentences): 

‘inaccuracies’: eg. missing notes/entries, miscalculations of jumps, poor pedalling, missing 

rests/rushing 

Theme end of first phrase not totally sure about chord, Variation 2 some missed notes and chords 

Etude IX last line page 1 so fully accurate with chords 

Finale rushed a little, last chord one erroneous note, tried to clear it with pedal 

Brahms: third movement lost concentration in last few pages, misjudged leaps on 3rd last page RH 

legato line, 2nd last page 

Memory slips (if so how many): 

Y/N  none!   

Consistency management: improvement since last performance (1 sentence): 

Schumann definitely much better than workshop performance 30/10 

Brahms had more depth than Stradbroke, more comfortable with notes and able to communicate 

with Eleanor with less stress about technical details.  

 

Overall impressions (brief paragraph): 

Performance Evaluation Tool (Klickstein, 2009):  

• 3 aspects of the performance that went well 

• 3 aspects of the performance that could be improved 

• Reasons for the successful aspects of the performance 

• Plans to achieve improvements for next performance  

 

3 aspects that went well: 

• Early, time to warm up  

• Not nervous or overly worked up inside, managed to stay calm and collected beforehand 

• No memory slips in Schuman, wasn’t focused on notes or too many technical problems, had 

pre-conceived ideas (which still allowed for spontaneous flexibility) that I was able to focus 

on  

3 aspects that could be improved: 

• Maintaining concentration until very end of recital (Brahms 3rd mvt) 

• Even more depth of characters and colours in Schumann 

• Total confidence of Schumann theme ends of phrases 

Reasons for successful aspects: 

• Wanted to create an environment for myself that was as least stressed as possible – already 

knew that the music was challenging, so I needed to arrive in comfortable time for ample 

Warm-up 

• Playing with someone else: somehow felt less pressured and enjoyed it more 
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• Set reasonable goals for myself, didn’t put too much pressure for it to be 100% perfect 

because I knew I had limited time to prepare it  

• Did a lot of work with the score separate hands and voices the week before (noticing extra 

details), used many different practice techniques especially matchsticks, also did mental 

practice with and without the score 

• Listened to a lot of other Schumann to get into his sound world, avoided my own piece 

Plans to achieve improvements: 

• More runs of full recital for stamina build up  

• More mental practice weeks before the performance – helps to consolidate characters and 

also confirm notes 

• Listen to more Brahms to understand his language 

• Work on finer details and intonation with chamber players, more organised and regular 

rehearsals in the leadup (Brahms felt very briefly prepared, rushed decisions for characters 

and colours) 
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DATE: 22/03/18  
 

REPERTOIRE: Busoni 10 Variations on a Theme by Chopin  

Context (circle one):  

 

Competition 
setting 

Formal 
concert 
setting with 
high stakes 

Formal 
concert 
setting with 
low stakes 

Community 
space 

Formal 
intimate 
setting 
(house/salon) 

Informal 
intimate setting 
(workshop/runs 
for friends and 
family) 

Pre-performance activity (Y/N, on the day of performance): 

PRE-PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY YES OR NO 

Early/organised Y 

Warm-up backstage (+ length) Y (1 hour) 

Warm-up on performance piano N 

Talking/mingling with others Y 

Deep breathing Y 

Stretching/muscle tension and release N 

Slow release energy food (eg banana)  Y (pasta salad) 

well hydrated Y 

Sufficient sleep N 

High quality sleep Y 

Artistic, musical focus Y 

Positive self-talk and affirmations Y 

Soothing imagery Y 

Centering N 

Prayer  Y 

Mental rehearsal Y  

Mental rehearsal with miming N 

 
Also: short talk before performance, first performance of this piece so aim was just to air it and 

incorporate as much as I could from the morning’s lesson 

Pre-performance mood (1-3 adjectives): 

 

Relaxed, calm, happy 

Confidence in preparation (circle one): 

1 being the least confident in preparation, 7 being the most confident 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7   (in relation to how much time I had 

to work on it and having given no previous performances of it) 

Relaxation on stage (1-3 sentences): 

Composure time, sense of ease, breath control 

Felt at ease on stage (especially after explaining the work), wanted to deliver a musical performance 

that brought the piece to life. Natasha had mentioned to me in my lesson this morning: as soon as 
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you go on any stage you must act the part and be a confident artist – a different person to how you 

are off stage. Captivate the audience, you have something important to say so make sure you know 

that yourself and relay that to the audience.  

Took some decent time to compose myself, and deep breaths. Had set realistic goals for myself, 

since it was my first performance of this piece. Knew that it probably wouldn’t be technically perfect, 

but I had some strong characters and sonorities that I wanted to communicate with a clear mind.  

Accuracy/Reliability, number of inaccuracies and how these were dealt with (1-3 sentences): 

‘inaccuracies’: eg. missing notes/entries, miscalculations of jumps, poor pedalling, missing 

rests/rushing 

Theme bar 3 LH played D 8ve instead of C 

Sostenuto alla breve: fluffed some of the left hand chords, not 100% certain of harmonies 

Carillon: rushed a lot, hands almost ahead of themselves and too much pedal 

Sotto voce: rushed and passages were scrambled 

Scherzo: pedalling became a little heavy 

Waltz: unsure of direction of phrases, not reliable yet 

Missed some chords on last 2 pages 

Memory slips (if so how many): 

Y/N     

Consistency management: improvement since last performance (1 sentence): 

N/A for this piece, but in terms of overall performance strategies, felt that I could really 

communicate my ideas to the audience and not worried about small technical details  

 

Overall impressions (brief paragraph): 

Performance Evaluation Tool (Klickstein, 2009):  

• 3 aspects of the performance that went well 

• 3 aspects of the performance that could be improved 

• Reasons for the successful aspects of the performance 

• Plans to achieve improvements for next performance  

 

 
3 aspects that went well: 

• Early, time to warm up and consolidate advice from lesson 

• Not nervous or worried about high pressure, was able to create some interesting 

characters especially in softer sections 

• No significant memory slips or stops in the music 

3 aspects that could be improved: 

• Accuracy issues mentioned above 

• Solidifying characters and sonorities  
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• Know the theme inside out  

Reasons for successful aspects: 

• Was already present and organised a room for me to warm up/go over lesson comments – 

planned in advance 

• Set myself realistic goals: was approaching it as a useful feedback session for my first 

performance – did not expect 100% perfection 

• Had used the music regularly in practice sessions leading up to this performance, and 

maintained focus for the whole performance  

Plans to achieve improvements: 

• Fix all technical problems as soon as possible  

• Keep using the music and doing slow, meticulous practice (never get complacent or carried 

away in practice sessions) 

• Split voices, and maybe crossed hand work for theme so that harmonies are solid  
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DATE: 30/04/18 (CIMF Roger Woodward Masterclass) 
 

REPERTOIRE:  Busoni Variations on a Theme of Chopin 

Context (circle one):  

 

Competition 
setting 

Formal 
concert 
setting with 
high stakes 

Formal 
concert 
setting with 
low stakes 

Community 
space 

Formal 
intimate 
setting 
(house/salon) 

Informal 
intimate setting 
(workshop/runs 
for friends and 
family) 

Pre-performance activity (Y/N, on the day of performance): 

PRE-PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY YES OR NO 

Early/organised Y 

Warm-up backstage (+ length) Y 

Warm-up on performance piano Y (20-30mins) 

Talking/mingling with others N 

Deep breathing N 

Stretching/muscle tension and release N 

Slow release energy food (eg banana) N 

well hydrated N 

Sufficient sleep Y 

High quality sleep Y 

Artistic, musical focus Y 

Positive self-talk and affirmations Y 

Soothing imagery N 

Centering N 

Prayer  N 

Mental rehearsal Y 

Mental rehearsal with miming N 

 

Pre-performance mood (1-3 adjectives): 

Calm  cold, not fully in a creative mood 

Confidence in preparation (circle one): 

1 being the least confident in preparation, 7 being the most confident 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

Still early stages of performing this piece, could settle more 

Relaxation on stage (1-3 sentences): 

Composure time, sense of ease, breath control 

No deep breaths, felt relatively at ease  - small audience, masterclass 

Short composure time, still thought I was unsure of opening 
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Accuracy/Reliability, number of inaccuracies and how these were dealt with (1-3 sentences): 

‘inaccuracies’: eg. missing notes/entries, miscalculations of jumps, poor pedalling, missing 

rests/rushing 

Augmentando movement rushed and lost sense of coordination 

Waltz rushed through it and didn’t lean on 1st beat enough 

Opening theme did not control voicing in p and pp lines as well as I would have liked 

Took whole first 4 pages faster than planned – just on the edge 

Small false start for run in fantasia before gliss  

balance was too much towards LH for octaves just before fantasia section, and in scherzo section – 

created a bit of a harsh sound and distorted image of the musical ideas 

Memory slips (if so how many): 

Y/N     

Consistency management: improvement since last performance (1 sentence): 

Technical problems and memory slips disappeared from last performance, still need to increase 

coordination when hands are playing unison, but still had the tendency to rush and push tempo. 

Know individual lines better now (slow practice no pedal and isolation) 

 

Overall impressions (brief paragraph): 

Performance Evaluation Tool (Klickstein, 2009):  

• 3 aspects of the performance that went well 

• 3 aspects of the performance that could be improved 

• Reasons for the successful aspects of the performance 

• Plans to achieve improvements for next performance  

 

3 aspects that went well: 

• No memory slips  

• Was able to communicate most of my musical ideas, especially different colours and phrase 

shapes 

• Did not feel nervous or anxious 

3 aspects that could be improved: 

• No rushing 

• More confidence with scherzo section, don’t let LH overpower for accents 

• Hydration (had no water bottle) 

Reasons for successful aspects: 

• Arrived in good time 

• Have done a lot of deliberate practice (no pedal, slow, small sections, separating hands and 

voices etc) 

• Find this piece very interesting and have tried to imbue it with many of my own musical 

ideas – little influence from others (didn’t listen any recordings of the piece recently, teacher 
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just endorsed and helped to enhance my own ideas rather than giving polar opposite 

instructions) 

Plans to achieve improvements: 

• Self control in poco piu vivo variation, practise slower and under tempo than I intend to go – 

demanding 100% accuracy every time 

• Reinforce balance in scherzo and LH octaves before fantasia, keep working on details and 

not performing in practice 

• Always have water nearby!!! 
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DATE: 3/05/18 
 

REPERTOIRE: Bach-Busoni Chaconne, Busoni Chopin Variations 

Context (circle one):  

 

Competition 
setting 

Formal 
concert 
setting with 
high stakes 

Formal 
concert 
setting with 
low stakes 

Community 
space 

Formal 
intimate 
setting 
(house/salon) 

Informal 
intimate setting 
(workshop/runs 
for friends and 
family) 

Pre-performance activity (Y/N, on the day of performance): 

PRE-PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY YES OR NO 

Early/organised Y 

Warm-up backstage (+ length) Y 

Warm-up on performance piano Y (30 mins) 

Talking/mingling with others Y  

Deep breathing Y 

Stretching/muscle tension and release Y 

Slow release energy food (eg banana) Y 

well hydrated Y 

Sufficient sleep Y 

High quality sleep Y 

Artistic, musical focus Y 

Positive self-talk and affirmations Y 

Soothing imagery Y 

Centering y 

Prayer  Y 

Mental rehearsal Y 

Mental rehearsal with miming N 

Kept warm (coat on) 

Pre-performance mood (1-3 adjectives): 

Calm, peaceful, focused 

Confidence in preparation (circle one): 

1 being the least confident in preparation, 7 being the most confident 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

Relaxation on stage (1-3 sentences): 

Composure time, sense of ease, breath control 

Took deep breaths off stage and on stage while sitting at the piano, said a prayer on stage before 

beginning the chaconne. Was planning on saying something to the audience before the Chaconne 

but Roland said to do it in between pieces. Went off stage between pieces. Wore comfortable shoes 

so I was at ease walking on stage and sitting at the piano felt familiar (to practice sessions). 

Comfortable with the audience, knew it was full of people who love music and were supportive (not 

too many peers or scrutinising professionals), but still wanted to play to a high standard for my own 

dignity/sense of duty to the score. Still wanted to communicate my musical ideas as well as possible.  
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Accuracy/Reliability, number of inaccuracies and how these were dealt with (1-3 sentences): 

‘inaccuracies’: eg. missing notes/entries, miscalculations of jumps, poor pedalling, missing 

rests/rushing 

Chaconne: pg3 scales line 3 skipped one 8ve in RH, fixed it in the next sequence, middle tranquillo 

section some notes split/missed – not too obvious, just continued  

Chopin: end of first variation unsure of C major/C minor order; added pedal for 5’s variation (wanted 

it to be dry); scherzo/fugue entry RH octave subject repeated C octaves – unsure, but did not stop, 

just kept going 

Memory slips (if so how many): 

Y/N    small 

Chaconne very end after semiquavers lost harmonic direction, but still ended on right cadence 

Chopin two bars before scherzo/fugue entry RH octave subject, RH forgot chords 

Consistency management: improvement since last performance (1 sentence): 

Chaconne definitely better than workshop 19/04, felt more coherent, not nervous at all – felt 

comfortable to explore and build upon my established musical decisions in the moment. Chopin 

better than Monday masterclass – incorporated Woodward’s ideas especially about coordination for 

unison variation and for waltz emphasis on 1.  

Overall impressions (brief paragraph): 

Performance Evaluation Tool (Klickstein, 2009):  

• 3 aspects of the performance that went well 

• 3 aspects of the performance that could be improved 

• Reasons for the successful aspects of the performance 

• Plans to achieve improvements for next performance  

 

3 aspects that went well: 

• Delivered a convincing performance with no major problems – also took into consideration 

very recent advice from Woodward 

• Not nervous, enjoyed the time on stage and felt comfortable at the instrument  

• Memory slips/inaccuracies not obvious  

3 aspects that could be improved: 

• No inaccuracies especially for Chaconne! 

• More self control for pedal: don’t let myself just add pedal at places that were strictly no 

pedal 

• More variations in dynamics in Chopin (especially fugue) 

Reasons for successful aspects: 

• Early and on time, able to rehearse on the piano and work out how to voice parts – could 

adapt easily 

• Had referred back to the music a lot over the last few days during practice sessions – tried to 

take apart and cover all the usual problem places 

• Knew both pieces well enough to be able to make unnoticeable recoveries and more 

interested in the colours I wanted to create 
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Plans to achieve improvements: 

• Fix those memory spots asap – separate voices/hands and drill repetition 

• Practice exaggerating dynamics for Chopin  

• Practice more without pedal especially places that switch between different levels/no pedal  
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DATE: 4/09/18 
 

REPERTOIRE: ANPA Round 1: Haydn, Rachmaninov Etude, Busoni Chopin Variations, Angel’s Revolt 

Context (circle one):  

 

Competition 
setting 

Formal 
concert 
setting with 
high stakes 

Formal 
concert 
setting with 
low stakes 

Community 
space 

Formal 
intimate 
setting 
(house/salon) 

Informal 
intimate setting 
(workshop/runs 
for friends and 
family) 

Pre-performance activity (Y/N, on the day of performance): 

PRE-PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY YES OR NO 

Early/organised Y 

Warm-up backstage (+ length) Y (one hour) 

Warm-up on performance piano Y 

Talking/mingling with others N 

Deep breathing Y 

Stretching/muscle tension and release Y 

Slow release energy food (eg banana) Y (dinner beforehand) 

well hydrated Y 

Sufficient sleep N 

High quality sleep Y 

Artistic, musical focus N 

Positive self-talk and affirmations N 

Soothing imagery N 

Centering Y 

Prayer  Y 

Mental rehearsal Y 

Mental rehearsal with miming y 

Performance ran extremely late: meant to start at 9pm, only went on stage at 9:25pm, very tired, 

difficult to concentrate, still very worried about Angel’s Revolt memory, just wanted to get it done 

Pre-performance mood (1-3 adjectives): 

Tired, quiet, anxious 

Confidence in preparation (circle one): 

1 being the least confident in preparation, 7 being the most confident 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

Relaxation on stage (1-3 sentences): 

Composure time, sense of ease, breath control 

Took lots of time before whole performance and Busoni, to do some deep breaths and say a quick 

prayer. Tried to stay energised through whole performance, so didn’t want it to run too late and lose 

more concentration. 
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Accuracy/Reliability, number of inaccuracies and how these were dealt with (1-3 sentences): 

‘inaccuracies’: eg. missing notes/entries, miscalculations of jumps, poor pedalling, missing 

rests/rushing 

Haydn: 3rd movement some runs were fumbled, not all fingers were engaged 

Rachmaninov: messy, split notes 

Busoni: rushed pages 5-8 and lost clarity 

Yedid: too much pedal for ostinato, left hand not clear enough, too slow first section 

Memory slips (if so how many): 

Y/N  

Busoni pg 5 lost track of chord progression,  

Yedid many of the runs in first few pages were fudged, confused different exits   

Consistency management: improvement since last performance (1 sentence): 

Haydn felt like it had artistic and musical focus, but 24/08 performance was better for third 

movement. Rachmaninov better than 27/07 performance, ending was secure but still not 100% 

accurate. Busoni was more settled in fugue than 30/08, felt like a more convincing performance with 

characters and colours. Yedid first public performance in over a year.  

Overall impressions (brief paragraph): 

Performance Evaluation Tool (Klickstein, 2009):  

• 3 aspects of the performance that went well 

• 3 aspects of the performance that could be improved 

• Reasons for the successful aspects of the performance 

• Plans to achieve improvements for next performance  

 

3 aspects that went well: 

• Managed to play whole program and hold my composure/comfort for full 45 mins late at 

night 

• Allowed myself enough time before beginning full recital 

• No obvious memory slips or stops in first three pieces 

3 aspects that could be improved: 

• Yedid much more secure memory  

• Ability to perform at any time of day under any circumstances 

• Stronger conviction in musical decisions and convey this clearly through the music  

Reasons for successful aspects: 

• Had performed the whole program earlier in the day and the day before for my Mum, so I 

knew the stamina involved 

• Now know the value of extended composure time on stage before a lengthy performance 

• Know the pieces well enough to disguise small problems and think about the bigger picture 

Plans to achieve improvements: 
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• Practise at any time of the day, and maintain full concentration (BERNSTEIN) 

• Organise more public performances of every single piece in repertoire 

• Get more rest, establish a regular early bedtime routine (went to sleep at 1am the night 

before) 

• Move towards full embodiment of personal characters in each piece – in practice, aim for 

total immersion in the work so that it sounds exactly like I hear it in my head, don’t settle 

for anything less  
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Appendix D: Practice Logs 
 

DATE: 31/05/17 – 3/06/17 

Assessment of Practice according to Klickstein’s 7 Habits of Excellence 
Scale: 1-5 (depending on how much each Habit was focused on in practice sessions) 

1: fully neglected Habit in all practice sessions 

2: thought about Habit sometimes in mental OR physical practice sessions (specify which) 

3: isolated and worked at Habit sometimes in mental AND physical practice sessions 

4: isolated and worked at Habit in all physical practice sessions 

5: isolated and worked at Habit in all mental and physical practice sessions 

Specific comments: 

Exact sections and bars that were worked on. Fixed problems identified in lesson notes. 

Memorised all exam repertoire, Haydn 2nd mvt rhythm and pulse fixed, Saint Saens 1st and 2nd mvts 

used D’Abreu different rhythms for better accuracy in fast passages  

Reflection based on Klickstein’s 5 Facets of Preparation (brief paragraph): 
artistic, technical, mental/emotional, physical, organisational 

Artistic: formulating stories/vivid emotions for both pieces, still needs to be consolidated. Can work 

on a better tone for Saint Saens 1st mvt.  

Technical: worked a lot on memory last few days (mainly physical), needs to be followed up with 

mental imaging of harmonic structure etc. Saint Saens 3rd mvt needs rigorous metronome work and 

better accuracy.  

Mental/emotional: lack of focus has led to practice sessions that are often interrupted, and 

inefficient – more thing could be achieved in shorter amounts of time. Have not always had a 

positive/calm attitude when approaching physical practice, need to aim to be more emotionally 

stables and confident in my progress.  

Physical: 2/06 and 3/06 very tired and hurried practice sessions, distracted 

Organisational: need to manage time better and waste less time. Rehearsals have been well used 

and planned – exam rehearsal 2/06 very helpful.   

7 Habits of Excellence: Piece 1: Haydn Sonata Piece 2: Saint Saens Concerto  

Ease 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Expressiveness 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 mental 

Accuracy 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Rhythmic Vitality 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Beautiful Tone 1     2     3     4     5 physical 1     2     3     4     5 

Focused Attention 1     2     3     4     5 mental 1     2     3     4     5 mental 

Positive Attitude 1     2     3     4     5 physical 1     2     3     4     5 mental 
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DATE: 4/06/17 – 7/06/17 
 

Assessment of Practice according to Klickstein’s 7 Habits of Excellence 
Scale: 1-5 (depending on how much each Habit was focused on in practice sessions) 

1: fully neglected Habit in all practice sessions 

2: thought about Habit sometimes in mental OR physical practice sessions (specify which) 

3: isolated and worked at Habit sometimes in mental AND physical practice sessions 

4: isolated and worked at Habit in all physical practice sessions 

5: isolated and worked at Habit in all mental and physical practice sessions 

Specific comments: 

Exact sections and bars that were worked on. Fixed problems identified in lesson notes. 

Haydn: used metronome both 2nd and 3rd mvts, 2nd mvt b 9 and 11 6’s need to be faster, generally 

needs more flow, 3rd mt not so rushed now, becoming more familiar with characters 

Saint Saens: 3rd mvt much better and manageable speed 

Reflection based on Klickstein’s 5 Facets of Preparation (brief paragraph): 
artistic, technical, mental/emotional, physical, organisational   

Artistic: able to breathe more in Saint Saens, taking 2nd and 3rd movements as speeds I feel 

comfortable with. Giving more attention to characters 

Technical: all Saint Saens memorised, still consolidating 2nd mvt, practised semiquaver passages with 

dotted rhythms, 3rd mvt accuracy improving. Practised 2nd and 3rd mvt Saint Saens, Haydn 2nd and 3rd 

mvts all with metronome, still need to ingrain the pulse inside me. Saint Saens 1st mvt fixed memory 

problems at Animato.  

Mental: still losing focus during sessions, need to do more silent mental practice.  

Physical: trying not to tire myself out too much by just running movement through, don’t need to 

perform so much in my practice but focus on securing memory (over memorising). Doing more 

separate hands practice. 

Organisational: listened to Saint Saens from exam rehearsal, organised another rehearsal with 

accompanist on 5/06, ironed out ensemble and steady tempos.  

7 Habits of Excellence: Piece 1: Haydn Sonata Piece 2: Saint Saens Concerto  

Ease 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Expressiveness 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Accuracy 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Rhythmic Vitality 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 physical 

Beautiful Tone 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 physical 

Focused Attention 1     2     3     4     5 physical 1     2     3     4     5 

Positive Attitude 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 
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DATE: 8/06/17 – 11/06/17 
 

Assessment of Practice according to Klickstein’s 7 Habits of Excellence 
Scale: 1-5 (depending on how much each Habit was focused on in practice sessions) 

1: fully neglected Habit in all practice sessions 

2: thought about Habit sometimes in mental OR physical practice sessions (specify which) 

3: isolated and worked at Habit sometimes in mental AND physical practice sessions 

4: isolated and worked at Habit in all physical practice sessions 

5: isolated and worked at Habit in all mental and physical practice sessions 

Specific comments: 

Exact sections and bars that were worked on. Fixed problems identified in lesson notes. 

Saint Saens fixed memory b 50-53, chromatic difference b 54 + 55, b 16-19 worked a lot on harmonic 

progression separate hands, b 69 slow practice for exact notes, 2nd mvt at D runs and similar looked 

at patterns for secure memory, 3rd mvt more work on trills section 

Reflection based on Klickstein’s 5 Facets of Preparation (brief paragraph): 
artistic, technical, mental/emotional, physical, organisational   

Artistic: worked on a deep, longing/melancholic character in Saint Saens 1st mvt, need to give Haydn 

more attention.  

Technical: trying to secure memory all mvts, Haydn stilly shaky and need to look at score more 

Mental/emotional: still easily distracted in practice, frustrated with memory problems, but don’t 

spend enough time ‘drilling’ and practising sections in different ways. Not always in the most 

pleasant state of mind approaching physical practice, becomes routine.  

Physical: still squashing/fitting in session due to having other things on/fatigue, sleep earlier 

hopefully.  

Organisational: still haven’t listened to last 2 lessons, mental practice is still only occasional not 

regular.  

  

7 Habits of Excellence: Piece 1: Haydn Sonata Piece 2: Saint Saens Concerto  

Ease 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Expressiveness 1     2     3     4     5 physical 1     2     3     4     5 

Accuracy 1     2     3     4     5 physical 1     2     3     4     5 

Rhythmic Vitality 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Beautiful Tone 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Focused Attention 1     2     3     4     5 mental 1     2     3     4     5 

Positive Attitude 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 
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DATE: 26/06/17-1/07/17 
 

Assessment of Practice according to Klickstein’s 7 Habits of Excellence 
Scale: 1-5 (depending on how much each Habit was focused on in practice sessions) 

1: fully neglected Habit in all practice sessions 

2: thought about Habit sometimes in mental OR physical practice sessions (specify which) 

3: isolated and worked at Habit sometimes in mental AND physical practice sessions 

4: isolated and worked at Habit in all physical practice sessions 

5: isolated and worked at Habit in all mental and physical practice sessions 

Specific comments: 

Exact sections and bars that were worked on. Fixed problems identified in lesson notes. 

Liszt Etude: V7 tried to work on accuracy/coordination with LH 

The Lark: mainly focused on middle section  

Reflection based on Klickstein’s 5 Facets of Preparation (brief paragraph): 
artistic, technical, mental/emotional, physical, organisational   

Artistic: just trying to get these pieces back for Luas Parklands, haven’t thought much about artistic 

ideas/musical interest yet 

Technical: did some slow practice on Liszt, but have been very distracted this week with fragmented 

practice sessions therefore not much progress day to day. Worked separate hands middle section of 

The Lark, making sure small notes lined up exactly with melody notes.  

Mental/emotional: very distracted and not focused on practice/performance prep, practice sessions 

were not efficient.  

Physical: not in a regular routine which affected my mindset, slept in a lot 

Organisational: too many peripheral/social things, did not have plans for achievement for practice 

sessions, also busy with other commitments eg choir/teaching 

  

7 Habits of Excellence: Piece 1: Liszt Etude Piece 2: The Lark 

Ease 1     2     3     4     5 physical 1     2     3     4     5 physical 

Expressiveness 1     2     3     4     5 physical 1     2     3     4     5 

Accuracy 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 physical 

Rhythmic Vitality 1     2     3     4     5 physical 1     2     3     4     5 

Beautiful Tone 1     2     3     4     5 physical 1     2     3     4     5 

Focused Attention 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Positive Attitude 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 
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DATE: 1/07/17-6/07/17 

Assessment of Practice according to Klickstein’s 7 Habits of Excellence 
Scale: 1-5 (depending on how much each Habit was focused on in practice sessions) 

1: fully neglected Habit in all practice sessions 

2: thought about Habit sometimes in mental OR physical practice sessions (specify which) 

3: isolated and worked at Habit sometimes in mental AND physical practice sessions 

4: isolated and worked at Habit in all physical practice sessions 

5: isolated and worked at Habit in all mental and physical practice sessions 

Specific comments: 

Exact sections and bars that were worked on. Fixed problems identified in lesson notes. 

Liszt: b. 4 coordinating LH E in treble clef, made sure last 2 notes RH were heard, V3 not so heavy but 

with shape, V4 need to stay close and small movements, V5 maintained LH line, V6 a little pedal 

beginning line 2, V7 worked a lot on coordination rinforzando bars, V8 and 9 worked on ease, Finale 

accuracy 

The Lark: hairpins middle section, faster at Andantino 

Reflection based on Klickstein’s 5 Facets of Preparation (brief paragraph): 
artistic, technical, mental/emotional, physical, organisational   

Artistic: worked on expressivity for both pieces, communicating a sense of enjoyment and strong 

characters 

Technical: Liszt especially polished corner that were not 100% convincing. Lark gave more attention 

to all small notes, some harmonic analysis last page 

Mental/emotional: happy and relaxed, with ample practice time, able to focus and do task based 

practice with little distraction. Increased mental practice especially last few days, helped to think 

more about expression and characters without having to play simultaneously.  

Physical: not too fatigued, practising on a different piano and environment, able to practice quite a 

bit on performance piano in the hall, in general got more practice done.  

Organisational: able to not rush sessions and really fix problems, took regular breaks, no other tasks 

to just practice.  

7 Habits of Excellence: Piece 1: Liszt Etude Piece 2: The Lark 

Ease 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Expressiveness 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Accuracy 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Rhythmic Vitality 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 physical 

Beautiful Tone 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Focused Attention 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Positive Attitude 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 
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DATE:10/07/17-16/07/17 

Assessment of Practice according to Klickstein’s 7 Habits of Excellence 
Scale: 1-5 (depending on how much each Habit was focused on in practice sessions) 

1: fully neglected Habit in all practice sessions 

2: thought about Habit sometimes in mental OR physical practice sessions (specify which) 

3: isolated and worked at Habit sometimes in mental AND physical practice sessions 

4: isolated and worked at Habit in all physical practice sessions 

5: isolated and worked at Habit in all mental and physical practice sessions 

Specific comments: 

Exact sections and bars that were worked on. Fixed problems identified in lesson notes. 

Chaconne: a lot of accuracy work b 53-57, runs b 69-71, b 127, making p 20 more expressive, con 

fuoco b 206 onwards still unsure about pattern, did a lot of repetitive work 

Tchaik: phrased towards second bar of each phrase, V4 breathing points, V1, 5, 7, 12 worked on 

polyphonic textures 

Reflection based on Klickstein’s 5 Facets of Preparation (brief paragraph): 
artistic, technical, mental/emotional, physical, organisational   

Artistic: starting to think of Chaconne with more characters/grand imagery. Still need to consolidate 

storylines for both pieces. 

Technical: aiming for higher levels of accuracy for Chaconne, doing clearer pedalling and more 

breathing points between phrases. Tchaik need to remind myself not to rush, using music to 

separate voices and hands for stronger memory. Practising with one hand playing on lid – 

strengthens separate hands.  

Mental/emotional: much more focused and calm this week, aiming to visibly improve each session. 

Less warming up, just wanted to start work asap – this is probably not feasible in the long run. Still 

need to do more mental prac in silence.  

Physical: less busy and distracted, eating normally, sleeping late and waking up late.  

Organisational: starting to focus solely on Lev rep, deleting other distractions, cleared room and did 

household tasks in practice breaks for sense of accomplishment.  

7 Habits of Excellence: Piece 1: Chaconne Piece 2: Tchaikovsky Variations 

Ease 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Expressiveness 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Accuracy 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Rhythmic Vitality 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Beautiful Tone 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Focused Attention 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Positive Attitude 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 
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DATE: 17/07/17 – 23/07/17 
 

Assessment of Practice according to Klickstein’s 7 Habits of Excellence 
Scale: 1-5 (depending on how much each Habit was focused on in practice sessions) 

1: fully neglected Habit in all practice sessions 

2: thought about Habit sometimes in mental OR physical practice sessions (specify which) 

3: isolated and worked at Habit sometimes in mental AND physical practice sessions 

4: isolated and worked at Habit in all physical practice sessions 

5: isolated and worked at Habit in all mental and physical practice sessions 

Specific comments: 

Exact sections and bars that were worked on. Fixed problems identified in lesson notes. 

Chaconne: tried to give more flow and unity to the whole piece; moderating forte volume – not too 

bombastic too soon; b 127 worked a lot on clear Eb 8ve – have to sit on first beat of bar and listen to 

last group of demis; tranquillo b 158 still struggling to relax tempo and feel at ease; b 223-225 held 

dotted quaver as long as possible.  

Tchaik: using less pedal for clarity, moderating volume, V6 lighter and less pointed accents, V7 

frequent pedal changes, overall lighter feel 

Reflection based on Klickstein’s 5 Facets of Preparation (brief paragraph): 
artistic, technical, mental/emotional, physical, organisational   

Artistic: worked on expressivity for Tchaik and flow for Chaconne. Still yet to devise a clear 

picture/story for both pieces, which will help to keep the artistic goals at the forefront. Have worked 

on characters though, playing is never about me and showing off – as soon as it becomes just 

purely brilliant, I lose my connection and my playing becomes shallow.  

Technical: accuracy and focus for both pieces can still improve. More runs (recorded) and mental 

performance practice. Can do more separate hands prac.  

Mental/emotional: mental prac must increase, quite focused beginning of the week. Need to really 

get into competition mode, reducing social activities.  

7 Habits of Excellence: Piece 1: Chaconne Piece 2: Tchaik Variations 

Ease 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Expressiveness 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Accuracy 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Rhythmic Vitality 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Beautiful Tone 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Focused Attention 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Positive Attitude 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 
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Physical: did a lot of exercise which helped to clear the mind. Should regularly work swimming into 

schedule to help with back too.  

Organisational: still not in a fixed routine, sleeping late and should try more deliberate practice with 

plans before starting.  
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DATE: 24/07/17 – 30/07/17 
 

Assessment of Practice according to Klickstein’s 7 Habits of Excellence 
Scale: 1-5 (depending on how much each Habit was focused on in practice sessions) 

1: fully neglected Habit in all practice sessions 

2: thought about Habit sometimes in mental OR physical practice sessions (specify which) 

3: isolated and worked at Habit sometimes in mental AND physical practice sessions 

4: isolated and worked at Habit in all physical practice sessions 

5: isolated and worked at Habit in all mental and physical practice sessions 

Specific comments: 

Exact sections and bars that were worked on. Fixed problems identified in lesson notes. 

Bach: used metronome (Prelude), lengthened ornaments, one blanket sound, less excessive wrist 

movement (both prelude and fugue). Fugue no pedal, worked on memory problems (b 29, top p 3 b. 

36), practised separate hands with lid, b 34, 36, 39, 42, 69 worked on finger legato matchbox.  

Chaconne: b. 69 sitting on last beat for clarity, b 126 + 127 worked separate hands on lid, matchbox 

for demis, p 2 separated components, p 4 last line catching pedal for each run, b 158 tranquillo 

trying to create a less busy atmosphere especially RH for LH to sing out, last 3 pgs worked on 

flow/character/memory.  

Reflection based on Klickstein’s 5 Facets of Preparation (brief paragraph): 
artistic, technical, mental/emotional, physical, organisational   

Artistic: P+F trying to create more of a general atmosphere: calm, peaceful, spiritual, still  

Chaconne preserving loudest, grandest ff for end of the piece, aiming for more variation in sound, 

gradual unfolding, not giving away too much at the start.  

Practise the right way more than the mistakes.  

Also worked on Beethoven 2 and 3.  

7 Habits of Excellence: Piece 1: Bach Prelude and 
Fugue in E flat minor Book 1 

Piece 2: Bach-Busoni Chaconne 

Ease 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Expressiveness 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Accuracy 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Rhythmic Vitality 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Beautiful Tone 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Focused Attention 1     2     3     4     5 physical 1     2     3     4     5 physical 

Positive Attitude 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 
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Technical: still securing memory for both pieces, using less Romantic hand/arm movements. Did a lot 

of sep hands lid prac for memory and also legato. Repetition with matchbox definitely helped 

confidence with memory.  

Mental/emotional: heavily distracted second half of the week, found it very hard to concentrate for 

extended periods, worried about external matters that affected efficiency of practice, took many 

breaks. Only used mental prac to think about character/expression of atmospheres in pieces.  

Physical: tired most days, late nights and sleep ins, no routine or exercise.  

Organisational: 27/07 made a practice plan for that day, really helped with fixing technical problems 

– gave me an agenda to follow easily. 25/07 and 26/07 very unfocused. 28/07 first meeting with 

Yitzhak re Angel’s Revolt.  
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DATE: 31/07/17 – 6/08/17 
 

Assessment of Practice according to Klickstein’s 7 Habits of Excellence 
Scale: 1-5 (depending on how much each Habit was focused on in practice sessions) 

1: fully neglected Habit in all practice sessions 

2: thought about Habit sometimes in mental OR physical practice sessions (specify which) 

3: isolated and worked at Habit sometimes in mental AND physical practice sessions 

4: isolated and worked at Habit in all physical practice sessions 

5: isolated and worked at Habit in all mental and physical practice sessions 

Specific comments: 

Exact sections and bars that were worked on. Fixed problems identified in lesson notes. 

Bach – Fugue worked on making more sense of my dynamic plan – actually building to a point then 

dropping back for a new wave, trying to give colour and interest. Separated voices in last 2 lines – 

must maintain focus until very last note. Prelude tried to keep quaver beat inside head, but rhythm 

still wavers in semiquavers.  

Beethoven – 2nd mvt used metronome to secure beats, b 80 timing can be more accurate switching 

from 12-6. B 39-50 reinstated harmonies by saying them and playing, b. 11 LH doesn’t have to be so 

fast, b. 12 softer, cushioned ending. 3rd mvt b. 189 section accuracy for ends of phrases, b 265 E pedal 

point more legato, b 385 sit on every beat and don’t let fingers run away. 

Reflection based on Klickstein’s 5 Facets of Preparation (brief paragraph): 
artistic, technical, mental/emotional, physical, organisational   

Artistic: focusing on maintaining interest in Fugue – listening to different voices and making climax 

points more obvious. Beethoven 3rd mvt more jovial and light character, still trying to find a good sense 

of flow and a way to create an effective atmosphere for opening of 2nd mvt.  

Technical: most of the technical work was done on Beethoven – meticulous metronome work in 2nd 

mvt, note accuracy in 3rd mvt, tried to practise correct ways more than mistakes. Mindful of getting it 

right the first time and not practising mistakes (Reubart). 

7 Habits of Excellence: Piece 1: Bach Prelude and 
Fugue E flat minor Book 1 

Piece 2: Beethoven Piano 
Concerto No 3, 2nd and 3rd mvts 

Ease 1     2     3     4     5 physical 1     2     3     4     5 

Expressiveness 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Accuracy 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Rhythmic Vitality 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Beautiful Tone 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Focused Attention 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Positive Attitude 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 
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Mental/emotional: much more focused this week, finally increasing practice time and looking at other 

rep too. Mental practice was mainly about Bach Fugue plan and the type of sound I want to create.  

Physical: St John’s Concert August 3: Liszt and Tchaikovsky variations, looked at these a little, but had 

already worked on Tchaikovsky a few weeks ago and Liszt has always been in the background; no 

exercise but extreme exhaustion on 1/08, 2/08 recovering.  

Organisational: made flyers for Aug 19 recital, contacted Anna for Great Romantics recording; found 

out that Lev rounds will be in Ian Hanger – have to change mental picture of how I will be performing 

in the competition.  
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DATE: 7/08/17 – 13/08-17 
 

Assessment of Practice according to Klickstein’s 7 Habits of Excellence 
Scale: 1-5 (depending on how much each Habit was focused on in practice sessions) 

1: fully neglected Habit in all practice sessions 

2: thought about Habit sometimes in mental OR physical practice sessions (specify which) 

3: isolated and worked at Habit sometimes in mental AND physical practice sessions 

4: isolated and worked at Habit in all physical practice sessions 

5: isolated and worked at Habit in all mental and physical practice sessions 

Also worked on Chaconne, the Lark, and Bach on different days 

Specific comments: 

Exact sections and bars that were worked on. Fixed problems identified in lesson notes. 

Haydn: 1st mvt secured articulation b 31-33 RH, checked different exits in Expositions and Recap, b 45 

low D in LH.  

2nd mvt opening checked memory problems, b37+38 checked length of LH phrase  

3rd mvt looking for differences in repeats, lighter character overall, separate hands (on lid) for passages 

and flow. 

Yedid: b 54 +55  worked slowly and separate hands for more familiarity, worked out sitting points for 

both hands together. Worked slow and melodiously with many semiquaver lines in RH, giving every 

note importance. Tremolos less heavy and on surface of keys, b 84 changed RH fingering, b 67 +71 

slowing down for staccato, b 96- 98 worked out position of hands – RH always below LH. 

Reflection based on Klickstein’s 5 Facets of Preparation (brief paragraph): 
artistic, technical, mental/emotional, physical, organisational   

Artistic: only really focused on characters and artistic side of playing for Haydn later in the week – 

trying to give it a more Classical and lighter character overall – not so serious. 

Technical: patching up memory for Haydn, working on familiarity, security and speed for Yedid. Lots 

of slow and separated hands practice, finding places to allow myself more time.  

7 Habits of Excellence: Piece 1: Haydn Sonata Piece 2: Yedid Angel’s Revolt 

Ease 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Expressiveness 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Accuracy 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Rhythmic Vitality 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Beautiful Tone 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Focused Attention 1     2     3     4     5 physical  1     2     3     4     5 

Positive Attitude 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 
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Mental/emotional: not very stable beginning of the week, reducing social interaction, didn’t do any 

focused mental practice, just looked at Haydn score a little for memory. No mental practice at all for 

Yedid.  

Physical: no exercise, trying to cover more pieces in preparation for recital.  

Organisational: had another session with Yedid 11/08, very helpful, created FB event for recital, found 

out ballot number (14) for Lev.  
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DATE: 14/08/17 – 20/08/17 
 

Assessment of Practice according to Klickstein’s 7 Habits of Excellence 
Scale: 1-5 (depending on how much each Habit was focused on in practice sessions) 

1: fully neglected Habit in all practice sessions 

2: thought about Habit sometimes in mental OR physical practice sessions (specify which) 

3: isolated and worked at Habit sometimes in mental AND physical practice sessions 

4: isolated and worked at Habit in all physical practice sessions 

5: isolated and worked at Habit in all mental and physical practice sessions 

Specific comments: 

Exact sections and bars that were worked on. Fixed problems identified in lesson notes. 

Yedid: b. 81, 169, 171, 176, 194 worked out exact RH notes that come together with LH and sat on 

these; used matchbox for many repetitions of each section, RH needs to immediately take over from 

LH ground bass so that I know where I am; worked on giving opening more drive and connection to 

rest of the piece. B. 36, 38, 49, 52 had to b grounded within the bar so that I didn’t get lost, should 

start from the middle of the bar; first 2 pages broke 8ves practised just notes that come with LH, rest 

of the notes can be lighter. 

Sleeping Beauty: 8. Did separate hands – vivo is not equal to presto, can be softer 

10. Opening melody harmony C, dm x 2, then Edim, need to listen to melody more despite harmonic 

jumps and hand crossing 

11. p 2 b 22-23 figured out where 1st beat is – changes whole perspective of run each time, also helps 

to sit on first beat b 22, 24, 30, 32 

Reflection based on Klickstein’s 5 Facets of Preparation (brief paragraph): 
artistic, technical, mental/emotional, physical, organisational   

Artistic: working on preparing all rep for 19/08 performance, trying to touch almost all pieces every 

day – more runs especially whole Sleeping Beauty. Catering for a distracting audience that just wants 

to enjoy what they hear, aiming to practise under tempo where possible. Finding more overall shape 

in Yedid.  

7 Habits of Excellence: Piece 1: Angel’s Revolt - Yedid Piece 2: Sleeping Beauty 

Ease 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Expressiveness 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Accuracy 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Rhythmic Vitality 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Beautiful Tone 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Focused Attention 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Positive Attitude 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 
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Technical: still working on reliability in Yedid and keeping hands working exactly together; truing to 

overcome as many memory obstacles as possible, predicting some sports that have never had a 

problem but could potentially be shaky sot tried to secure them, checked old problem spots once 

again in Sleeping Beauty, not in Haydn 1st mvt or Bach though. 

Mental/emotional: pictured performing at the venue while practising. Pre 19/08 tried to keep a 

positive attitude, confident in my preparation, but on the day was overwhelmed at the marathon 

before me. Tried to prepare myself for massive program 19/08, was mentally drained from this but 

used 20/08 to fix all problems that occurred – didn’t take mistakes too personally, thought of them as 

faults in my playing and preparation, rather flaws in me as pianists. Took it on board constructively.  

Physical: no exercise, stayed home most of the time and practised, exhausted 20/08 after recital. Still 

had late nights and wasted a lot of time on the computer.  

Organisational: prepared programs, had another sessions with Yedid (18/08), checked out shop/venue 

again, found out that I am playing on Yamaha, Great Romantics recording fell through and didn’t end 

up happening.  
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DATE: 15/10/17 – 22/10/17 
 

Assessment of Practice according to Klickstein’s 7 Habits of Excellence 
Scale: 1-5 (depending on how much each Habit was focused on in practice sessions) 

1: fully neglected Habit in all practice sessions 

2: thought about Habit sometimes in mental OR physical practice sessions (specify which) 

3: isolated and worked at Habit sometimes in mental AND physical practice sessions 

4: isolated and worked at Habit in all physical practice sessions 

5: isolated and worked at Habit in all mental and physical practice sessions 

Specific comments: 

Exact sections and bars that were worked on. Fixed problems identified in lesson notes. 

Theme better legato, pedalling to catch the bass; V1 accents; V2 semiquaver triplets even; E3 

separate hands, fixed hand position; V4 LH leading, last line crisp; V5. B 14 RH g natural, V6 focused 

on repeated chords; V7 quasi Bach, E9 listening to top, working with different combinations of 

voices; V8 listening to horizontal line; Finale working on longer phrases, b 17 LH repeated notes still 

problematic. 

Reflection based on Klickstein’s 5 Facets of Preparation (brief paragraph): 
artistic, technical, mental/emotional, physical, organisational   

artistic: making small artistic/phrasing decisions, not too complex yet, still grappling with notes and 

technical difficulties. Need to think about the whole structure.  

Technical: done a lot of separation, small sections, different rhythms, still working on memory V7, 8, 

9, Finale 

Mental/emotional: not motivated, practice session often not always 100% productive, distracted 

thinking about other tasks – slows down problem solving. No mental practice at all, just working on 

physical obstacles. Need a sheet to write down all distractions. 

Physical: doing exercise (walking) 

Organisational: poor time management, very busy with other music commitments, haven’t had time 

for proper blocks of practice without distraction. Brahms rehearsals dragged out and took up time. 

7 Habits of Excellence: Piece 1: Schumann  Symphonic 
Etudes 

Piece 2:  

Ease 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Expressiveness 1     2     3     4     5 physical  1     2     3     4     5 

Accuracy 1     2     3     4     5 physical 1     2     3     4     5 

Rhythmic Vitality 1     2     3     4     5  physical 1     2     3     4     5 

Beautiful Tone 1     2     3     4     5 physical 1     2     3     4     5 

Focused Attention 1     2     3     4     5 physical 1     2     3     4     5 

Positive Attitude 1     2     3     4     5 physical 1     2     3     4     5 
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Found out that Natasha had nominated me for the Barbara Hebden prize (which ended up getting 

cancelled), and also that I had made it to the next round for the Theme and Variations Foundation 

scholarship.  
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DATE: 23/10/17 – 29/10/17 
 

Assessment of Practice according to Klickstein’s 7 Habits of Excellence 
Scale: 1-5 (depending on how much each Habit was focused on in practice sessions) 

1: fully neglected Habit in all practice sessions 

2: thought about Habit sometimes in mental OR physical practice sessions (specify which) 

3: isolated and worked at Habit sometimes in mental AND physical practice sessions 

4: isolated and worked at Habit in all physical practice sessions 

5: isolated and worked at Habit in all mental and physical practice sessions 

Specific comments: 

Exact sections and bars that were worked on. Fixed problems identified in lesson notes. 

Schumann: Theme practised legato without pedal, V3 less strict rhythm, V7 tied notes b.13, E not A, 

b. 15 continuing LH bass line, shakily memorised – need to consolidate. V7 counted through, realised 

some notes were held too long. V8 memorised. Finale inside notes of chords more precision, b 17-37 

dotted rhythms isolated different parts.  

Tchaik: haphazard revision (from 27/10), not much focus/detailed work.  

Reflection based on Klickstein’s 5 Facets of Preparation (brief paragraph): 
artistic, technical, mental/emotional, physical, organisational   

Artistic: still not the main focus of the practice, mainly finding places to breath/phrase off (eg. 

Etude9, Finale, V3). Trying to create longer lines that aren’t just governed by technical problems.  

Technical: Schumann slowly improving/more fluent, still need to do more drill work for stronger tips 

of fingers in many places (eg. E9, V8, V6). Need more patience to do really slow practice with 

metronome.  

Mental/emotional: still no mental practice, very stressed about extra tasks No motivation to give 

Tchaik the attention it needs and deserves. Just playing through it. Distracted and interrupted 

practise sessions – don’t fell much sense of accomplishment. 

Physical: more walking, busy and tired. 

7 Habits of Excellence: Piece 1: Schumann Symphonic 
Etudes 

Piece 2: Tchaikovsky Sleeping 
Beauty 

Ease 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Expressiveness 1     2     3     4     5 physical 1     2     3     4     5 

Accuracy 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Rhythmic Vitality 1     2     3     4     5 physical (esp 
V7) 

1     2     3     4     5 

Beautiful Tone 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Focused Attention 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Positive Attitude 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 
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Organisational: Yitzhak invited me to perform piece No 8, had to decline – too busy getting 

overwhelmed fitting teaching/piano/church etc in.  

taking into account Schneidermann advice: separating and developing each skill in a difficult assage 

(p 65) 
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DATE: 30/10/17 – 6/11/17 
 

Assessment of Practice according to Klickstein’s 7 Habits of Excellence 
Scale: 1-5 (depending on how much each Habit was focused on in practice sessions) 

1: fully neglected Habit in all practice sessions 

2: thought about Habit sometimes in mental OR physical practice sessions (specify which) 

3: isolated and worked at Habit sometimes in mental AND physical practice sessions 

4: isolated and worked at Habit in all physical practice sessions 

5: isolated and worked at Habit in all mental and physical practice sessions 

NB: no mental prac for Schumann, focusing on T&V prep (12/11/17) 

 

Specific comments: 

Exact sections and bars that were worked on. Fixed problems identified in lesson notes. 

Tchaik: rechecked old memory spots especially in No. 4 – practised semiquaver passages with other 

hand, helped a lot to know the notes separate from the specific hand muscle memory. Improved 

accuracy in opening section of  No 1, looked at phrase endings and places I could shelf to break 

things up and let myself breathe. 

Schumann: worked mainly on memorising V9 and Finale, used strong staccato for V8 and E9 to get 

accurate notes in whole chord, V9 haven’t found the logical progression yet, Finale b. 115 Cb in LH; 

E9 b33-40 separated into 2 phrases. 

Reflection based on Klickstein’s 5 Facets of Preparation (brief paragraph): 
artistic, technical, mental/emotional, physical, organisational   

Artistic: not much new artistic inspiration, still revising/consolidating problems that require much 

physical practice 

Technical: did a lot of slow practice checking details for both pieces, used score especially for Tchaik, 

working on memory for Schumann but probably not in the most effective way – just blind repetition 

while getting distracted and no clear small goals. Really aiming to get Tchaik better than Lev 

performance.  

7 Habits of Excellence: Piece 1:  Schumann Symphonic 
Etudes 

Piece 2:  Sleeping Beauty 

Ease 1     2     3     4     5 physical 1     2     3     4     5 

Expressiveness 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Accuracy 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Rhythmic Vitality 1     2     3     4     5 physical 1     2     3     4     5 

Beautiful Tone 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Focused Attention 1     2     3     4     5 physical 1     2     3     4     5 

Positive Attitude 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 
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Mental/emotional: not much time for mental prac, just included planning how to practice the Tchaik 

before sitting at the piano.  

Physical: busy running around rehearsals/exercise  etc 

Organisational: planned to focus efforts on Tchaik this week, will revisit Haydn and Liszt next week. I 

feel behind on the Schumann, have had no Brahms (A major) rehearsals but I was able to write 

detailed notes in my practice journal.  
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DATE: 26/02/18 – 11/03/18 
 

Assessment of Practice according to Klickstein’s 7 Habits of Excellence 
Scale: 1-5 (depending on how much each Habit was focused on in practice sessions) 

1: fully neglected Habit in all practice sessions 

2: thought about Habit sometimes in mental OR physical practice sessions (specify which) 

3: isolated and worked at Habit sometimes in mental AND physical practice sessions 

4: isolated and worked at Habit in all physical practice sessions 

5: isolated and worked at Habit in all mental and physical practice sessions 

Specific comments: 

Exact sections and bars that were worked on. Fixed problems identified in lesson notes. 

Working on memorising Busoni, did a lot of drilling last 2 weeks: separate hands/voices, alternate 

rhythms and dynamics (Berman), hands crossed, theme memorised harmonies, sostenuto practise LH 

with 2 hands, poco piu vivo ‘shelving’ each mini phrase –RH  top voice legato, bottom voice staccato 

and vice versa; carillon checking accuracy of notes and accents, p 8 and 9 dotted rhythms; p.10 + 11 

changed fingering 1-5 most RH passages; using less pedal for brilliancy 

Schubert: focused on last 2 mvts, still learning notes 

Reflection based on Klickstein’s 5 Facets of Preparation (brief paragraph): 
artistic, technical, mental/emotional, physical, organisational   

Artistic: Busoni starting to shape up. Less pedal makes it more understandable and more focus on 

fingerwork. Starting to think about characters and colours for each section. Want to produce a distinct 

sound for each variation. 

Technical: a lot of slow and deliberate drills to train my fingers, demanding total accuracy, nothing less 

than 100% before moving on; following fingerings more assiduously. Much less pedal and playing 

softer so I can hear myself. Paying much more attention to the score.  

Mental/emotional: need to start having sessions away from the instrument to think about characters; 

have just been having random ideas about how to practise/planning out what I want to do before 

7 Habits of Excellence: Piece 1: Busoni Chopin 
Variations 

Piece 2: Schubert Wanderer 

Ease 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 physical 

Expressiveness 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 mental 

Accuracy 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Rhythmic Vitality 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Beautiful Tone 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 physical 

Focused Attention 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Positive Attitude 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 
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sitting at the piano, have always wanted and felt the need to practise recently – do not feel that it is a 

chore.  

Physical: no heavy duty exercise, trying to stay hydrated during sesisons and becoming more aware 

when concentration is waning. 

Organisational: very busy with teaching and rehearsal schedule, therefore forced to make sessions as 

effective as possibly. Using rough paper on the piano to immediately write any distracting thoughts or 

errands/tasks that I need to do. Very helpful to get them out of my head. Going back to some finger 

exercises for independence and strengthening. 
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DATE: 22/04/18 – 6/05/18 
 

Assessment of Practice according to Klickstein’s 7 Habits of Excellence 
Scale: 1-5 (depending on how much each Habit was focused on in practice sessions) 

1: fully neglected Habit in all practice sessions 

2: thought about Habit sometimes in mental OR physical practice sessions (specify which) 

3: isolated and worked at Habit sometimes in mental AND physical practice sessions 

4: isolated and worked at Habit in all physical practice sessions 

5: isolated and worked at Habit in all mental and physical practice sessions 

Specific comments: 

Exact sections and bars that were worked on. Fixed problems identified in lesson notes. 

Busoni Chopin: p1 line 1 still working through 3 distinct voices for accuracy and better familiarity 

with harmonies; carillon p4 relaxed and made it the same speed as previous variation – breathing 

between phrases; p6 even semis, using dotted rhythms; p3 shaping phrases according to 

major/minor harmonies, waltz trying to intonate and phrase in all directions without being too overt 

– still needs to have an air of fogginess over it; last page 8ve leaps for accuracy 

Bach-Busoni Chaconne: b. 17 need to hold D both hands until Bb, b 41 section worked on finding a 

stable speed without increasing volume and adding accents too soon; b 69-72 filling in runs with 

expression; trying to maintain ‘fantasy’ and interest element the whole way through without 

anything sounding too business-like especially p 7-10; last page listening to LH semi line p 3, 6 & 7 

memory issues 

Reflection based on Klickstein’s 5 Facets of Preparation (brief paragraph): 
artistic, technical, mental/emotional, physical, organisational   

artistic: preparing for/practising at the Canberra International Music Festival, so was focusing on 

polishing both these pieces in order to give a convincing performance full of character 

technical: also needed to be rid of any memory problems or technical inaccuracies, did a lot of drill 

work in small sections 

7 Habits of Excellence: Piece 1: Busoni Chopin 
Variations 

Piece 2: Bach-Busoni Chaconne  

Ease 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Expressiveness 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Accuracy 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Rhythmic Vitality 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Beautiful Tone 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Focused Attention 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Positive Attitude 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 
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mental/emotional: physical practice time was limited due to events that I had to attend/curfews/in 

transit so did more mental practice in these two weeks – did not listen to any recordings of my 

pieces, but just looked at the score and mentally worked out problems/rehearsed sections. Did more 

mental practice on the Busoni Chopin variations since this is a newer piece and I still need to become 

more familiar with the characters I want to produce.  

physical: didn’t want to tire myself out too much by overpractising, so tried to be as efficient as 

possible with my time and fix specific sections 

organisational: tried to solve most of my problems before going to Canberra, so that it just had to be 

kept up/refreshed in Canberra. I knew I would not have as much time as I would have liked to 

practice in Canberra, and my hosts only had an upright piano. Reduced some of my commitments in 

the week before leaving, so as to free up more time for practice.  
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DATE: 7/05/18 – 20/05/18 
 

Assessment of Practice according to Klickstein’s 7 Habits of Excellence 
Scale: 1-5 (depending on how much each Habit was focused on in practice sessions) 

1: fully neglected Habit in all practice sessions 

2: thought about Habit sometimes in mental OR physical practice sessions (specify which) 

3: isolated and worked at Habit sometimes in mental AND physical practice sessions 

4: isolated and worked at Habit in all physical practice sessions 

5: isolated and worked at Habit in all mental and physical practice sessions 

Specific comments: 

Exact sections and bars that were worked on. Fixed problems identified in lesson notes. 

Busoni: looked at octave scales on last page - some semitones and others tones; worked on Scherzo 

section – tried to overcome repetition of chord p 16 line 3. Did a lot of run throughs of the piece. 

Beethoven: focused on first movement – learning notes and harmonies; differences between 

exposition and recap; tried to give all movements more forward motion by thinking of 2 or 4 bar 

phrases; 2nd mvt b 5, 16 and similar bars attempted to make sure that articulation was distinct 

between voices and that notes were held for the correct length. 1st mvt b 254-258 A major scale is 

repeated twice with b 255 LH circling back to G#. Worked a lot on b 84-91 (and similar section in recap) 

for accuracy and releasing/removing one hand quickly for the other hand to play the same note; also 

b 181-203 for 10ths jumps.  

Reflection based on Klickstein’s 5 Facets of Preparation (brief paragraph): 
artistic, technical, mental/emotional, physical, organisational   

Artistic: Tried to maintain Busoni artistic intentions from Canberra for the Ena Williams prize, did not 

focus much on artistry for Beethoven. Was also bringing up Haydn 1st mvt and Liszt Hungarian 

Rhapsody for Ena Williams, so was preoccupied with restoring/improving artistry for those pieces 

which hadn’t been touched in a while.  

Technical: Didn’t use the score much for Busoni, thought I had already memorised it. Didn’t go through 

sections slowly while observing details, just played through large chunks fast and loud. Worked on 

Liszt slowly and with music. Beethoven only worried about technical problems and notes at the 

7 Habits of Excellence: Piece 1: Busoni Chopin 
Variations 

Piece 2: Beethoven Sonata A 
major Op 2 No 2  

Ease 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 physical 

Expressiveness 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Accuracy 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Rhythmic Vitality 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Beautiful Tone 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Focused Attention 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Positive Attitude 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 
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moment, used metronome to try and improve flow. 2nd mvt pushing certain sections forward to try 

and maintain interest. 

Mental/emotional: brief mental practice only reserved for Busoni – picturing score in my head. 

Physical: very busy running around having many other rehearsals and activities, wasn’t able to have 

extended periods of time at the piano. Had just arrived back Canberra so recovering from that too.  

Organisational: had recording session for Kerikeri on 8/05/18, recorded Busoni – dragged out longer 

than expected due to technology problems, ended up with a recording that I wasn’t 100% happy with. 

Kerikeri forms were due on 14/05, same day as Ena Williams prize at night, so was preoccupied about 

Youtune uploads and paying money while preparing for a performance in the evening. Looked at 

Haydn 1st mvt and Liszt in Week 1 for Ena Williams, focused on Beethoven in Week 2. Won the Ena 

Williams prize. Had many accompaniment rehearsals, a photoshoot and lot of organ practice to do 

too.  
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DATE: 21/05/18 – 3/06/18 
 

Assessment of Practice according to Klickstein’s 7 Habits of Excellence 
Scale: 1-5 (depending on how much each Habit was focused on in practice sessions) 

1: fully neglected Habit in all practice sessions 

2: thought about Habit sometimes in mental OR physical practice sessions (specify which) 

3: isolated and worked at Habit sometimes in mental AND physical practice sessions 

4: isolated and worked at Habit in all physical practice sessions 

5: isolated and worked at Habit in all mental and physical practice sessions 

Specific comments: 

Exact sections and bars that were worked on. Fixed problems identified in lesson notes. 

Beethoven: 1st mvt thinking 2 in a bar, 4 bar phrases – gave it much more direction. Memorised 1st 

and 3rd mvts. 1st mvt second subject and development b 131-159 rotating wrist more for lighter 

accompaniment – also keeps it in time. B 84-89 (+similar in recap) waiting after octave triplets before 

placing minim sforzandi. Also b 92 no sf, beginning of a new phrase. Paying more attention to dynamics 

to assist phrase shape. 2nd mvt keeping all the same tempo – having fluidity in the tempo made it hard 

to follow and felt like a hollow way to maintain interest. 2nd mvt giving shape to LH staccato line; 

decided on a solemn, sombre funeral march character for the movement. 3rd mvt stopped making it 

too staccato – interpreted ‘light and brisk’ too literally so gave length to 2nd beat chords; staying p for 

longer throughout mvt. 4th mvt working on phrase direction, not speeding up episodes; staccato 

sempre section b 57-99 more strength and vigour throughout; working on memory. 

Rachmaninov: some slow practice, relearning piece in small sections, using metronome (end Week 2) 

to listen to all parts slowly and be vigilant for old mistakes. Top p 5 separated RH chordal textures.  

Reflection based on Klickstein’s 5 Facets of Preparation (brief paragraph): 
artistic, technical, mental/emotional, physical, organisational   

Artistic: now focusing more on phrasing and shaping in Beethoven, especially first movement. 

Rachmaninov not really up to artistic part, still relearning and scraping the ‘rust’ off the piece – 

removing bad habits and stopping myself from playing on autopilot without engaging my brain.  

7 Habits of Excellence: Piece 1: Beethoven Sonata Op 2 
No 2 

Piece 2: Rachmaninov Etude 
Tableau Op 39 No 6 

Ease 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 physical 

Expressiveness 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Accuracy 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Rhythmic Vitality 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 physical 

Beautiful Tone 1     2     3     4     5 physical 1     2     3     4     5 

Focused Attention 1     2     3     4     5 physical 1     2     3     4     5 

Positive Attitude 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 
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Technical: still working on technical ‘hand choreography’ for Beethoven, memorised movements 1 

and 3, still need to memorise 2 and 4. Stabilising tempo in 2nd mvt, still confirming fingers and finger 

patterns. Doing a lot of slow, deliberate practice on Rachmaninov (end Week 2)– re-training fingers to 

fully know textures and to eventually play it better than I have previously. Practising in small sections 

for maximum concentration, not moving on until that section is stable and reliable – working on 

reducing music to harmonies. 

Mental/emotional: listened to more recordings of the Beethoven (especially Lev Vlassenko), and 

thought about how to give it more direction and buoyancy. Tried to give 3rd mvt a less grounded 

character – but need to be careful not to arbitrarily make notes staccato where not explicitly marked. 

Not much mental practice on Rachmaninov, still need to a lot of physical work at the piano for it to 

return to proper condition. I had a positive attitude about both pieces though, believed that I will 

eventually be able to master both pieces, just needs time and focus. Took lesson criticisms on board 

constructively and tried out all comments in my practice. 

Physical: not much exercise, but busy with quite a few other rehearsals and performances. 

Organisational: difficult fitting in fixed and extended practice sessions, had two other 

chamber/accompaniment performances in Week 1 (22/05 and 25/05). Extra social and church 

commitments too. Had to submit publicity and repertoire info for Shepparton and Sydney Eisteddfod. 

Had to cancel lesson 24/05 because too busy and didn’t feel that I had prepared enough to show her. 

Trying to do more ‘target practice’ (Marsden Thomas) by starting at the problem chord/note and 

gradually working up to it each time – previous note, previous few notes, previous bar, previous 

phrase, etc. Not moving on from problem chord until it is reliably fixed. Had to do reflection on 

Canberra and expense reports for T&V scholarship.  
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DATE: 4/06/18 – 17/06/18 
 

Assessment of Practice according to Klickstein’s 7 Habits of Excellence 
Scale: 1-5 (depending on how much each Habit was focused on in practice sessions) 

1: fully neglected Habit in all practice sessions 

2: thought about Habit sometimes in mental OR physical practice sessions (specify which) 

3: isolated and worked at Habit sometimes in mental AND physical practice sessions 

4: isolated and worked at Habit in all physical practice sessions 

5: isolated and worked at Habit in all mental and physical practice sessions 

Specific comments: 

Exact sections and bars that were worked on. Fixed problems identified in lesson notes. 

Beethoven: focused on 2nd and 4th movements for memorisation, both are very close. 2nd mvt not 

fluctuating speed during episodes, maintaining the same speed for more intensity and control. Still 

thinking in 2 bar phrases. 4th mvt each time the A major arpeggio run comes, aiming for G sharp or F 

sharp in the next bar – therefore the top E is not the arrival point, but just a springboard to come back 

down. Dolce episode b 16 onwards, not speeding up but relishing all the delicate turns of the music. 

Less pedal in general, for all runs and passagework.  

Rachmaninov: focused a lot more on this piece especially in Week 1, lots of slow and soft practice 

consciously looking at the score, aiming for maximum accuracy. Coordination pg 6 and 7. Much softer 

top pg 5. Using target practice to correct mistakes – building up to the problem and stopping 

immediately.  

Reflection based on Klickstein’s 5 Facets of Preparation (brief paragraph): 
artistic, technical, mental/emotional, physical, organisational   

Artistic: kept Barenboim’s comment about making artistic decisions in mind: ‘why, how and for what 

purpose’. For example, 2nd mvt decision to hold onto one speed throughout – why: the fluctuating 

tempos were distracting and detracted from the sombre nature of the movement; how: by restraining 

myself to go faster, keeping an inner metronome ticking; for what purpose: to maintain focus and 

character, gives more continuity, and more of a mature artistic outlook rather than just giving it ‘flow’ 

by speeding things up.  

7 Habits of Excellence: Piece 1: Beethoven Sonata Op 2 
No 2 

Piece 2: Rachmaninov Etude 
Tableau Op 39 No 6 

Ease 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Expressiveness 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 physical 

Accuracy 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Rhythmic Vitality 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Beautiful Tone 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 physical 

Focused Attention 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Positive Attitude 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 
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Technical: teacher said Rachmaninov needed a lot more discipline, so slowed everything down and 

made sure my fingers were fully re-trained, not just relying on old rusty finger patterns. Tried to avoid 

ever making the same mistake twice, always identifying and fixing problems as quickly as possible.  

Mental/emotional: still not much mental practice, really only used mental practice to think about how 

I could memorise the Beethoven movements as quickly as possible, and how to maintain 

concentration in 2nd mvt. Realised that in order to memorise, need to look at the score to absorb as 

many details as I can. Don’t try to prematurely memorise, when I’m still not completely sure of 

everything! Better to take a little longer and do it properly rather than be in a rush and have to 

revisit/fix things later.  

Physical: just generally busy, still finding it difficult to fit in extensive practice. 

Organisational: Shepparton repertoire was due 8/06, had to change some pieces around on 10/06, 

given a new piece to learn for Shepparton – Lyadov Op 11 no 1. 9/06 family birthday celebrations, 

10/06 and 17/06 had to attend concerts. Started writing Chapter 4 of thesis – taking more time than 

expected. Organising end of semester concert for my students on 1/07 – sending out emails to 

parents. Week 2 also started looking at Sydney Eisteddfod pieces – Haydn and Busoni Chopin. 
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DATE:18/06/18 – 1/07/18 
 

Assessment of Practice according to Klickstein’s 7 Habits of Excellence 
Scale: 1-5 (depending on how much each Habit was focused on in practice sessions) 

1: fully neglected Habit in all practice sessions 

2: thought about Habit sometimes in mental OR physical practice sessions (specify which) 

3: isolated and worked at Habit sometimes in mental AND physical practice sessions 

4: isolated and worked at Habit in all physical practice sessions 

5: isolated and worked at Habit in all mental and physical practice sessions 

Specific comments: 

Exact sections and bars that were worked on. Fixed problems identified in lesson notes. 

Haydn 1st mvt b. 177 not slower like in exposition, b 145 harmonies are just 7th chords, b 69 

ornaments need to be fixed, b 51-53 same 8ve twice, then lower and adagio  

Busoni: unison and quintuplet variation worked on accuracy the most, waltz used opposite 

dynamics technique, making certain notes deliberate 

Also looked at sleeping beauty 

Reflection based on Klickstein’s 5 Facets of Preparation (brief paragraph): 
artistic, technical, mental/emotional, physical, organisational   

Artistic: reviving Haydn and trying to keep it fresh for upcoming competition. Busoni solidifying 

interpretive decisions from Canberra.  

Technical: actively looking at score, trying to find as many details as possible, practising some 

sections faster than I would ever play them  

Mental/emotional: tried to stay focused in short bursts of practice 

Physical: no exercise but a lot of going out/travelling to different activities 

Organisational: had a lot of Cathedral repertoire to learn, extra rehearsals and performances. 

Preparing for Sydney Eisteddfod performance on 6/07, booked flights and accommodation.  

7 Habits of Excellence: Piece 1: Haydn Sonata Piece 2: Busoni Chopin 
Variations 

Ease 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Expressiveness 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Accuracy 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Rhythmic Vitality 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Beautiful Tone 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Focused Attention 1     2     3     4     5 physical 1     2     3     4     5 physical 

Positive Attitude 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 
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DATE:2/07/18 – 15/07/18 
 

Assessment of Practice according to Klickstein’s 7 Habits of Excellence 
Scale: 1-5 (depending on how much each Habit was focused on in practice sessions) 

1: fully neglected Habit in all practice sessions 

2: thought about Habit sometimes in mental OR physical practice sessions (specify which) 

3: isolated and worked at Habit sometimes in mental AND physical practice sessions 

4: isolated and worked at Habit in all physical practice sessions 

5: isolated and worked at Habit in all mental and physical practice sessions 

Specific comments: 

Exact sections and bars that were worked on. Fixed problems identified in lesson notes. 

Sleeping Beauty: becoming more aware of balance between hands, LH hardly playing but fully knows 

exactly what it is doing. worked on magical long lines especially in 1, 4, and 10. 5 changed fingering 

top pg 3.  

Busoni: hands crossed for waltz to improve LH memory, accuracy in triplet variation, Theme first p 

phrase LH is just in 8ves not thicker chords. P and pp phrases (line 3 and 4) should not get slower just 

because they are softer. Working on staying softer for longer in Scherzo. Waltz more atmospheric and 

foggy. Quintuplets re-checked which notes are skipped in chromatic runs, made runs clearer. Working 

through many sections separate hands. Page 6 more conversation between top treble notes and bass 

notes – link better. Page 7 and 8 more RH. Page 12 Presto worked on runs and choreography, wrong 

notes in LH (E natural, F#). P 14 gliss is actually a dim for last line to be p. Scherzo breathing between 

entries.  

Reflection based on Klickstein’s 5 Facets of Preparation (brief paragraph): 
artistic, technical, mental/emotional, physical, organisational   

Artistic: mainly for Busoni in last few days before Sydney Eisteddfod, Sleeping Beauty remembering 

all of previous artistic decisions and trying to improve them. Sleeping Beauty getting more of a general 

overview especially in Week 1.  

Technical: attentive reading of the score, checking problems immediately, then testing memory. 

Double checking all problem-prone places in Busoni before competition – making sure they are 

7 Habits of Excellence: Piece 1: Sleeping Beauty Piece 2: Busoni Chopin 
Variations 

Ease 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Expressiveness 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Accuracy 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Rhythmic Vitality 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Beautiful Tone 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

Focused Attention 1     2     3     4     5 physical 1     2     3     4     5 

Positive Attitude 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 
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memory-lapse-proof. Practising without pedal for both pieces – teacher’s comment a good pianist 

will be able to play very nicely without pedal. Thinking of shelving/different phrases for Sleeping 

Beauty. balance and voicing 

Mental/emotional: both pieces did slow concentrated practice. Managed to have a short break in 

Sydney 6/07-8/07, revived after performance. Got reserve for competition, quite disappointing so 

needed a few days before getting back into practising. Didn’t get to do enough run throughs of 

program for teacher/family members. No mental practice.  

Physical: tired after Sydney trip, no exercise.  

Organisational: started planning for 27/07 recital, emailing Australian Piano Warehouse, making flyers 

and sending emails. School holidays so no teaching or Cathedral commitments.  
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Appendix E – Sample Imagery/Narratives 
 

This appendix provides the narratives and imagery for three pieces: the Haydn Sonata, the Tchaikovsky 

Variations, and the Liszt Rhapsody. The ideas are not meant to be particularly profound but are simply 

stimulus intended to be expounded upon while performing.  

Haydn Sonata HOB XVI:33 in D major 
 

1st mvt:  

• 1st subject: a handsome, confident man presents himself with flowers to a girl on a garden bench  

• b. 13 the girl thanks him for the gift 

• b. 19 but she is not sure that she will return his interest 

• b. 24 they engage in casual, flirtatious conversation 

• b. 31 the girl briefly explains her personal situation 

• b. 45 a distraction in the park 

• b. 50 another distraction 

• b. 54 nervous laughter 

• b. 59 a joke is made 

• b. 61 chuckle from the man 

• b. 69 (Development): now… evening arrives 

• b. 73 surveying the park 

• b. 88 the girl has private thoughts and is weighing up reasons for and against accepting this man 

• b. 98 thinks that she will come to a resolution to give him a chance 

• b. 104 another whim 

• b. 116 where did he go? 

• b. 117 (Recap) a second approach the next day at the same park 

• b. 131 a cautious caress 

• b. 140 he asks her what her thoughts are 

• b. 143 she says yes 

• b. 153 confident ending, they leave the scene arm in arm 

2nd mvt: 

• operatic and dramatic 
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3rd mvt: 

• b. 1 stately ball, the invitation to dance is announced 

• b. 9 lining up 

• b. 17 rumours/whispers of a personality who is arriving (who is it?) 

• b. 21 the Queen arrives, a friend is welcomed 

• b. 25 where is the King?  

• b. 30 he arrives  

• b. 33 all partners now begin to dance 

• b. 41 confident, faux serious 

• b. 49 the man did not pick the girl to dance, but a stranger 

• b. 57 she questions herself as she dances 

• b. 64 final dance for the night, he picks her as the last dance, elaborated upon 

• b. 80 thank you and goodnight 

 

Tchaikovsky Variations 
• Theme: tradition Russian family home, sitting around the hearth on a winter’s evening 

• Variation 1: father begins to reminisce while staring into the fire 

• Variation 2: children play quietly in the corner 

• Variation 3: children begin to be more boisterous 

• Variation 4: laughter shared by the whole family 

• Variation 5: husband and wife cherish each other  

• Variation 6: sons ask to gather more firewood 

• Variation 7: Orthodox choir night prayers heard from the monastery nearby 

• Variation 8: father and sons return with firewood 

• Variation 9: daughters ask to dance a mazurka with sons 

• Variation 10: the night wears on, parents reminisce days early on in their marriage 

• Variation 11: the next morning, routines and chores begin in an orderly fashion 

• Variation 12: morning tea as the sun shines into the lesson room 

• Finale: lunch with the father as he comes in from the fields, an enjoyable meal 

 

Liszt Rhapsody: 
• Opening ‘lento a capriccio’: hazy morning, sun is just beginning to shine over distant hills 

• Energico: suddenly awake, ready for a day’s preparation for the feast in the evening 
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• Following runs: work of the day, running around on the property 

• Andante sostenuto: strong, solid meal - sober 

• Marcato: a little intoxicated, merrier bonfire 

• Vivace assai: playful/cheeky, children chasing each other around the fire 

• Prestissimo: classic dance, night, quite intoxicated, joyful, everyone at the party is dancing 




